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Abstract
This dissertation analyzes efforts to understand and build urban ecosystem health and
justice, extending scholarly literatures on urban ecology, political ecology and environmental
justice. Through examination of cases from around the world, as well as from my own
sustained work in Albany, New York, the research demonstrates that urban ecosystem health
and justice has powerful cultural, social and political economic dimensions as well as (more
often acknowledged) ecological and technical dimensions. The research also advances an
analytic framework that can guide education as well as entrepreneurial initiatives to build
urban ecosystem health and justice. The research strives to provide a theoretical as well as
practical guide to the second generation of the global environmental justice movement. Rather
than focus on recurrent patterns of environmental injustice, particularly in communities already
vulnerable because of race and class, this research identifies positive paths forward through
education, community programming, law and technical innovation.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1

Prologue

My exploration of urban sustainability began in the year 2000 in Austin, Texas with the
founding of the Rhizome Collective, and has continued on to the present day with the Radix
Ecological Sustainability Center in Albany, New York. Since then, the shape, purpose, and
players of urban sustainability have changed enormously, evolving from a radical fringe
movement to a thoroughly mainstream and coopted concept.
My personal path from early environmental consciousness to the formation of Rhizome
has been one of change and transformation, as well. While I was in high school I considered
myself to be an “environmentalist”, concerned with the most prominent environmental issues
of the time including rainforest destruction, ozone depletion, acid rain, toxic waste, the
greenhouse effect, and so on. These “post-Earth Day” causes popular in the late 1980’s and
early 1990’s took place before sustainability discourse became widespread, and reinforced a
modernistic notion that humans were an inherently destructive species separate from nature
and destined to ruin the planet. The message internalized was that the best an
environmentalist could hope to do would to be less of a human: conserve resources, be a
vegetarian, recycle, consume less, avoid procreation, feel guilty about one’s own existence, etc.
Taken to its logical conclusion, this mind set would argue that it would be best for humanity to
commit speciecide in order to save the Earth. Seldom, if ever, discussed were ways in which it
would be possible for humans to live in a relative, if only discordant, harmony with the global
ecosystem1. We remained ignorant of the many examples of human societies doing so outside

1

See Botkin, Daniel B. "Discordant harmonies: a new ecology for the twenty-first century." (1990).
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of the particular trajectory of Indo-European agriculturalists-turned-dominant western culture
with which we were familiar (Balee, 2006).
These attitudes were strongly reinforced for me at a Model UN Conference I attended in
11th grade at the United Nations where a speaker discussed rainforest conservation in the
Amazon Basin, and the need to create protected preserves free of human activity (including
indigenous peoples). Years later (in my Ph.D. program) I read a piece by Donna Haraway where
she deftly dissects this standpoint, describing it as an “Eden under glass” (Jamison, 1992). At
some point in my early undergraduate years as my personal political beliefs became more
radical, I became disenchanted with the environmental movement, seeing it as a weak liberal
cause that did little to significantly challenge the capitalistic forces responsible for ecological
destruction and social injustice. I became more involved with decentralized non-violent
anarchist “social” campaigns such as Food Not Bombs, Homes Not Jails, and political prisoner
campaigns. Involvement with these radical movements helped me to develop a solid critique of
capitalist society, one that has remained central, albeit less pronounced, in my work to this day.
I remained involved in radical causes throughout my post-undergraduate years,
culminating in the then-nascent global justice movement’s massive demonstrations against
entities such as the IMF, WTO, the World Bank and the US Republican party. While initially
exhilarating, these rallies ultimately lead to me suffering from a degree of activist burnout –
multiple arrests as well as the effects of low-intensity psychological warfare methods employed
by police necessitated that I changed my personal tactics for achieving social transformation.
The alter-globalization movement had a clear stance and well-developed critique against global
capitalism, but offered little in the way of solutions. I began to ponder the meaning of the
3

movement’s rallying cry “another world is possible”: How do people eat in this other world?
How do they procure water, energy, and deal with their wastes? How are the roles and
responsibilities typically carried out by governmental agencies such as education, health care,
transportation, and decision-making fulfilled by community organizations? Is it possible to
plant the seed of this alternative world while simultaneously taking a hatchet to the dominant
systems which we opposed?
Pondering these questions sent me on a quest to find their answers, and lead me to the
permaculture movement. Permaculture (a portmanteau of “permanent” and “agriculture” and
“culture”) is a design philosophy that strives to create regenerative human-ecological
relationships in areas including (but not limited to) food, water, waste, building, energy, and
social systems. While drawing primarily from the ecological sciences, permaculture also
borrows concepts from traditional ecological knowledge, agronomy, landscape design,
architecture, and a variety of other disciplines, giving students a practical skill set of tools and
technologies for building sustainable infrastructures.2 While not explicitly politically aligned in
one sense or another, permaculture’s open source and decentralized structure made it highly
compatible with the radical anarchistic philosophies I held at the time. In this sense,
permaculture provided the philosophical and pragmatic counter-balance to my activisminformed social criticism that I had been seeking – for every “no” I previously had, I now had a
“yes”. Being able to point to positive, functioning alternatives lent considerable strength and
validity to my critique.

2
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While having enormous potential as both a design philosophy and a worldview, the
permaculture movement was not without its shortcomings. Foremost among them is the fact
that permaculture was created primarily for extensive rural and land-based applications. While
employed by many working farmers in the Global South, based on my observations the majority
of permaculture’s adherents in the Global North were middle-class and land-owning. While
there was some discussion of urban applications, the majority of material in a standard
permaculture curriculum had little relevance to city dwellers, and even less to low-income
urban renters. Furthermore, I saw permaculture’s political ambiguity as a potential weakness
of the movement (while mostly dominated by leftists, there was a troubling right-leaning
libertarian element at play as well).
In response to these critiques, I sought to synthesize an urban-based permaculture with
anarchist politics, developing a concept I named “radical sustainability”. This was also a
reaction to the growing neoliberalization of sustainability (most notably in the form of
“sustainable development”), and to corporate greenwashing in general (Swyngedouw, 2010).
With radical sustainability in mind, myself and a handful of other like-mined activists cofounded the Rhizome Collective in Austin, Texas. Rhizome consisted of a nearly 10,000 square
foot ware house that functioned both as an urban sustainability demonstration site and center
for community organizing, providing space to various activist organizations including Food Not
Bombs, Bikes Across Borders, the Independent Media Center, and Inside Books (a books-forprisoners operation). Interspersed among these organizations’ work spaces were gardens,
constructed wetlands, wind turbines, chickens, parabolic solar cookers, rain barrels, aquaponics
fish farms, and composting toilets. Intended to be simple, affordable, and made of re-purposed
5

components, the placement and respective ebbs and flows of these systems were strategically
aligned, guided by permaculture design principles (Holmgen, 2002).
By housing these disparate components in common space, we hoped to create a vital
cross-pollination of people, ideas, and interests, tangibly demonstrating the necessary
interconnectedness of social and ecological justice issues (and therein challenging a persistent
meme in many activist circles that maintains these as separate). For us, “rhizome” was both a
literal botanical term and a metaphor. Inspired by the Deleuzian/Guattarian concept of
rhizomatic organization (Deleuze, 2004), we saw ourselves as being one autonomous chapter
that was linked to others at the root level through an interconnected network. Just like the
running bamboo that was spread around the space’s periphery, our movement was also hidden
underground, tenacious, and difficult to uproot.
The Rhizome Collective lasted from 2000 to 2009, in that time evolving from a burnt-out
dilapidated shell of a warehouse inhabited by circus punks to a reasonably well-functioning
consensus-run collective, operating a thriving community space and receiving federal grant
funding. Rhizome’s peak likely occurred in 2004 with the acquisition of a 10-acre brownfield
parcel and subsequent receipt of an EPA Brownfields Cleanup Award. The property, located on
the edge of Austin city limits, had been previously used for several decades as an illegal
dumping site and was covered in a literal mountain of debris. Aware of how much it would cost
to clean the site, its owner was eager to donate it to a non-profit and at least receive a taxwrite off. Upon learning of the property we simultaneously applied for and received a
$200,000 EPA grant to clean the site and transform it in to an urban sustainability education
park. Over the next two years we set about the cleanup, paying ourselves to carefully remove
6

and separate out every piece of garbage, sorting them accordingly to their re-use or
recyclability potential. State and federal authorities were stunned when we finished the
project on schedule and received a certificate of completion, amazed that we were able to
complete the cleanup with such limited funding and scant resources. It was likely our
nimbleness, resourcefulness, motivation, and lack of extensive overhead costs that allowed us
to succeed where larger organizations failed.3
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the entire project to me was our attendance of
two annual national EPA sponsored brownfield conferences in Denver and Boston. Expecting to
find other small non-profits such as ours working on similar endeavors, I instead found
representatives of an apparently large and growing industry related to the acquisition, cleanup,
and subsequent re-development of blighted urban properties. Comprised of a coalition of
government officials, massive engineering firms, and real-estate interests, it became obvious to
me that government brownfield programs primarily served to re-direct federal dollars into
these private corporations, who no doubt in turn created a powerful lobby. A handful of small
non-profits such as ours were given funding so as to create the appearance that issues of social
sustainability were taken into consideration. At these conferences there was virtually no
discussion about the social justice components or potential negative repercussions of
brownfields development, such as creating local employment or the risk of gentrification. That
was perhaps my first exposure to a style of de-politicized technocratic sustainability governance

3
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that I’ve since encountered many times, and that in many ways has come to dominate much of
sustainability discourse.
In the time between the creation of Rhizome and today, the character and extent of
urban sustainability, along with its associated discourses, has changed considerably. What was
a fairly radical idea in 2000 has since become commonplace, with the idea of “sustainable
cities” now having largely been embraced by urban planners, corporations, and the mainstream
media (Swyngedouw, 2010)? When Rhizome began, it seemed to me (perhaps naively) that
merely planting a garden in the city was a radical act. By 2008, it was obvious that was no
longer the case. Sensing that urban sustainability was in danger of being coopted, Rhizome cofounder Stacy Pettigrew and I wrote the book “Toolbox for Sustainable City Living: A Do-ItOurselves Guide” (Kellogg, 2008). The book was an attempt to not only document the previous
years’ work at Rhizome but also to securely situate urban sustainability (or at least aspects of it)
within a radical political platform. It was here that we detailed the notion of “radical
sustainability” and made explicit references to its use in “dual-power anarchist strategies”.
Furthermore, the book extensively critiqued “green capitalism” and warned of the potential for
sustainability endeavors to result in the gentrification of low-income communities. Being one
of the first books of its kind on a topic of growing popularity, “Toolbox” was fairly well received
and sold vigorously. Within a year of its publication, however, a flurry of other similarly themed
“urban homesteading” books were released. In general, they were apolitical, slickly produced,
and no doubt appealed to a wider commercial audience. Urban sustainability had gone
mainstream, and “Toolbox” was quickly relegated to radical fringes. Immediately, I witnessed a
backlash from “post-politically” minded sustainability advocates. At one book publicity event in
8

Phoenix, Arizona I was instructed by the organizer to avoid bringing up any politically
controversial topics and to only focus on “gee-whiz” type positive solutions (I proceeded to
anyway, much to their chagrin). I saw a dangerous potential for sustainability to become an
opioid of the masses. Promising simple solutions: pretty gardens, solar panels, bicycle
transportation, and rain barrels - people were distracted, feeling as if they were making a
difference all while the capitalist machine churned onwards. Permaculture, if not continually
engaged with critical issues of equity, justice, and access, risked being reduced to a chic
gardening fad of the middle class.
Rhizome ultimately fell victim to the pressures of urban growth that we were
unintentionally complicit in fueling. In 2009, an internal policy change in Austin’s City Code
enforcement department triggered building inspectors to target spaces such as ours that
informally hosted arts, music, or community activism. Spaces such as these were apparently
seen as undesirable to the new incoming occupants of the high-end residential complexes now
being built across the city’s historically Latino East Side. Even the industrially-zoned
neighborhoods where Rhizome was located were subject to crackdowns. This process of
displacement and gentrification had been underway for some time, however, and was to at
least some degree exacerbated by the presence of “bohemian” operations such as Rhizome.
Despite being outspoken against the rapid increase in property values and allying with antigentrification causes, we ultimately succumbed to the enormous economic pressure put on our
community, a consequence of Austin’s incredible growth rate over the 2000-2010 decade. In
March of 2009, we were subject to a building inspection that resulted in extensive code
violations that would have been impossibly expensive to remedy. Somewhat ironically, many of
9

the innovative sustainability features at Rhizome that had won us widespread acclaim from the
city were considered among the most egregious violations. Facing extensive penalties, I was
left with no choice but to sell the building that housed the Rhizome Collective.
As discouraging as it was to see nine years’ worth of work flushed away, the most
heartbreaking aspect of Rhizome’s collapse was the social implosion that consequently
occurred within the collective. Distraught over the loss of the space, certain collective
members went so far as to accuse me of having fabricated the code violations as an excuse to
“cash out”. Convinced of my conspiratorial aspirations, collective members went about
attempting to sabotage my professional reputation, inventing false allegations of neglect and
exploitation. While I was ultimately exonerated by a local newspaper’s public records search
confirming the authenticity of the violations, the incident was deeply wounding and all but
erased any desire I had to ever work in a collective situation again. Moving forward, I realized
that deeper considerations of social sustainability would need to be had in order to prevent
future well-intended catastrophes.
On the heels of the destruction of Rhizome, I moved with my wife and two daughters to
Albany, New York to begin again. Albany and Austin are two very different cities. Apart from
both being capital cities that begin with the letter “A”, they have very little in common in terms
of climate, history, culture, politics, population, economic processes, social dynamics, or
otherwise. While Austin is a young, rapidly growing (sprawling) typical sun-belt city that
celebrates its “weirdness”, Albany is an old shrinking post-industrial “rust-belt” town with
entrenched politicians, cold winters, and in further contrast to Austin, celebrates being
“boring”. While moving to Albany may have seemed like an unlikely choice, there were reasons
10

why it was chosen over other places - as both my wife and I had family in the region, we had
been spending summers in Albany for several years already. In “shrinking cities” (a
phenomenon I discuss later in this dissertation), there are opportunities to address both
affordable housing and food security issues simultaneously. Unlike in fast growing cities where
every square foot of space is contested, the abundance of housing stock and vacant property in
shrinking cities makes it possible to have both affordable homes and urban agriculture.
Furthermore, the challenge of repurposing old industrial infrastructure for sustainable uses is a
monumental and fascinating challenge that must be carried out throughout the world in cities
like Albany.
With these considerations in mind, we conceived the idea of the Radix Ecological
Sustainability Center. Radix (the Latin word for “root”) clearly had many parallels with Rhizome
in both its name and purpose, however there would be key differences. With Rhizome, I
commonly felt that I was spread too thin by managing its many moving parts and was never
successful in developing serious environmental educational programming for youth (the freaky
post-apocalyptic aesthetic of Rhizome certainly did not help parents or teachers to feel
comfortable in bringing their children there, either). With Radix, I wanted to focus on being an
environmental education center that existed primarily to serve inner city children and youth,
building meaningful and long lasting relationships with area public schools. Building this level
of community trust would not be an easy process, but I felt compelled to begin.
From 2009 to the present day, I have been working as the educational director of the
Radix Center. I have been successful at creating a functioning urban environmental education
center consisting of a one-acre farm containing a solar greenhouse, microlivestock, aquaponics,
11

bees, gardens, perennial food forest, composting operation, and more. I receive numerous
visitations each year from groups ranging from elementary school age children to university
students. With each group, I try to increase their ecological literacy and demonstrate how
green and agricultural spaces function when integrated into a high-density urban mosaic.
Since the publication of “Toolbox” and the beginning of Radix, I have been trying to push
the boundaries of what is commonly regarded as pertinent to urban sustainability: both in
being more explicit regarding issues of equity and justice, but also in “going beyond the
backyard”. A serious inherent limitation in the idea of “urban homesteading” is that it makes
sustainability primarily about the individual. The allusion to “homesteading” alone conjures
sentimental images of the rugged frontiersman, self-reliant and self-sufficient. In many ways,
self-sufficiency is antithetical with urban living: urban residents, historically, are specialists as
opposed to generalists, and are able to rely on the skills and expertise of their neighbors
through barter and exchange. In many ways, the greatest perk and asset of living in a city is the
freedom to not have to be a jack-of-all-trades, but rather to become particularly proficient in
one area. In truth, I am only so critical as I am fully in support urban residents in being more
self-reliant, however I would encourage them to recognize the importance of social
interconnectivity and the potential of collective information exchange within an urban system.
I was additionally interested in looking at urban ecological systems beyond the level of
the individual homestead, backyard, lot, garden, etc. What was the synergistic effect of all
these spaces interacting with each other? What could we say about creating mutually
reciprocal relationships with urban waterways, soils, and atmospheres that cut across and
beyond the level of the individual sustainability site? What were our interactions like with the
12

non-human living systems within a city that we were not directly cultivating? How much of a
barrier do toxic industrial legacies create to furthering these relationships? Could we look at
urban permaculture on a whole systems scale “beyond the backyard”?
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Asking these questions led me quickly to the discipline of urban ecology, a field that was
and is almost entirely studied from a top-down perspective, and is made us of primarily by
experts in the fields of urban planning and design. I began to wonder if the insights of this
discipline had potential to be used by citizen sustainability activists – could obscure ideas such
as urban metabolisms (Giradet, 1992), patch dynamics (Alberti, 2005), airsheds (Kirstine, 2004),
anthrosols (Smith, 1980), novel ecosystems (Robbins, 2013), synanthropic species (Rodewald,
2008) and reconciliation ecology (Rosenzweig, 2003) be appropriated to be part of their toolkit?
Furthermore, I wanted to apply questions of social justice, access, and equity to the urban
ecosystem, concepts that are seldom more than superficially considered in professional circles.
Who has access to the rivers that flow through cities and what barriers stand between them?
Which populations are most disproportionately exposed to soil born toxins, and can they
proactively work to reduce them? How do we, as citizens, think about our urban atmospheres?
Similar questions have been raised numerous times by the environmental justice movement,
but most commonly from a “reactive” standpoint. Could we have respectful, loving, nurturing
(if not imperfect) relationships with the various dimensions of the urban ecosystem? If possible,
could EJ’s critical analysis be combined with the ethos of urban homesteading so as to create
mutually reciprocal symbioses between the human residents of a city and the rivers, skies, soils,
birds, mammals, bugs, plants and microbes co-habitating and co-creating them with us?
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It is with these fundamental questions that I began my Ph.D. program, and the research
for this dissertation, coining the term “urban ecosystem justice” for use as an over-arching
framework. The privilege of being a graduate student had given me the space and access to
extensive and disparate bodies of literature related to these themes. Much of my work and
research has been an attempt at synthesis, combining the critique of one discipline with the
insights of another. Many researchers approach the topic of urban ecosystem justice
peripherally, yet are not explicitly in dialogue with one another. This is most starkly noticeable
in the separation between the social and natural sciences, a long standing division that both
confounds and frustrates me. In addition to the aforementioned areas of urban ecology, urban
design, and environmental justice, I have also drawn significantly from the fields of political
ecology, geography, critical urban theory, historical ecology, science and technology studies,
and socio-ecological systems theory. Each discipline offers unique insights that help to create a
fuller, more complex picture of the topic. One important realization I’ve come to in my
research, however, is that it’s not necessary, realistic, or appropriate for me to try to develop
any sort of “unifying theory of cities”. Cities are inherently complex, dynamic, and constantly
adapting environments made up of a plurality of moving parts and stories. To quote Timothy
Morton, “Places contain multitudes” – the whole of a city is less than the sum of its parts
(Morton, 2016). In this sense, Morton implies that cities are almost anti-emergent phenomena!
From a distance, they may appear to be a monolithic whole, but once you zoom in, you realize
that there are infinitely more dimensions to them on the micro level – larger on the inside than
the outside. I feel liberated in not having to understand, describe, and reduce all their
processes into a single set of ideas or equations.
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Chapter Overview

It is from this point that my dissertation begins. Part one consists of largely a literature
review of relevant concepts that contribute to the urban ecosystem justice framework. This
includes an analysis of socio-ecological constructs such as resilience, the Anthropocene,
environmental justice, and urban ecology. Also covered in part one is a discussion of the idea
of “just cities”, as well as “the commons”. Part two looks more precisely defining urban
ecosystem justice, going through the various media or “spheres” of the urban ecosystem: soil,
water, air, waste, and biodiversity, and asking how questions of access, justice, participation,
and equity apply to each. At the end of each of these sections I have included a “cross-scale
analysis” that looks at and compares discursive, political, socio-cultural, ecological, technoscientific, and economic factors as they pertain to each domain. Part three is an attempt to
translate the ideas of urban ecosystem justice into a functional place-based educational
curriculum, and a written example of how these ideas can be translated for a general
readership.
Lastly, I have included many first person accounts of my experiences related to urban
ecosystem justice, largely drawing upon my work at both Rhizome and Radix. With these
anecdotes, I hope to be illustrating aspects of urban ecosystem justice from an ethnographic
perspective, and in doing so revealing the nature of urban sustainability in a manner not
achievable through literature reviews.
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Key Concepts

Today, more than 54% of the world’s population lives in cities (WHO,2014). Further,
many of these cities are in crisis, with recognized threats to food and water supplies, air quality
and a host of other sustainability indicators. Research on these topics has shown that there are
fundamental problems with the way cities have been conceived, planned and managed. A
paradigm shift is called for in which cities themselves would come to be conceived and
managed as complex socio-ecological systems (Alberti, 2008). By conceptualizing cities as
ecosystems, it becomes possible to identify elements of them that are unhealthy or lowfunctioning, and to work toward sustainability.
There are further challenges, however, conceptual, practical and ethical, due to the way
urban sustainability initiatives impact societies’ most vulnerable social groups. Many
sustainability initiatives focus on the “triple bottom line”, aspiring to increase environmental,
social and economic assets. Often, however, these goods are at odds with urban and
environmental justice, undercutting resources available to poor and minority communities.
One telling example is the way investment in environmental planning and infrastructure often
leads to increasing property values (e.g. gentrification), which often force poor residents out of
a community. Such growth-based sustainability planning frequently results in ‘urban ecological
securitization,’ (Hodson, 2009) the formation of sustainable enclaves for the wealthy and
displacement of the poor. These approaches to sustainability thus work against movements
for environmental justice, which since the 1980s have worked to identify and secure legal
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recognition for uneven distributions of environmental risk and hazards (usually in sync with
uneven distributions of wealth and political standing). The US environmental justice movement
has now achieved recognition by the US government and there are mechanisms in place (albeit
still imperfect) to protect against what is often called “ecological sacrifice zones” (Fox, 1999).
The achievements of the environmental justice moment have been remarkable; nonetheless, a
positive vision for environmental justice still needs to be developed, and this will depend on
improved conceptualization of urban ecosystem justice.
Emerging concepts such as ‘just sustainabilities’ (Agyeman, 2003) and ‘critical
sustainabilities’ (Wals et al., 2002) have the potential to bring together urban sustainability and
environmental justice agendas, merging to create a vision of urban sustainability that places
social fairness on equal footing with environmental well-being. In my dissertation research, I
will demonstrate how notions of just sustainability can be synthesized with the nascent
discipline of urban ecology, and how ‘urban ecosystem justice’ can be used as framework for
demonstrating the application of fairness and equity to complex adaptive socio-ecological
systems. By exploring this concept as it pertains to the respective ‘spheres’ of the urban
ecosystem – soil, water, air, biodiversity, and waste cycles, I will develop a model for urban
sustainability that is both hopeful and inclusive, promoting both greater social equality and
ecological regeneration.
The Literature

I have drawn upon a wide and diverse array of literatures in order to write this
dissertation, drawing upon a variety of disciplines from both the social and biophysical sciences.
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The fields most widely represented in the social sciences include political ecology,
environmental justice, and environmental education, but have also included selections from
critical urban theory, writings on the commons, urban design, as well as resilience and
Anthropocene studies. From the natural sciences, I have cited writings on urban ecology, soil
sciences, ecohydrology, atmospheric sciences, and bioremediation. As a student of socioecological systems studies, it has necessary for me to draw upon writings from both natural and
social sciences, treating both with a balanced critical analysis and appreciation.
Furthermore, I have drawn heavily upon a body of writing that is best described as the
“just sustainabilities” literature. This includes writings by Julian Agyeman as well as a
substantial volume of material on the topic of ecological gentrification. In short, this literature
explores the question of “sustainability for whom?”, looking at how the benefits of urban
sustainability are commonly not distributed equally among a city’s populace, and how they are
furthermore often used as a tool for displacement. This literature also examines how the
environmental justice movement can move beyond being purely “reactive” against polluters
and move into a proactive phase of demanding equal distribution of environmental “goods” as
well as harms (i.e. gardens, parks, bike trails, etc.). A short list of these include:
1. Ecological rift: the tendency of urban residents to see themselves as separate from
nature (McClintock, 2010).
2. Ecological gentrification: the phenomenon of low income urban residents being
displaced as a consequence of environmental amenities increasing property values
(Checker, 2011).
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3. Urban ecological securitization: the creation of “green enclaves” that provide
exclusive environmental services for the wealthy (Hodson, 2009).
4. Just sustainability: the effort to unite the struggles of the urban sustainability and
environmental justice movements (Agyeman, 2003).
5. Urban commons: the philosophy of extending the notion of “the commons” to urban
spaces (Gidwani, 2011).
Research Questions

The primary research questions being asked in this dissertation are:How has urban
ecosystem health and justice been conceptualized and pursued since the mid-1980s (when the
global environmental justice began to cohere)? Building from the largely disjunctive literatures
on sustainable cities and environmental injustice, how should “urban ecosystem justice” be
characterized?
What scales and systems must be addressed to understand and advance urban
ecosystem justice? What undermines the development of urban ecosystem justice? To what
extent does “ecological rift” and gentrification concerns play a role? What institutional
mechanisms, policies and practices (such as expanded urban agriculture and community land
trusts) can advance urban ecosystem justice? Can educational curriculum be developed that
would promote urban ecosystem justice?

Methods:
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The research methods I have employed in writing this dissertation would best be
described as a form of “action research”, a form of collaborative, participatory research that
works to address systemic environmental and social issues (Schneller, 2014), (Creswell, 2003),
(Daymon and Holloway, 2011). Specifically, “Action research is one of the few research
approaches that embraces principles of participation, reflection, empowerment, and
emancipation of people and groups interested in improving their social situation or condition”
(Berg, 2004, p. 195). This is true in my instance where I have been working for change within an
existing organization while simultaneously conducting research (Lewin, 1946). In my case, the
organization I have been conducting research through has been the Radix Ecological
Sustainability Center, an urban environmental education center I founded and have been
managing since 2009. The purpose for doing so was that I desired to “build the ship I am trying
to understand”. In order for me to gain a deep insight into the functioning of sustainable urban
systems, and particularly how city residents may or may not develop mutually reciprocal
relationships with them, it was necessary to immerse myself in the day to day functioning and
relationship building that comes along with maintaining such a project. By conducting
educational programs for both youth and adults, and by engaging with city-governance level
interests, I have gained an intimate understanding of the processes and particulars of urban
sustainability and urban ecosystem justice.
Furthermore, as I have been involved in reciprocal learning alongside my
students/interlocutors in this process, my research could also be categorized as a form of
anthropological participatory action research (PAR). PAR seeks to change the world
collaboratively and following reflection, encouraging a collective inquiry based on social history
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and experience (Bradbury, 2015). Standing in contrast to methods that emphasize
disinterested research and reproducible results, use of the PAR approach has allowed me to
approach the topic of urban ecosystem justice from an ethnographic angle. While it may not
have produced quantifiable results, the insights and understandings gained from it will
hopefully be of assistance in the replication of similar models elsewhere.

Analytic Framework

This dissertation includes a recurring framework for “cross-scale analytics” of the
various spheres, or media, of the urban ecosystem described in this dissertation. The intention
is to demonstrate the ways in which questions of “governance” (occurring on everything from a
global to individual level) applies to such things as soil, water, atmospheres, waste, and
biodiversity. In an analytical narrative form, I discuss the relative discursive, political, sociocultural, techno-scientific, ecological, and economic aspects of each area.For each, I briefly
discuss the most relevant concerns, on both a broader macro and locally specific (city of
Albany) level. The intention of having this unifying analysis is to help identify key sociological
questions and concepts related to each media, generalizing them so that would then be
transferable to practitioners in other locations. The framework is included at the end of each of
these five media chapters.
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Conclusion to Introduction

In this introduction, I have explained the basic theoretical underpinnings of my
dissertation research, as well as my own personal narrative describing how I have arrived at the
point of doing this research as well as my central questions, influential literaturesm methods,
and means of analysis. What follows is the main body of the dissertation.
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Part I: Grounds
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Chapter 2: Conceptualizing Urban Ecosystems
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In the decades to come, the struggle to direct our world into either a state of relative
socio-ecological sustainability or one of environmental devastation and societal injustice will in
a large part be determined by the course taken by humanity’s cities (Bai, et al., 2010).
Representing penultimate expressions of human accomplishment, culture, technology, and
socio-natural relationships, cities may become centers of equality, justice, health, biodiversity,
and beauty, or darkly segregated spaces of oppression and disparity where environmental
security is available only for those who can afford it. As both growing centers of population and
as cultural leverage points (Meadows, 1999), the choices made regarding the governance of
cities will have ripple effects in society and the environment at large. With pressures from
persistent inequality, climate change, energy depletion, and biosphere degradation continuing
to mount (Steffen et al., 2015), the imperative to initiate radical urban transformations grows
greater.
While there has been much written about the role that top-down, command and
control approaches carried out by city governments and planners can have in bringing about
sustainability transitions, less has been said about the role and the relationship to this process
that is provided by the average, non-specialist urban resident and by community based and
grass-roots organizations. While the discipline of urban planning was initially conceived with
the goal of promoting general social welfare, it has largely become a field dominated by experts
who largely serve neoliberal interests. In order to create a model of sustainable polycentric
governance that is genuinely inclusive, participatory, and reflexive, direct involvement of the
public social sector is fundamental. The ability and the opportunity to conceive of a city as a
whole system consisting of complex, interrelated, temporally dynamic, and co-evolving social
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and ecological components, however, is seldom called upon from average urban residents.
Conceptualizing a city from a whole systems perspective is unfamiliar territory for the nonspecialist, and therefore frameworks for discussing such ideas are limited.
This dissertation asks the question of how cities as complex adaptive socio-ecological
systems, and most specifically how their biophysical ecological subsystems, can be conceived
and related to by urban residents through a contextual lens of social justice. How do questions
of access, equity, and fairness apply to the biophysical dimensions of urban ecosystems such as
soils, watersheds, biodiversity, waste cycles, and atmospheres? Is it possible to construct an
ethic of ‘urban biocultural diversity’ where mutually symbiotic relationships are created
between the human and non-human elements of a city, capable of meeting the material needs
of residents while simultaneously regenerating the socio-ecological health of the urban
ecosystem? Can the movements for urban environmental justice and mainstream urban
sustainability be reconciled with one another in such a way where environmental services can
be distributed equitably to all residents regardless of their income? Can these diverse strains of
thinking be merged to create a science of cities for the people?
The emergent synthetic concept and analytical framework used to address these
questions is hereby referred to as “Urban Ecosystem Justice”.
The first part of this dissertation will consist of an unpacking of a range of theoretical
concepts and analytical frameworks fundamental to an understanding of the Urban Ecosystem
Justice concept, which will be further explored in part II. Part III of this dissertation will consist
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of an attempt of synthesizing the diverse concepts of Urban Ecosystem Justice with pedagogical
theories, resulting in an actionable curriculum.
To begin this exploration, it will first be necessary to dive deeper into the meanings and
historical dimensions of several key concepts that set the stage for this conversation. A deeper
understanding of the origin of socio-ecological thinking itself is the starting point. From there, I
will discuss the potential for certain socio-ecological concepts to be appropriated for neoliberal
purposes. Following that, I will discuss the field of urban ecology itself, its history, promise and
limitations.
Theoretical Concepts and Analytical Frameworks
Nature-Society Dualism, Complexity, Non-Linearity, and the Emergence of Socio-Ecological
Systems Studies

The relationship between humanity and nature has been a subject of study for
centuries. Conventionally framed in the past as a nature-society dualism, this dichotomy has
been called “the key foundation of modernist epistemology” (Descola, 1996). Challenged by
many social scientists and philosophers who believe this division between nature and culture to
be false, many social theorists have proposed that humanity and nature have always been
intertwined with one another, each being a co-evolutionary product of the other. The naturesociety dualism, however, has long been reinforced by modern scientific institutions. This
division has been reinforced by the separation of academic disciplines into the demarcated
categories of the social and biophysical sciences (Capra, 2014). The reluctance of researchers
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on either side of the divide to cross the boundary has only furthered the disciplinary schism,
leading to a “balkanization of knowledge” (McClintock, 2010).
Developments in the field of non-linear mathematics in the latter part of the 20th
century, however, have given biophysical scientists a language and a mechanism for
understanding many of the complex dynamics that characterize biological and ecological
systems. These theoretical developments have created an upheaval in the ecological sciences
that has resulted in a rejection of the classical view of ecosystems as static, stable, single
equilibrium phenomena. The latter paradigm has been supplanted with the recognition of
ecological environments as complex, dynamic, chaotic, multi-equilibria systems. This
reconceptualization has created the space for researchers to be more aware of the role that
complex relationships and interactions between humans and non-humans have in shaping
ecosystem form and function. Rejection of the notion of environmental forces as static and “in
balance” has been embraced by a number of sociological disciplines, and in turn has inspired
them to abandon modernist ideas of linear social orders (Scoones, 1999). A number of socioscientific boundary spanning disciplines have since emerged, organized around a shared
interest in complex non-homeostatic systems. These include political ecology (the study of how
social, political, and economic factors relate to environmental change), environmental history,
ecological economics, historical ecology, ethnobiology, environmental sociology, traditional
ecological knowledge, and science and technology studies. A growing recognition among even
some ecologists is that human and natural systems are inherently interwoven, and that it is
virtually impossible to study one in the absence of the other, leading ecology to be described as
a “science of hybrid social and ecological systems” (Kueffer, 2015).
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The study of combined social and natural systems, or “socio-ecological systems”
(Gallopin, 2006), has grown in parallel to and in concert with the field of sustainable
development and sustainability studies. Sustainable Development was a concept developed in
the late 1980’s as a means to reconcile economic development in the global south with
environmental goals, putting forth that it would be possible to have a growth-based economy
without “…compromising the needs of future generations to meet their own needs”
(Brundtland Commission, 1997). Sustainability science, the field of study pertaining to the
pursuit of sustainable development that emphasizes the environmental, economic, and social
dimensions of sustainability has also functioned as a framework for bridging the biophysical and
social sciences. Both sustainability and socio-ecological systems studies have become
influential in a wide range of disciplines including governance, business, urban planning,
geography, architecture, agriculture, education, resource management, etc.
Sustainability itself has been criticized for often disregarding questions of equity and
power. Founded originally on the idea of the “triple bottom line” or the three pillars of
sustainability: environment, economy, and society (Hess, 2009), scholars have pointed out that
the social component is frequently de-emphasized in favor of the other two (Gould, 2016).
Especially in the case of urban sustainability, questions of process and outcomes related to
political power and equitable distribution are key to establishing environmental sustainability.
In the absence of community buy-in and equitable distribution of environmental goods and
harms, credence is given to accusations of sustainability being an elite cause and furthermore
used as a tool for displacement (Gould, 2006). Others have gone so far as to critique urban
sustainability as being a means to promote “post-politics” where techno-managerial
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approaches to urban eco-governance are used to suppress political disensus regarding issues of
equality and power (Swyngedouw, 2016). For these reasons, a strong emphasis on social
sustainability is central in the urban ecosystem justice framework. Despite the apparent
redundancy of incorporating social considerations in any sustainability based platform where by
definition it is already integral, its emphasis is necessary on account of its historical exclusion.
Neoliberalization of Socio-Ecological Constructs
Born out of the confluence of socio-ecological systems thinking and sustainability are a
number of emerging concepts related to the study of combined human and natural
phenomena. Key among these are resilience and the Anthropocene, each of which is central to
a broader urban ecosystem justice framework. While these concepts share common themes
and overlap to some degree, they do have specific nuances and contextual applications that
differentiate them. One shared attribute is that, similarly to sustainability, in the absence of an
explicit critical analysis of power and privilege, equity and social justice, there exists strong
potential for them to be co-opted and utilized to promote neoliberal agendas. In this regard,
these constructs may all be discursively appropriated inside a sustainability paradigm for a postpolitical agenda, manifest in a variety of forms spanning from corporate greenwashing to inner
city gentrification to ecological modernization (Schellenberger, 2015) to “urban ecological
securitization” (Hodson, 2009), a state where premium environmental services are provided to
the wealthy urban elite while the poor are made more vulnerable by being displaced to a
hazardous and toxic urban periphery.
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In the next section, I will discuss each of these nascent socio-ecological frameworks,
exploring how they can be potentially used to promote either progressive or regressive political
agendas, and how the subsequent repercussions of both can influence urban form and
function. I believe it is particularly to discuss these as I see both as having the potential to “go
either way” in terms of promoting either an egalitarian or technocratic sustainability platform.
In order for them to be used as tools of progressive reform, a deeper understanding of their
intricacies is necessary.
Resilience
Resilience, like sustainability, can be used as a metaphor containing important social
and political implications. Following its vernacular meaning, resilience as a metaphor can
describe the ability of an individual or system to “bounce back” following a disturbance or
perturbation. The metaphor of the “resilient city” is often used to describe an urban area that
is capable of maintaining function and being adaptable in the face of change. On top of its use
as a metaphor, resilience also has a clearly defined meaning within the ecological sciences
(Pickett et al., 2014). In order to employ resilience as an operative tool for the design of
sustainable, healthy, and egalitarian cities, it is important to have a thorough and in depth
understanding of its meaning as a scientific concept.
Developed by C.S. Holling in the 1970s, ecological resilience challenged the previously
held notion in empirical ecology (influenced by physics and mathematics) that ecosystems
reached “climax” or equilibrium states. Resilience theory postulated that instead, ecosystems
are constantly in a state of flux, moving from states of increasingly concentrated energy and
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resources to a state of disorganization and release of stored capital. Following this release of
resources, the system then goes through a subsequent period of reorganization and resource
accumulation. In resilience theory, this process is referred to as the “adaptive cycle”. In this
regard, no singular “optimal state” for any ecosystem exists, but rather a cycle of phases in
which the system can function and exist within in the face of disturbance and change (Walker,
2012).
Within the ecological sciences resilience has two separate meanings that are often
confused for each other, both having to do with how systems change through time and respond
to those changes. The first refers to its older, more classical use where resilience describes the
ability of a system to bounce back into a steady-state point of equilibrium, thus maintaining the
integrity of its design (Cretney, 2014). This definition was founded on a set of assumptions
known as the “equilibrium paradigm” that drew upon the idea that stable, single point
equilibria are common in ecosystems. This particular definition of resilience is closely linked to
its use in engineering practice, where its use may be appropriate for applications where there is
a desired single stable state, such as bridge building. The equilibrium paradigm, along with
“classic resilience”, has now been largely discounted on account of the development of new
ecological theoretical formulations.
The second definition of ecological resilience is based on a more inclusive, nonequilibrium paradigm. This view emphasizes the “dynamism, historical contingency and
multiple pathways of change within an ecosystem” where external influences can have major
structuring effects. In contrast to the equilibrium view, return to a fixed stable point of level
within non-equilibrium resilience is not possible, as such states are not believed to exist within
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ecological systems. Stated simply, non-equilibrium resilience could be defined as “the ability
(of a system) to adjust to changing, locally unstable conditions.” (Pickett et al., 2014,pg. 147)
More recently, the concept of socio-ecological system resilience has been developed.
Socio-ecological resilience is defined as the ability of groups or communities to cope with
external stresses and disturbances as a result of social, political and environmental change. In
socio-ecological resilience, social and ecological systems are considered linked and
interdependent of one another, having the potential to work through these linkages to either
mutual benefit or detriment (Cretney, 2014). While not developed as a tool for studying cities
exclusively, socio-ecological resilience models and concepts nonetheless translate well to urban
sustainability studies.
There are two separate and defining elements to resilience theory that can be used to
assess the resilience of any given system: adaptive capacity and transformation. These
concepts have emerged “within socio-ecological resilience frameworks as elements of how
complex systems behave and respond to challenges” and are “the patterns and processes of
behavior that engage change to maintain a system within the parameters of critical thresholds”
(Cretney, 2014, pg.630) These processes include having the ability to learn and store
information form past disturbances and the ability to prepare for and adapt to future
uncertainty.
According to resilience theorist Carl Folke, “Adaptability captures the capacity of a socioecological system to learn, combine experience and knowledge, adjust its responses to
changing external drivers and internal processes, and continue developing within the current
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stability domain or basin of attraction.” (Folke, et al., 2010). Thus, adaptability refers to the
ability of people to determine the future course and development that a socio-ecological
systems takes, capable of avoiding disaster and remaining flexible, or in other words, resilient.
Transformation is then defined as the preparedness, option, and capacity to change
when a current system becomes undesirable. Walker et al. further describe it as “the capacity
to create untried beginnings from which to evolve a new way of living when existing ecological,
economic, or social structures become untenable” (Walker et al., 2012). This capacity for
change is what distinguished resilience from general community capacities.
Resilience and Urban Design
In recent years, there has been an interest among urban designers and planners in
expanding their understandings of urban processes to include natural phenomena, and in doing
so link them to broader environmental theory. Drawing from the insights of the field of urban
ecology, planners now recognize the massive flows of energetic and material resources that
move into and across urban ecosystem boundaries and the complex mosaics within them, and
the role that social and biophysical disturbances play in urban structure, change, and process.
Resilience theory, particularly as a metaphor, can be used as an effective tool to further
bridge the fields of urban design and ecology. Multidisciplinary teams of ecologists, social
scientists, and designers have begun dialog that can lead to design projects that will act as
models of urban resilience. A number of scholars suggest using the adaptive cycle as general
template for understanding how a city can adjust to internal and external shocks, as well as
structural disruption (Pickett et al., 2004)
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The idea of resilience as applied to urban environments has been further supported by a
growing acknowledgement of the prevalence of urban transformations. While cities have been
portrayed predominantly as unchanging, monumental architectural artifacts, in reality they are
subject to great changes. Many cities throughout history have suffered from massive
depopulation resulting from forces ranging from economic collapse to environmental
conditions, some recovering and some not. The Industrial Revolution also made profound
shifts in the economies and populations of all cities it affected. In addition, the recent model of
global development has resulted in many cities of the Global North becoming post-industrial,
losing much of their employment, investment, and social cohesion in the process (Pickett et al.,
2014). The adaptive cycle can be helpful in modeling these changes.
Resilience Criticism
Although it had garnered widespread use and adoption in the fields of design and policy,
the notion of resilient cities is not without its critics. Brendan Gleeson expresses his concern
about applying the metaphor of resilience to cities. Unlike sustainability, which he considers to
be a normative concept, Gleeson fears that the ambiguous nature of resilience may lead to it
being used to promote authoritarian, regressive, neoliberal economic policies. Rather than
being a tool to facilitate the development of sustainable cities, Gleeson fears that ‘resilience’
has largely displaced ‘sustainability’ as a favored term by both scientists and policymakers:
Scientific displacement of sustainability has been accompanied by rising
institutional and popular attachment to the resilience construct. In plain speak, it
signifies the imperatives of premonition and pre-emptive response to threats
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and perturbations. In the language of contemporary policy interest it evokes the
ideal of robustness in the face of shocks and crises thrown up by an increasingly
disturbed natural order, and by complex disruptions in human systems such as
the global economy. (Gleeson, 2013, pg.10)
Gleeson sees the new enlistment of resilience thinking into urban planning policy as recasting
the environment as “not so much in terms of benefits to be sustained for human benefit, but in
terms of threats against which human well-being should be safeguarded.” This, in his opinion,
then sets the stage for a marriage of urban policy and security policy approaches.
Authors Mike Hodson and Simon Marvin echo Gleeson’s concerns. They are troubled
over the trend of “urban ecological securitization”, a mindset that could lead to:
transcending constraint through re-bundled ecologies taking the form of
integrated responses to infrastructure that [move] across multiple infrastructure
networks – energy, food, water, waste, etc. – and are rebundled together at
particular scales in the design of new buildings, neighborhoods, towns, blocks,
and cities. (Hodson, 2009, pg.200)
These projects, the authors claim, focus on new developments that are located within or
adjacent to existing cities, such as “eco-houses” or “eco-neighborhoods” that are “much more
concerned with integration at the scale of the development than with the wider transformation
of the existing city or its incumbent infrastructure networks.
Highly critical of these developments, the authors characterize them as being:
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developed by a limited range of commercial interests who explicitly seek to
develop eco-cities as potentially replicable global financial products that can be
developed in any context transcending ecological limits…their success is partially
measured in the degree to which they can be profitably reproduced, therefore
reducing their replication to specific market-based circumstances which in any
case will be developed for elites in order to help ensure their replicability [they
are] the purest attempt to create neoliberalized environmental security, not at
the scale of the whole city or even the planet, but a more bounded divisible
security in order to try and guarantee ecological security for elites. (Hodson,
2010 pg.310)
This characterization of urban ecological securitization meshes with concerns that Gleeson
raises about the uncertain and ambiguous meanings of resilience, even between different
academic disciplines. This lack of specificity, he states, can be overridden by the ideas’ power
and appeal to security thought and politics. This is concerning to the social sciences, whose
“central precepts are anti-naturalism, and an expansive notion of human flourishing.” To
remedy this, Gleeson calls for greater communication between various disciplines and
policymakers to understand the nuances of the term. “Unpacking this also requires improved
understanding of the urban politics of resilience, the issues that become mobilized as crises or
shocks, and the forms of knowledge and social interests that constitute such responses.” His
pleas for increased communication between natural and social sciences are similar to those
being expressed by ecologists such as Pickett, who share similar concerns about the
misapplication of resilience.
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Any eco-scientific concept risks being seriously misappropriated when it is applied to
social dimensions of life. Social Darwinism, the outstanding example, serves as a reminder of
this danger. Similar caution needs to be taken with concepts such as resilience and
sustainability.
Some scholars see resilience as being incommensurable with the social sciences. On
account of the malleability of the concept, they’ve expressed concern that resilience could be
used to scientifically justify policies and practices that could result in the de-politicization of
social change. (Olsson et. al, 2015). For instance, poverty could be framed as being a stochastic
condition, rather than the product of political and structural forces. Furthermore, sociologists
are wary of the principle of self-organization, a tenet of resilience thinking, being applied to
social systems where it may obscure matters of agency, power, and conflict. They reject the
notion of resilience as a grand unifying theory that adequately explains both natural and social
processes, preferring a pluralistic approach where diversity is favored over grand theories that
may suppress alternative views from historically marginalized sections of society.
The Potential for Grassroots Resilience
These dangers aside, Gleeson also recognizes great revolutionary potential of the
concept of resilience.
It can be summarized as the ability to disrupt the static, equilibrium-focused
accounts of the human order, such as neo-classical economics, that have so
demonstrably failed to account for natural ontology, human evolution, and, in
recent history, the ruinous ‘progress’ of neoliberalism…Resilience also insists
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that the future is accounted and prepared for, not discounted through
econocratic reason or trivialised through technocratic hubris. Its dynamic,
adaptive view of history sits well with a progressive view that humanity is
engaged in a massive project of co-evolution with nature, for which we bear
responsibility as contributing authors of planetary fate. (Gleeson, 2013, pg.13)
Hodson and Marvin concur with Gleeson’s recognition of resilience’s progressive potential.
They discuss “alternative responses” such as Low Impact Urban Developments, Transition
Towns, and Relocalization movements, many of which incorporate the language of resilience.
These alternative movements “stress local and community control of infrastructure and raise
wider issues about ensuring more equitable access to environmental resources for low-income
households.”
They further explain by saying:
Such strategies seem to imply a more collective approach to innovation around
climate change and resource constraints not solely oriented around technical
fixes, and a more socially and culturally driven approach to new solutions and
configurations. (Hodson, 2014, pg. 99)
Echoing Hodson, Marvin, and Gleeson’s call for more community centered, decentralized and
grassroots interpretations of resilience, Meijer et al. consider the role that grassroots initiatives
and community based-organizations play in building urban resilience in their article “From
Community Resilience Towards Urban Resilience: Exploring the Grassroot Initiatives’ Role in
Cities” (Meijer et. Al, 2013)
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The types of grassroots organizations considered by the authors are “communities of
activists and organizations initiating bottom-up action for sustainable development showcasing
a willingness to challenge current practices in society.” These take on two different forms:
those instigated by an immediate cause, such as a disaster (community responses to hurricanes
Katrina and Sandy) and those that are driven by longer term sustainability goals such as food
production, insulation of residential buildings, local energy cooperatives, and civil participation
(Transition Town movement). These groups operate on the lowest level of organization in a
city, but in doing so form a loose and potentially large system within the city that can
contribute significantly to the social resilience of cities, despite the complexity of urban systems
(Meijer et al., 2013).
Meijer et al. believe an important relationship can be made between grassroots
organizations and city government. One role that urban planners can play in this regard is to
“design” in opportunities for citizen self-organization, and to facilitate connections between
community organizations and city government. They claim:
One way to make cities more resilient is to design in more opportunities for improvised,
self-organized responses to occur. And at the same time, it is only by enabling the cocreation of new services by all of the stakeholders within city communities that a
citizen-centric approach can be systematically and universally enabled….Within this
approach, one can define a resilient community as helping people self-organize, build
greater local self-reliance and take care for one another more than they have to…It is
clear that social resilience cannot be achieved from either a top-down or bottom-up
approach. The interaction between these two approaches is necessary to trigger timely
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and correct action in the face of change…What is necessary is diversity – of scales, and
of modes of operation. So, despite the complex nature of cities, it is beneficial for cities
to harbor cross-scale interaction. Grassroots initiatives have the potential to embody
these cross-scale interactions. (Meijer et al., 2013, pg. 10)
This type of cross-scale interaction will help cities achieve resilience by embracing modularity,
interoperability, and distributed localism. Grassroots initiatives can play critical roles in
facilitating the transfer of resources and information between city governments and the
communities that they serve. The collective efforts of such groups working in a community
context has the effect of building greater resilience in the city as a whole.
Concluding Thoughts on Resilience
Resilience is a potentially powerful concept, particularly in its application in the
ecological sciences to understand dynamic processes of ecosystem change and transformation.
Resilience science overall helps in conceptualizing a “post-modernist ecology” that embraces
non-linearity and multi-equilibria states, helping to explain how ecosystems can shift from one
stable state into another and back again. In some instances, there may be potential to apply
this thinking to socio-ecological systems, although this should be done with caution so as not to
essentialize social processes or to risk de-politicizing them through “naturalization”. Resilience,
however, on account of its multiple definitions in ecology, engineering, and psychology has
become a terribly nebulous term, used by many but understood by few. It has given rise to a
new class of professional – the “resiliency expert” who can be hired by city governments or
corporations to help increase their respective agencies’ resilience, many times expressed
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through quantified scoring. The confusion generated around resilience has led some to believe
that resilience represents a type of augmented sustainability or “sustainability plus one”. The
difference between sustainability and resilience has also been described to me by a city planner
as the formed being focused on outcomes, the latter was concerned more with process. To me,
this separation seems arbitrary and fabricated, with nothing in any of resilience’s multiple
origins that would give credence to this distinction. While I believe it is important for
communities to incorporate some of the concepts of ecological resilience theory into their
planning, it should not be done as a replacement for sustainability thinking. While
sustainability certainly has been heavily co-opted by numerous corporate and neoliberal
interests, I believe it still has merit as a concept making it worth preserving. Sustainability, at
least in its original definition, is explicit in its considerations of social justice and equity. This
analysis is not explicit and is largely absent from most resilience thinking. More recent
attempts to amend resilience with ideas such as adaptive capacity and transformation being
done in an attempt to put a progressive retroactive spin on what began as a non-normative
apolitical concept. More often than not today, resilience is being used to push an agenda of
risk-centered securitization that is compatible with the goals of urban neoliberalization (Wilson,
2004). While I don’t believe that resilience is devoid of value or should be given up on entirely,
I certainly would not advocate using it as a replacement framework or unifying concept for the
numerous sustainability and justice initiatives well underway. As with any of these, the analysis
needs to be sharpened so as to be explicit about the essential interdependence of
environmental sustainability and social justice goals.
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The Anthropocene
Like resilience, the Anthropocene is an idea that has gained widespread use in
academia, the media and popular culture with little understanding of its origins or deeper
implications. Although unlike resilience in that the concept has a single traceable origin, the
term is similarly vague and has potential to be used for both politically progressive and
regressive causes. In either instance, the Anthropocene concept poses a challenge to classical
philosophical traditions, calling into question fundamental beliefs about the relationship
between humanity and nature, and arguably even the Cartesian “self-other” distinction. Bruno
Latour describes the Anthropocene as “the most decisive philosophical, religious,
anthropological and … political concept yet produced as an alternative to the very notions of
‘modern’ and ‘modernity’ (Latour, 2013). Anthopocene studies play a key component in the
urban ecosystem justice concept. Many of the central questions: humanity’s relationship with
nature, the role of science and technology, questions of justice, equity, power and privilege are
of a similar vein in both ideas. The substantial amount of literature published about the
Anthropocene can be of great value in mapping the form of urban ecosystem justice.
Like resilience, it is important to understand the origins of the Anthropocene concept
before its full implications are discussed. The Anthropocene has been proposed as a term to
mark the beginning of a new geological epoch, one that is characterized by the enormous
impact that humanity has had upon the planet and its biogeochemical processes. The
combined effects of phenomena such as climate change, urbanization, environmental
degradation, biodiversity loss, nuclear experimentation and the worldwide production of toxins
all have had such a profound impact on global processes have led many to conclude that
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humanity is a primary planet shaping force. First put forth by atmospheric chemist Paul Crutzen
in 2002 (Lorimer,2012), the notion of the Anthropocene has caught hold in both the public and
academic mind, despite not being an accepted scientific concept. For instance, in August 2013,
there were no academic journals dedicated to the topic, but by April 2014 there were four
(Baskin,2015).
Central to the Anthropocene concept is the idea of “the great acceleration”, a period of
time generally in the 1950’s to present when the scope and impact of human activities increase
at a nearly exponential rate. Parameters used for its measurement include energy, water, and
fertilizer usage, along with urbanization and transportation growth. Overlaid on top of these
metrics are additional measures of the proportionately corresponding impacts humanity has
had on biodiversity, land use, ocean health, and carbon dioxide emissions. The following quote
well-summarizes the impact of the great acceleration:

One feature stands out as remarkable. The second half of the twentieth century
is unique in the entire history of human existence on Earth. Many human
activities reached take-off points sometime in the twentieth century and have
accelerated sharply towards the end of the century. The last 50 years have
without doubt seen the most rapid transformation of the human relationship
with the natural world in the history of humankind. (Steffen et al., 2004, pg. 131)

Anthropocene Critics
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Despite the Anthropocene and great acceleration ideas having been widely adopted by
many biophysical and social scientists, little consensus exists on the ways that the
Anthropocene is being framed and used, and what its implications are for humanity and nature.
Despite its growing use and adoption into mainstream awareness, the concept of the
Anthropocene has many critics, many of whom question its implications and blind acceptance.
Prominent among them is political scientist Jeremy Baskin. Baskin argues that the
Anthropocene represents an ideology and a paradigm more than it does a “neutral
characteristic of a new geological epoch (providing an) ideational underpinning for a particular
view of the world, which it, in turn helps to legitimate” (Baskin, 2015). Baskin’s critique consists
primarily of four components.
The first is that the Anthropocene “normalizes and universalizes” a certain group of
humans as being the humans of the Anthropocene, failing to distinguish between different
humans on either a spatial or temporal scale. What is implicit yet unspoken is that the humans
of the Anthropocene as a whole represent wealthy citizens of Global North nations, and largely
exclude residents of the Global South. The former is driving many of the human activities that
characterize the Anthropocene, and have benefited more from the material gains resulting
from planetary exploitation. Further, by naming the Anthropocene as such it is given a
biological definition. This conveniently avoids the problem of referencing the human epoch as
“capitalism” or “neoliberalism”, and the normative implications either term would carry.
Secondly, Baskin sees the Anthropocene as being philosophically problematic for the
relationship between humans and nature. While arguably, the Anthropocene functions to
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mend the rift between humans and non-humans, nature and culture, it does so only to elevate
humanity over nature, reaffirming our dominance over the non-human world. While it’s no
longer possible to see ourselves as something separate from nature, the Anthropocene allows
us to recognize the extent of our inter-woveness while still retaining mastery. In this regard,
Baskin sees the Anthropocene concept as a product of modernism. Its proponents reject
prevailing beliefs in the ecological sciences that call for “multi-natural” approaches to nature
that fall somewhere in between harmony and mastery. Rather, the Anthropocene portrays
nature as a “colonial subject” of humanity.
Baskin believes that it’s important to respect the otherness, exteriorness, and agency of
nature, seeing “artifice and wilderness” as only two ends of a long spectrum, with much in the
middle. To typify this, he quotes Kenneth Worthy as stating “[n]ature in a rainforest or a coral
reef, even with the marks of humanity, reveals elements of complexity and dynamism not seen
in plastic pink flamingoes and jumbo jets”(Worthy, 2013:76).
Baskin is also critical of Anthropocene proponent’s relatively uncritical acceptance of
technology. He refers to a trinity of techniques called upon for the global management of
planetary systems. They are: clear management of earth systems, guidance by experts, and use
of advanced technology. The prevailing attitude among this group is that while we may be
facing dire issues, such as climate change, a technological solution will present itself that will
remedy the problem. Many of these proposed technologies are global in scale, and could be
described as forms of “geo-engineering”. Some examples include the proposal to seed the
planet’s oceans with iron filings so as to stimulate oceanic phytoplankton growth that would in
turn sequester atmospheric carbon dioxide. Another would be to disperse sulfur particles in
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the atmosphere so as to reflect a greater amount of solar radiation and cool the planet’s
surface. These technologies, Baskin claims, are untested and laden with uncertainty. They are
also potentially extremely dangerous, as unintended consequences resulting from their use
may have unpredictable and uncontrollable effects. Baskin is further troubled by the idea of
scientists as experts and informers. “Whilst policy needs to be informed by science, experience
teaches we should remain wary of the idea that policy can and should be guided by the
science” (Baskin, 2015).
A similar critique of the technology of the Anthropocene is expressed by Malm and
Hornborg. They argue that if the mark of the Anthropocene is the development of the internal
combustion engine, as claimed by Crutzen, then the Anthropocene is based on a technology
that is historically and fundamentally unequal. They claim that the “affluence of high-tech
modernity cannot possibly be universalized – become an asset of the species – because it
predicated by a global division of labor that is geared precisely to abysmal price and wage
differences between populations.” They decry that technological innovation is still seen as a
“magic wand” that can address issues of local sustainability without moral or political
consequences elsewhere, and the promises of equitable distribution of fossil fuel technology
have always been illusory. “Our narratives of this destructive force should not replicate those
illusions” (Malm,2014).
Baskin’s concerns about geo-engineering and planetary management dovetail with his
final critique, which is how these technologies may be legitimated and ushered in through the
creation of an “ecological state of emergency”. This mentality of risk is reminiscent of the
mentality of “ecological securitization” which advocates for taking extreme measures for the
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protection of humanity, and the control of any ecological variables that may otherwise threaten
human safety (Hodson, 2009). Similarly, it harkens to the type of ecological austerity measures
discussed in Hardin’s “lifeboat ethics” (Hardin, 1974).
Another prominent critique of the Anthropocene is presented in the dissertation
“Taking the human (sciences) seriously: Realizing the critical potential of the Anthropocene”
(Lovbrand et. Al, 2014). The authors of this article critique the Anthropocene as consisting of
three fallacies, those of the post-natural, the post-social, and the post-political. The fallacy of
the post-social shares many elements of Baskin’s critique essentially in that the Anthropocene
homogenizes “humanity” into a single whole, and in doing so eliminates the complexities and
diversity of different human cultures. This, the authors argue, is largely on account of the need
to create a quantitative metric for the purposes of monitoring and mapping in Earth system
management. The result of this is that the “diverse and dynamic possibilities for different
societies and economies are by necessity narrowed and simplified” and has produced a “depoliticized Anthropocene vocabulary with little social content”. In order for a more
transformative Anthropocene to emerge, the authors insist on it acknowledging social
differentiation, inequalities, and power relations. They point out that the challenges of the
Anthropocene are not universal, but instead arise from different social and cultural conditions
and have context-specific implications requiring different responses.
Lovbrand’s critique continues with an analysis of the politics of the Anthropocene. They
see the Anthropocene as being characterized by a mix environmental apocalyptic thinking with
institutional techno-managerial planning. They describe this as a “post-political” order where
ideological differences are suppressed under the immediacy of technocratic solutions.
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It is a condition where the articulation of divergent, conflicting and alternative
trajectories of future socio-environmental possibilities are evacuated from the
political arena and replaced by a normative consensus around common
humanity-wide action, and mutual cooperation in the face of pending
environmental catastrophe. (Lovbrand et. Al, 2014, pg. 9).
Within the post-political regime, dissent is only tolerated when it is in respect to the choice of
technologies, the managerial details, and the timing of the implementation of these choices.
The authors point out that the politics of environmental urgency originate from a lack of
analysis of the social factors that have led to the “great acceleration” occurring in the first
place. They believe that a careful analysis will show that the socio-political order of the
Anthropocene is closely linked to neoliberal economic policies. In order to “re-politicize” the
Anthropocene, the authors call upon the human sciences to expose the multiple political
conflicts and struggles upon which the Anthropocene is constructed in order to re-open a space
for “political debate and re-orientation.” (Lovbrand et. Al, 2014)
In order to bring in needed perspectives from the human sciences, global change
research agendas such as the Environmental Science Graduate Program have called for greater
participation in their efforts from social scientists. Lovbrand et. Al encourage scholars of the
social sciences and humanities not to participate in these endeavors, but rather to “insist on the
cultivation of interpretive horizons that enable critical engagement with dominant, as well as
alternative, ways of seeing knowing, and acting upon nature.” By resisting the call for
developing a unified accounting of the Anthropocene and a “univocal decision support”, human
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scientists would instead be able to promote “multiple, divergent and conflicting epistemic
frameworks and eco-political possibilities.”
Ecomodernism and the “Great Anthropocene”
Proponents of the Anthropocene concept include the Breakthrough Institute, a pronuclear, anti-green think tank founded in 2003 by Ted Nordhaus and Michael Schellenberger
that is focused on promoting solutions to climate change driven through capitalist technological
investment (Angus, 2015). The Breakthrough Institute advocates for “ecological
modernization”, a philosophy that posits that economic growth and technological expansion
are both ecologically compatible and can be used as tools to promote environmental reforms
(York, 2003). Summarized in a popular format through the publication of the “Ecomodernist
Manifesto” (Schellenberger, 2015), the authors advocate for avoiding climate change entirely
through technofix means, believing any environmental obstacle may be overcome through
technological and economic means. Rather than denying climate change, the manifesto calls
for expansion of nuclear and natural gas energy production, further urbanization of the world’s
population, as well as intensification of food production via genetic modification of crops and
indoor vertical farming systems. Through a combination of these activities, remaining land on
the planet’s surface can be used for biodiversity conservation and the regrowth of forest which
would result in a reduction of atmospheric carbon dioxide.
The ecomodernists (as the manifesto’s authors refer to themselves) have additionally
seized upon the idea of the Anthropocene. Rather than seeing it as a gloom and doom
scenario, they propose that rather it is an opportunity to raise the standards of living all people,
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and that a “good” or even “great” Anthropocene would be possible if societies would reject the
idea that harmonizing with nature is necessary in order to avert ecological collapse. In this
sense, they put forth that because human exploitation of nature has only yielded greater
wealth and standards of living for people that increased modernization will only achieve better
results. Absent from their argument is any consideration of planetary boundaries or tipping
points, or that relative global ecosystem stability may pass critical thresholds before their
environmentally stable techno-utopia may be obtained. Particularly insidious is the
ecomodernists offer to relieve their adherents of any environmental guilt or culpability,
claiming that activities such as consumption and anthropogenically influenced environments
are ingrained within human nature and have been going on for our entire history. Immediately,
humanity’s “original environmental sin” is forgiven, and a path forward is laid out that rewards
its followers with greater material affluence. Concerns regarding equality and justice are
allayed through assurances that all global residents will benefit as the collective tide rises.
Nowhere, however, is any consideration given to the idea of responsiveness to feedback. Early
human societies certainly did have heavy influences on their environments, yet had to do so
within limits as exceeding the carrying capacity of their supportive ecosystem would result in
negative feedback loops on their populations. Only through global capitalism has it been
possible to export negative externalities and extract resources on the extent of a global scale as
to lengthen the feedback loops so as to be willfully ignorant of them. By pushing the
technological envelope, the ecomodernists make a dangerous gamble.
Another Anthropocene is Possible
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Despite the multiple criticisms of the Anthropocene concept, there are some who call
for its “reclaiming”, and using it to promote a socially and ecologically progressive worldview.
Others instead see it as a tool for drawing attention to dynamics that have existed between
humans and nature for decades, challenging the western notion of nature as being pristine
wilderness. Others reimagine the Anthropocene as an opportunity to recognize ecological
interdependency. Donna Haraway in her idea of the “Cthulucene” (Haraway, 2016) where a
“multi-tentacled” and “sympoietic” vision of a “multi-species muddle” is put forth that
recognizes the extensive role played by non-human species in the creation of the new era.
Haraway rejects the term “Anthropocene” as it places too great of an emphasis on human
agency while disregarding the interconnectedness of life in the global ecosystem.
Alternative visions of the Anthropocene are articulated by Lovbrand et. Al in their
recommendations for creating alternative inroads with the Anthropocene. First, they advise
against succumbing to the mechanistic and quantified view of the world put forth in
Anthropocene discourse in favor of “more humble, embodied and located ways of knowing and
doing nature.” By aligning environmental research goals with the specific needs of local user
groups, Earth System science can become more “transparent, salient and solutions-oriented”
and will “build resilience in our global responses to ‘the great acceleration’.” Through this more
radical understanding, humanity can be repositioned as an integral component of the global
ecosystem, “inextricably part of the flux and flow of the world that others would presume to
master” (Alaimo 2010, pg. 17). By disturbing the boundaries of physical and social
constructions, it is possible to challenge the notion of ‘homo scientificus’ as an agent set apart
and removed from nature. Developing a more situated knowledge, the authors argue, would
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“help to uncover some of the cultural presumptions that we as environmental scholars bring to
our knowledge and hereby open up conversations about the global environment to unheard
voices.”
The authors go on further to question the tendency common among Anthropocene
proponents to “account for the human signal in the Earth System through aggregated socialeconomic drivers and data” and how this practice can “foster an empty view of humanity that
tells us little about the lived experiences, fears, vulnerabilities, ideas and motivations of real
people, in real places.” The social sciences have long warned how by taking a global view of
environmental research, humans can be made invisible, and in the process “the integrated
Earth System scholarship lends itself to a totalizing vision amenable to grand managerial
schemes.” As an alternative approach, the authors encourage the recognition of people’s
different experiences of nature, and that the Anthropocene has different and unequal
consequences for different people and places. By doing so, humanity’s position as a
heterogeneous social and political subject can be replaced. Lovbrand’s final recommendation is
that the Anthropocene be re-politicized, and that “vibrant public space(s) where the manifold,
divergent and often unpredictable socio-ecological relations and futures can be exposed and
debated.” It is important to recognize that the Anthropocene is not an “end to politics”, but a
hybrid, socio-political nature-culture “subject to political contestation and normative choice.”
Baskin similarly questions whether it’s possible to create “another Anthropocene?” He states:
It is one thing to acknowledge that the natural world cannot be studied
independently of the social that helps to construct it. It is another to engage with
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the potentially radical implications of this insight for the scientific method and
the authority of science. By bringing in the social, one brings in values, social
systems, institutions, contestations and so on – including contestations of ‘facts’,
or at least of which ‘facts’ might count. It also involves recognizing that it is
problematic to frame the environment as an object largely of natural
science…Perhaps the Anthropocene is paradoxically, the reverse of what its
originators imagined: not the end of nature, but the end of science, or at least of
a certain idea of what constitutes science? (Baskin, 2015, pg.14).
Concluding Thoughts on the Anthropocene
From a combination of critiques of the Anthropocene and suggestions for alternative
Anthropocene realizations, it seems plausible that “another Anthropocene is possible.” In
order for that vision to be realized, progressive scholars from both sides of the natural/social
disciplinary fence will need to co-create an alternative vision that incorporates the principles of
sustainable ecological design, community-based resilience, a respect for the diversity of people
and their lived experiences, and a political space that is open and tolerant of debate and
dissenting viewpoints. While I agree that a state of planetary crisis does exist, we cannot allow
fear to silence differing viewpoints and to force a blind acceptance of dangerous, centralized
and non-democratic technological solutions. An entire toolbox of solutions is needed, one
which contain enough possibilities to be tailor-made in accordance to the needs, knowledge,
and experience of the diverse communities on the planet. Urgent action must be taken, but it
must be as open and as democratic as possible so as not to result in the implementation of a
regime of global technocratic totalitarian control.
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Urban Ecology
What is an ecosystem? In response to this question, many people would offer
rainforests, coral reefs, African savannahs, or another exotic environment as examples.
Ecosystems are most commonly imagined to have abundant animal and plant life, clean air,
pure water, and to be otherwise “healthy”. In most of these imaginaries, seldom is there any
mention of humans or human activity, at least not in its modern iteration. The majority of
people would not likely imagine themselves or any other members of their own species as
being part of the quintessential ecosystem.

Cities then, as constructed environments with very high concentrations of humans,
would surely be considered the antitheses of ecosystems. Filthy, noisy, polluted, degraded, and
devoid of species diversity, these homo sapiens monocultures would historically be considered
by few to be ecological entities. An ecosystem, however, is defined as being a community of
organisms interacting with the living and non-living elements of their environment – all criteria
that a city meets. Nothing says that an ecosystem must exclude humans, or that it has to meet
any particular threshold of purity.

In cities, people engage in relationships with the many other living creatures and nonliving buildings, sidewalks, soils, parking lots, waterways, community gardens, fountains,
factories and atmosphere surrounding them, mixing together to create a beautiful, complex,
and dynamic mosaic of life. In addition to being places of culture, industry, entertainment, art,
policy making, finance, religion, cities are also ecological spaces. They are, as described by
urban designer Marinna Alberti, “hybrid systems emerging from interactions between human
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and ecological systems” (Alberti, 2003). This recognition has given rise to field of urban ecology
as a legitimate discipline with its own self-named journal. Urban ecology research is now highly
interdisciplinary, commonly combining both biophysical sciences and socio-cultural studies to
form its conceptual approaches (Childers et al., 2014). In this section, I will explore urban
ecology as a socio-ecological framework that is integral to Urban Ecosystem Justice. I will
explore its history, its relationship with other disciplines, and a few of the key concepts of urban
ecology and how they relate to my field of study.

Traditionally, ecologists have shunned cities as objects of study. In addition to the
perception of human-dominated spaces as being unnatural and therefore non-ecological, cities
are also highly complex systems with ambiguous boundaries. As ecologists have preferred to
work with simple models with a minimum of variables and well defined limits such as ponds,
small forests, or islands, cities made non-ideal subjects for study. This attitude has been
reinforced by much classical environmental thinking where nature is thought of as the world
outside of human creation. The excluded social environment was regarded as “the scene of
humans interacting only with each other in the absence of nature” (Worster, 1988). There have
been, however, parallel strains of thinking that have at least recognized a naturalness of cities,
if not falling short of explicitly describing them as ecosystems.

“Organic theory” is one example dating back to the late eighteenth century that was
dominant theory among middle class urban scholars. It analogously compared the structure
and function of a city to a human body, with streets representing arteries and so on. It was
favored by the ruling classes who imposed a form of social Darwinism onto the theory that
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justified their roles as the “brains” or “fists” of the city organism (Melosi, 2003). Due to its
limited use as a metaphor and elitist overtones, the organic theory is seldom invoked today
despite its rough description of certain urban ecological processes. A more recent example
from the 1920s is that of the Chicago School of sociology. The Chicago school attempted to
develop a general theory of urban social systems employing a number of ecological concepts
including succession and competition. Like organic theory, though, it largely employed
analogies rather than mechanistic models. The Chicago School was additionally flawed in that
failed to incorporate the contemporary ecological thinking of its time – already by then the
notion of ecological succession and climax communities was being called into question. The
“naturalization” of successional processes to describe one social group displacing another could
easily be used as a justification for the gentrification of marginalized communities.
Furthermore, the Chicago School idealized rural life and saw cities as fundamentally negative
and blighted, an attitude that has carried over into environmental philosophy today (Grove et
al., 2015). Over time, the influence of the Chicago School has faded and has been replaced by
urban sociological models that employ socio-cultural phenomena over ecological analogies.
While certainly preferable, these frameworks nonetheless effectively separated the social from
the ecological in the study of cities, a rift that has only recently begun to be mended.

Starting in the years following World War II, recognizing that human activity and
urbanization were having significant impacts on ecosystems, certain ecologists began looking at
the ecological processes occurring within and around cities. For the most part, these early
urban ecologists were importing their knowledge and skillset from less disturbed environments
and comparing it to analogous urban environments such as woodlands, meadows, cemeteries,
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streams, wetlands etc. with the assumed drivers of change being anthropogenic (Pickett et al.,
2016). Studies of urban wildlife, invasive species, water body impacts, and forest
transformation dominated the topics of study, with most concluding that human impact had a
negative impact on biodiversity and ecosystem health overall.

While this period of study focuses on standard ecological functions and structures inside
an urban environment and on “remnant ecology”, or the non-human ecological processes
taking place inside of cities, since the late 1990’s urban ecology has now shifted to a more
holistic approach where the city itself is studied as an ecosystem with humans as an integral
component (Grove et al., 2015). This paradigmatic shift undergone could be described as a
movement from an analysis of ecology in cities to the study of the ecology of cities. Partly due
to the influence of non-linear thinking, urban ecology now considers how social factors affect
urban processes and has synthesized its analysis with social science disciplines such as
economics, urban design, political ecology, complexity science, and geography (McPhearson,
2016). Urban ecology now looks at social and biophysical processes as “pervasive, reciprocal,
and intertwined” (Pickett, 2016) with the causes for change residing at the interface of their
common feedbacks. Along with this, social norms and power relationships are questioned, with
urban dynamics changing over spatial and temporal dimensions. These parallels of social
sciences and ecological sciences have created an integrated socio-ecological systems science of
urban ecology. Ecology of the city now frames urban environments as complex adaptive socioecological systems, the result of co-evolutionary processes between the human and non-human
aspects of the urban ecosystem (Alberti et al., 2003). As stated by urban scholar Marina
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Alberti, “an ecology that does not involve humans in its theories and experiments will rapidly
evolve into paleoecology.”

Although the two paradigms of in and of have different areas of focus, it should be
noted that the latter has not overthrown the former in a Kuhnian sense, but rather has
expanded upon it while still incorporating many of its techniques. Empirical studies of
ecological populations and the effects of human impacts are still studied, just with an increased
awareness of political and social dynamics and change over time.

Most recently, yet another paradigm shift has occurred in the field of urban ecology that
is best described as an ecology for cities (McPhearson, 2016) (Pickett, 2016). Ecology for the
city could be described as a way of extending the land ethic of Aldo Leopold to the urban
environment, where a sense of concern and community is extended beyond humans to include
entire ecological communities of soils, water, animals, and plants (Cadenasso, 2015).
Furthermore, drawing from the insights of both in and of, for advocates taking the integrated
research of urban ecology beyond scholarly and research disciplines and adding an ethical
component to scientific understanding. Operationalized ecology for the city calls for engaging
in dialogue with citizens, groups, governmental agencies, and technical experts to jointly
identify research goals and collaboratively produce useful data. Reciprocally, it is important for
each of these groups themselves to have a good understanding of urban ecological science.
Overall, in the for paradigm differences in power, privilege, and wealth are considered and
given respect to. In these senses, ecology for the city takes the technical understandings of in
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and of and applies them to the normative goals of achieving social justice, economic equity, and
environmental well-being (Pickett, 2016).

The ecology for the city paradigm so far shows the greatest promise for urban ecology to
be in more direct communication with the environmental justice movement. These are two
fields that share much in common in regards to their topics and spatial region of study, yet to
date have remained largely separated (Boone, 2012). Urban ecology has historically resisted
making normative statements, preferring to maintain the appearance of scientific objectivity.
Environmental justice, on the other hand, while having operated as a powerful tool for activists
has been critiqued for largely omitting the “environment” (biophysical factors), with most
studies being focused on human impacts (Boone, 2012). It is furthermore suggested that
environmental justice activists would benefit by incorporating a more systems-oriented, future
normative perspective utilized by sustainability researchers in order to move beyond the purely
reactive “militant particularism” (Harvey, 2008) that characterizes the movement. A potentially
powerful synergy between these two disciplines could aggregate around the ecology for the city
concept, and idea that additionally shares much in common with the Urban Ecosystem Justice
framework.

Novel Ecosystems
A novel, or emergent ecosystem is defined as a new and unplanned and unmanaged
arrangement of organisms resulting from human activity that has no precedent or analogue in
nature. They are further explained as being a ‘‘system of abiotic, biotic and social components
(and their interactions) that, by virtue of human inﬂuence, differ from those that prevailed
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historically, having a tendency to self-organize and manifest novel qualities without intensive
human management’’ (Hobbs, 2013). It is assumed that there is little to no possibility of
restoring a novel ecosystem to its original, non-novel state (those types of ecosystems where
this possibility remains are referred to as “hybrid”). Novel ecosystems cover an estimated 35%
of the world’s ice-free land. (Marris, 2013) and many, if not most, urban landscapes are
dominated by novel ecosystems and processes. Novel ecosystem studies are, for this reason, a
central topic to urban ecology. The discussion surrounding them is surprisingly political, and is
also topically similar to that being held around debates over the Anthropocene.

Traditionally, ecologists generally avoid novel ecosystems as subjects of study as they
frequently possess considerably less biodiversity and systems complexity than non-novel
ecosystems. As thousands of years of co-evolutionary processes are required to create the
complex relationships between animals, plants, fungi, bacteria, soils, water, and other living
and non-living components found in a high-functioning ecosystem, recently emerging novel
systems are likely to possess less complexity. Furthermore, many novel ecosystems are
dominated by a handful of species that are considered invasive and pose a threat to
surrounding environments that are populated by more native species.

There are many criticisms of the novel ecosystems concept, primarily from the
community of conservation and restoration biologists. Chiefly among them are that the novel
ecosystem label may provide a “license to trash” for corporations looking to accelerate
approval processes for development plans or avoid paying for environmental restoration
(Murcia et al., 2014). By devaluing ecosystems as hopelessly novel, opponents of the concept
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fear it may legitimize the tendency to ignore the long-term impacts of development, pollution,
and depletion of natural resources. Furthermore, they question the validity of the idea of
thresholds, tipping points, and irreversibility of ecosystems in the gradient of historic to
novelty.

Other conservationists, however, counter that the concept of novel ecosystems alone
does not give license to those who would disrupt or modify ecosystems, as that has been
occurring for much of human history. Rather, they see utility in the concept for making
decisions about the likelihood of success in different interventions and in setting priorities.
Interestingly, they also point out that originally preservationists had the similar concerns about
the idea of restoration ecology, fearful that it would devalue their efforts (Hobbs, 2014).

Recognizing that there are poorly developed guiding principles in place for making
decisions and judgments about novel ecosystems, political ecologist Paul Robbins has identified
the need for “evolving a political ethics for novel ecologies”. Traditional ecological ethics, he
points out, have little to say in regards to novel ecologies on account of the fact that their focus
has been on “introducing non-anthropogenic principles to extend care and value to nonhumans in, or and for themselves.” Robbins calls for a more engaged political ethics that would
grapple with the complexity of the ecological, social, and political underpinnings of decision
making. Contrary to rejecting the contribution of edenic scientists, however, Robbins sees
conservation, restorations, and invasion biologists as being leaders in the decision making
process on account of their knowledge of interspecific relationships, succession, tipping points
and complexity (Robbins, 2014).
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Yet another argument is that studying and even embracing novel ecosystems has value,
particularly in urban environments. Coupled with the recognition of urban ecology as a
respected discipline and the acceptance of the Anthropocene concept, the study of novel
ecosystems (and the related field, disturbance biology) has grown into a legitimate field of
study. While many novel urban ecosystems may consist of noxious and invasive species, an
understanding that novel ecosystems may nonetheless provide many essential ecosystem
services, with carbon sequestration, pollution reduction, and habitat creation among them, is
emerging. Seen through this lens, the disturbance tolerant, or “ruderal” plants and animals
that comprise these novel urban ecosystems could be thought of as being “native” or
“indigenous” to the urban environment. While native plant and animal assemblages once
existed on the land where cities now stand, massive abiotic changes have since taken place.
These original communities would not survive today without recreation of the original soil and
nutrient conditions. For this reason, any attempt to restore pre-urban native ecologies to
today’s urban environments would simply be, as put by Harvard professor Peter Del Tredici,
“gardening dressed up as ecology” (Del Tredici, 2010). This point of view is consistent with the
non-equilibrium ecological paradigm that recognizes that ecosystems are in a continual state of
change and transformation. While it is not meant to undermine the efforts of those seeking to
protect large and relatively undisturbed areas of habitat, it does call into question the wisdom
of expending considerable resources to “restore” a vastly transformed ecosystem back to a
particular, idealized, historical state.

From a perspective of youth urban environmental education, I find great value in
discussing the novel ecosystems concept. I believe it is important for youth to think of nature
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as not something external that only exists outside of cities, but rather something that can be
found within cities as well. By studying and appreciating the functioning of novel urban
ecosystems and the environmental services they provide, youth can begin to develop an
understanding and appreciation of ecological processes. From there, it is possible to discuss
the differences and contrasts between historic and novel systems, and appreciate the reasons
why particular historic systems may be in need of preservation. In this sense, novel ecosystems
can help to provide “cultural ecosystem services” (Collier, 2014) and form the basis of a
“science of transition”, that could mainstream sustainability sciences and create normative
social goals (Collier, 2015).

In conclusion, studying novel ecosystems can help to challenge urban-rural dichotomies
and the fundamentalism of the “edenic” sciences. At the same time, it is important to be wary
of corporate interests appropriating novel ecosystems discourse as a pretext for unrestrained
development, habitat destruction and landscape degradation. By claiming “all ecosystems are
already novel, or have already exceeded the threshold”, they may seek to discredit the work of
those attempting to preserve biodiversity on a global scale.

Social Sustainabilities

As previously mentioned, the “social pillar” of sustainability’s triple bottom line is
common de-emphasized in relation to its economic, environmental, and technical aspects. In
this section, I will explore areas of this “forgotten sustainability” whose insights and principles
are core to an urban ecosystem justice analysis.
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Environmental Justice

In many ways, urban ecosystem justice can be thought of an outgrowth of
environmental justice that expands its area of focus to include the biophysical components of
the urban ecosystem. Environmental justice’s analysis of issues of access and equality in terms
of the distribution of environmental harms and services creates a solid philosophical upon
which urban ecosystem justice is based. A combination of the civil rights and environmental
health movements, environmental justice is (at times, confusingly) at once a concept,
movement, and discipline that examines the disproportionate impact that toxic industries and
land uses have on low income and communities of color. Furthermore, environmental justice
has done much to challenge traditional views of what constitutes “the environment”,
expanding environmental definitions to include non-pristine spaces such as industrialized and
polluted inner-city environments along with their social on-goings. By doing so, the
environmental justice movement has successfully made environmentalist tools previously used
exclusively by middle class and white organizations accessible to many low income and
communities of color. For the remainder of this section, I will explore the history and meanings
of environmental justice, analyzing its ground level applications and finally explaining its
relation to the emerging notion of just sustainability.
Environmental justice began more than thirty years ago as a synthesis of the
environmental movement and the social justice movement, arguably two of the most
significant activist movements of the 20th century (Frumkin, 2005). The movement has
multiple foundations that include the civil rights movement, academia, antitoxics, labor,
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indigenous rights, the academy, and the environmental movement. This organic emergence of
environmental justice has made it difficult to pin an exact single beginning time and place on it
(Cole, 2001). Environmental justice grew as a response to the tendency of polluting industries
to many times either locate or be located in low-income communities of color, thus subjecting
this population to a disproportionately high level of exposure to toxic burdens. As stated by
Robert D. Bullard, the “father” of the environmental justice movement,
“[environmental justice demonstrates how] blacks, lower-income groups, and
working-class persons are subjected to a disproportionately large amount of
pollution and other environmental stressors in their neighborhoods as well as in
their workplaces.” (Bullard, 2008, pg.1)
In many instances, communities facing sources of stress beyond their control and living within
proximity to polluting industry, the impact is worsened by the role of economic and racial
discrimination (National Environmental Justice Advisory Council, 2004).
Frumkin (2005) lists three concepts as central to the study of the environmental justice
movement. These are:
1.

The meaning of disproportionate impacts on populations that includes

cumulative environmental hazards, vulnerability, inequalities in enforcement of
regulations, and disparities in people’s socioeconomic standings.
2.

The research and policy challenges involved in incorporating social justice

concepts into an environmental law paradigm.
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3.

The collaborative problem solving and community-based tools and tactics

necessary to address the interwoven health, ecological, economic, and social issues
facing underserved and overburdened populations.
While environmental justice primarily consists of a grassroots activist and local movement, it is
also regarded distinctly as a policy principle and concept carried out by governmental agencies.
Within this area of policy, considerable debate exists as to how it is implemented, its precise
meaning, and the relationship it creates between scientific “experts” and the knowledge and
experience of the public.
The EPA defines environmental justice in the following way:
Environmental Justice is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all
people regardless of race, color, national origin, or income with respect to the
development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws,
regulations, and policies. EPA has this goal for all communities and persons
across this Nation. It will be achieved when everyone enjoys the same degree of
protection from environmental and health hazards and equal access to the
decision-making process to have a healthy environment in which to live, learn,
and work (USEPA, 2009).
This definition, while reasonably accurate, is nonetheless filled with terms that have ambiguous
meanings that are highly dependent on the context is which they are used. Concepts such as
“fairness”, “justice”, and “meaningful involvement” are all highly fluid concepts subject to
broad interpretation. (Harding, 1991). The idea of justice alone has multiple meanings.
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Modern conceptualizations include the distributive, procedural, cultural and representative
models, all representing varying components of an overall framework for justice (Allen, 2013).
In recent years, the field of environmental justice has expanded beyond solely collecting
empirical data to demonstrate that low-income communities of color suffer disproportionately
to toxic exposures (Holifield et al. 2009). The discipline now looks at a variety of socio-natural
injustices that include ‘natural disasters’ and transportation issues, and has crossed disciplinary
terrain with fields such as critical race theory and urban political ecology (Swyngedouw, 2009).
Environmental justice scholars now regularly consider factors other than race, such as gender,
ability, age, and sexuality, when investigating the causes and impacts of social vulnerability.
The environmental justice movement has also begun a process of globalizations.
Although it has its origins in cities in the United States, environmental justice movements now
exist on multiple continents, and examine the effects of the distribution of toxins over a broad
area. For these reasons, certain scholars have begun to bring environmental justice insights
into communication with the discipline of urban political ecology, a field that that is concerned
with the political and economic re-working of human and non-human relationships and the
production of socio-economic inequality (Swyngedouw, 2009).
The notion of environmental justice also has been criticized for failing to capture the
complexity of the many political, ecological, biological, and medical aspects the issue. A
generalization of humanity occurs in the process of conceiving of environmental justice broadly,
although injustices happen to specific groups of people in specific locations with their own
unique conditions of climate, geography, history, and politics. These specific conditions can
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make it difficult to isolate exact causes of illness, a result also stemming from the problems
created when applying general theories to ground level situations (Fortun, 2011).
This complexity and uncertainty can manifest as a lack of trust between affected
populations and scientific experts. Communities may not always be certain that professionals
are sharing all the information they possess. While there are many literatures that discusses the
relationship between experts and the public in the context of environmental justice (Allen,
2013, Frickel, 2011), less of it prescribes methods for direct engagement of the public. One
method of working amidst this high level of uncertainty and complexity is through the
implementation of techniques that combines local insights, or “contextual knowledge”, with
professional techniques. This environmental health framework is referred to as “street
science” by Corburn (2005), and can serve to help community-generated information useful for
improving environmental health decision-making. Street science is a practice of knowledge
production that utilizes the framework of co-production – the idea that technical knowledge
results as a synthesis of the interdependence of science and politics, and in this example, local
knowledge.
Corburn sees this type of environmental health street science as a form of social
epidemiology that recognizes that disease is caused less by specific biological agents and more
by a collection of social, economic, political, and biological factors that enable populations to
lead healthier lives. As an extension of social epidemiology, Corburn advocates for studying
how the lived experience and local knowledge of people living in polluted neighborhoods can
further our understanding of the inequalities related to environmental health burdens.
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The emphasis of most street science or participatory action research programs is on
data collection, map making, awareness raising, and on political action related to contaminated
environments. While the data collecting activities, particularly in the form of environmental
monitoring, may take on the form of citizen science (Ottinger, 2010) where there is direct
participation in the scientific process, most of these strategies are still ultimately reliant upon
governmental institutions and scientific experts to take action towards reducing toxicity on
communities’ behalf. While Urban Ecosystem Justice professes collaboration on a multi-scalar
level with governance agencies, it puts a stronger emphasis on techniques and methods that
are usable by citizens independently of governmental assistance.
Just Sustainability
As previously discussed, conventional discourses on sustainability, sustainable
development and urban sustainability focus primarily on issues of environmental conservation,
often originating from a top-down, centralized and specialized perspective. Adherents of this
environmental sustainability paradigm are more frequently white and of upper or middle class
socio-economic status. The focus within this movement is on wilderness conservation, climate
change prevention, biodiversity preservation, and other issues that largely frame the
environment as something external and abstract. Concerns regarding equity and justice are
less commonly expressed in this movement.
In contrast, the environmental justice movement is comprised of members representing
more racially and economically diverse backgrounds and is focused more typically on resisting
toxic industry and the unequal distribution of environmental harms. Far greater emphasis is
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put on issues of equity, collective action and an overall sense of community. Despite the many
successes of the environmental justice movement, it has been critiqued for being largely
reactive, unable to take steps towards “developing consensual visions and taking ownership of
the assets and resources necessary to bring such visions to fruition” (Agyeman, 2005) on
account of being strapped for resources and perpetually on the defensive.
These two movements represent two extremes on a continuum of responses to
environmental issues that take issues of equity into consideration. Apart from a number of
short-lived collaborations, these movements remain separated, despite sharing many goals in
common.
In response to the disparity, Julian Agyeman has coined the term “just sustainabilities”
to describe a vision of sustainability that can be useful in bridging the gap between the
environmental justice and mainstream sustainability movements. This platform takes into
account the “equity deficit” that pervades much of green and environmental thinking.
According to Agyeman,
Sustainability cannot be simply a ‘green’, or ‘environmental’ concern, important though
‘environmental aspects of sustainability are. A truly sustainable society is one where
wider questions of social needs and welfare, and economic opportunity are integrally
related to environmental limits imposed by supporting ecosystems (Agyeman et al.,
2002, pg.78).
Agyeman sees a just sustainability platform as combining the best of these two movements.
Just sustainability keeps issues of access and equity in the center yet is simultaneously reactive
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and proactive, “operating within an environmental justice framework but…also exploring the
wider and emerging terrain of sustainable development and the development of sustainable
communities.”(Agyeman, 2005).
While the just sustainability concept itself does not seem to have been widely adopted
within circles of academics or activists, the core essence of its ideas and vision are becoming
increasingly more adopted by communities looking to bridge the divide between environmental
activism and social justice work. The central values its espouses are integral to an urban
ecosystem justice platform.
Green Gentrification
To understand the imperative for applying notions of social justice to urban ecology, it is
important to understand the processes that can occur otherwise when concerns over social
equity are not enacted in urban sustainability governance. Described as the convergence of
“urban redevelopment, ecologically-minded initiatives and environmental justice activism in an
era of advanced capitalism” (Checker, 2011), green gentrification or environmental
gentrification is the process where lower income and communities of color are displaced from
the.ir homes and neighborhoods on account of increases in property values resulting from the
creation of environmental amenities such as parks, community gardens, and environmentally
sustainable housing primarily intended to benefit white and middle to upper class residents. As
a consequence of this displacement, lower income individuals are forced to move into more
affordable areas that experience higher burdens of polluting and toxic industries. Green
gentrification can be explained as a result of failing to actualize the social equity component of
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sustainability, resulting in disconnected feedback between the natural systems and social
systems of the city. Wealthier residents benefiting from environmental privilege by living in
close proximity to environmental “goods” are less aware of polluting industries and
environmental toxicity and are less motivated to act upon them. Poorer individuals, in contrast,
suffer disproportionately more from exposure to toxins and ecological degradation, affecting
their health and capacity to bring about change (Gould, 2016).
It has been pointed out that many times environmental gentrification comes about
paradoxically as consequence of successes of the environmental justice movement. By
successfully resisting polluting industries and by achieving ecological remediation,
neighborhoods are made more attractive to affluent residents. On a discursive level, urban
planners will often appropriate the language of sustainability used by environmental justice
activists to create a consensus around seemingly environmentally and socially conscious
developments, while they are in truth “subordinat(ing) equity to profit minded development”
Checker, 2011). The processes through which environmental gentrification is carried out can be
described as a form of “post-politics” where genuine debate and political discussion is deferred
in favor of top-down planning that frames sustainability issues as purely technical matters
separate from issues of justice. In this way, political resistance is subverted while neoliberal
interests are rewarded by attracting global capital investment (Swyngedouw, 2010).
An urban ecosystem justice perspective must be enormously conscious and cautious of
the potential perils of environmental gentrification. As seen, well-meaning endeavors intended
to improve the health and resilience of urban ecosystems can result in the displacement and
disenfranchisement of the very communities they were intended to benefit. It is critical that
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concerns regarding social equity and justice remain explicit and in the for front of sustainability
conversations. Particularly, “Process equity” (Agyeman, 2005) must be carried out when
environmental improvements are made in a community. Process equity ensures that affected
individuals participate in the design and implementation of a project from start to finish and
that their ideas and concerns are given genuine consideration. Furthermore, in keeping with a
holistic view of sustainability as incorporating both environmental and social considerations,
urban sustainability activists concerned about displacement and gentrification should be
simultaneously advocating for public policy initiatives favoring affordable housing along with
urban greening initiatives. Such a dual power strategy is in keeping with the ethic of the
“hatchet and the seed”, whereby activists are at once both reactive and proactive (Robbins,
2004).
Yet another approach to addressing environmental gentrification is the idea of making
cities “just green enough” (JGE)(Curran, 2012, Wolch, 2014), characterized as a development
approach that seeks to clean up toxic sites while simultaneously preserving industries and bluecollar work. Such an approach specifically eschews “parks, cafes, riverwalks” and other such
high-end projects that could spur further real-estate development and result in economic
displacement. Another component of the JGE approach is to favor distributed and scattered
smaller-scale greening endeavors as opposed to grand-scale and geographically concentrated
greening projects (such as the re-use of mines or oil refineries). By doing this, the hope is that
mega projects would not become focal points for further property development. JGE advocates
admit that such practices require extraordinary cooperation between a wide array of
community stakeholders and involve resisting the pressures of business and real estate. They
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would also need to be enacted in concert with affordable housing policies and rent control
measures if they’re to be effective. Gould and Lewis (Gould 2016) are skeptical of the
effectiveness of a JGE strategy in global cities, wary that the “green-gentrification tipping point”
in “hot market” cities such as NYC is much more easily crossed than in “cold market” cities such
as Detroit and Gary, Indiana. According to them, greening endeavors such as community
gardens in the latter would result in a “better long-term environmental justice trajectory”.
Further Concepts Related to Socio-Ecological Systems Justice

The Just City and the Right to the City
Before going deeper into the urban ecosystem justice concept, it is worthwhile to delve
more into definitions and understanding of justice, particularly regarding the literature on the
idea of the “just city”. Originating with “The Republic” by Socrates, beliefs about urban justice
have come to be centered on distributions of political and economic power as well as the effect
of spatial inequities among a city’s population as expressed through racial and class
distinctions. Prominent among urban justice scholars today is David Harvey, whose Marxist
inspired 1973 book “Social Justice and the City” serves as a touchstone (Harvey, 2010).
Harvey’s cohort charts the ascent of neoliberal capitalism in the 1970s which triggered a shift in
the urban condition that was characterized as promoting privatization and deregulation in
order to increase economic efficiencies. These policies had the effect of compounding
problems of poverty by concentrating power into the hands of an elite minority at the expense
of the majority.
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A particular literature pertains to the role that the just cities concept can play in urban
planning (Fainstein, 2010), and how the state interplays with citizens, producing injustices for
marginalized peoples. Despite the fact that urban planning was originally created to address
material inequities through spatial interventions, it in many cases has compounded these
disparities on account of its institutionally ingrained inclination to support growth over the wellbeing of the public (Miraftab, 2004). Building off of Fainstein’s ideas is the nascent notion of
the climate-just city, which seeks to incorporate concerns of social justice (people),
environmental justice (places) and ecological justice (non-humans) into a progressive planning
agenda (Steele, 2012). The climate-just city platform draws from the broader idea of climate
justice, a movement that professes that the responsibility for climate change is not equally
distributed, and that certain vulnerable groups will be affected more severely by its
consequences (Barnett, 2006). It displays interesting potential synergy with urban ecosystem
justice in that it asks how notions of justice can be extended to take into consideration the
rights of non-human life and of ecosystems themselves, although UEJ would more greatly
emphasize the importance of human-ecosystem relationships being necessarily interdependent
and reciprocal.
While urban ecosystem justice and the idea of the climate-just city overlap considerably,
the latter is primarily intended to be utilized for city planning and other top-down approaches.
While just-planning is certainly a component of urban ecosystem justice, a greater emphasis is
put on the agency of the average urban resident and non-specialist to build ecological
relationships and to affect change. In line with this sentiment, the idea of “the right to the city”
as developed by Henri Lefebvre has particular relevance to the urban ecosystem justice
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framework (Lefebvre, 1972). Originating as a demand for people’s access and control over
everyday urban life, the idea of “the right to the city” was coined in France in the 1960s in
response to widespread student protests in the streets of Paris. The term was later revived by
geographer David Harvey in 2008 and was seized upon in subsequent years as a protest cry by
movements ranging from Occupy Wall Street to the Arab Spring (Harvey, 2008).
Harvey explains describes the idea in the following way:
The right to the city is far more than the individual liberty to access urban
resources: it is a right to change ourselves by changing the city. It is, moreover, a
common rather than an individual right since this transformation inevitably
depends upon the exercise of a collective power to reshape the processes of
urbanization. The freedom to make and remake our cities and ourselves is, I
want to argue, one of the most precious yet most neglected of our human rights.
(Harvey, 2008, pp. 1-2.).
Marcuse takes the idea further, asking critical questions such as “who’s right?” and “what city?”
that are unanswered by the slogan alone (Marcuse, 2012). Asking this is of particular
importance as a wide range of groups representing different populations and political agendas
have adopted the mantra as a rallying cry. Prominent among them is the organization “Right to
the City”, which focuses on “building a national movement for racial justice, urban justice,
human rights, and democracy…. born out of an idea of a new kind of urban politics that asserts
that everyone, particularly the disenfranchised, not only has a right to the city, but as
inhabitants, have a right to shape it, design it, and operationalize an urban human rights
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agenda” (RTC). The Right to the City movement espouses a view that regards urban space as
common property, believing housing and public space should be free from speculation and
instead be used for community building and cultural and political space. This sentiment is well
summarized by the popular slogan of the movement, “cities for people, not for profit”, and
takes a hard stance against gentrification and displacement. As environmental justice
additionally comprises one of main philosophical pillars of the movement, Right to the City and
urban ecosystem justice share much in common. UEJ would extend this analysis of housing and
public space to include systems such as air, water, soils, and biodiversity. The Right to the City
manifesto also includes provisions on rural justice, which would indicate a willingness to build
solidarity beyond urban boundaries with oppressed rural residents.
Shrinking Cities
Informed by the logic of capitalism, conventional wisdom holds that a healthy city
remains in a constant state of growth, and that a shrinking city is an unhealthy one. Society’s
festishization of growth has produced a “metropolitan bias”, resulting in most urban studies
focusing on larger, more economically influential “global” cities such as New York City, Chicago,
San Francisco, and Los Angeles, with occasional discussion of a second tier that includes cities
such as Boston, Seattle, Atlanta, Miami, and Phoenix. Almost never considered, and frequently
outright ignored is the “shrinking city”, defined as “densely populated urban area with a
minimum population of 10,000 residents that has faced population losses in large parts for
more than two years and is undergoing economic transformations with some symptoms of a
structural crisis” (Wiechman, 2007). These cities are plentiful - globally as many as one in six
cities can be said to be shrinking (Herrmann, 2016). Over 450 cities in the world with
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populations above 100,000 have lost at least one-tenth of their population since the middle of
the century, including 59 in the United States (Oswalt & Rienitz, 2006). While diminished
manufacturing is the primary cause of shrinking city’s population decline, other contributing
factors are disasters, war, political collapse, aging populations and suburbanization (Blanco,
2009). As little attention has been paid to the phenomenon of shrinking cities, city planners
have been left ill-equipped to deal with urban contraction.
Many of these shrinking cities in the US are proverbial “rust belt” towns and include
places such as Syracuse, Flint, Youngstown, Akron, Rochester, and Worcester. With their
downtowns deserted and manufacturing industries long gone, these smaller cities are further
characterized as being economically depressed, racially segregated, crime stricken, culturally
bland, divided by interstates, and environmentally contaminated. In contrast to this purely
negative depiction, “Small, Gritty, and Green” (Tumber, 2011), author Catherine Tumber makes
the case that these smaller post-industrial and shrinking cities have great potential to be
revitalized, citing the fact that smaller cities as a class have many attributes that make them
more desirable for implementing strategies for low-carbon and sustainability transitions.
The authors of “Ecology for a Shrinking City” (Herrmann, 2016) concur with Tumber,
pointing to the fact that smaller cities have land assets within their borders – open space and
vacant lots that could be used for agriculture, composting, solar farms, biodiversity
conservation, rainwater infiltration, climate mitigation, and other ecosystem services. As such,
they seek to bring an ecology for the city approach to rust belt towns, working with local
residents to determine how vacant space can be made into a community asset that also
improves urban ecosystem health. Closeness and proximity of this green space to residential
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and industrial centers permits an interchange and interaction that would not be possible in
larger cities where open space is at a premium or non-existent altogether.
Shrinking cities are additionally ideal for urban ecosystem justice practice due to the fact
that smaller urban to rural gradients exist in smaller city regions. Lacking the miles of suburban
sprawl that has consumed rural and wild space in the periphery of larger cities, the relatively
quick transition from urban to rural space again promotes greater interchange between these
two environments. This has the combined effect of giving rural residents easier access to the
cultural opportunities provided by cities, and likewise makes farms, fields, and forests more
within reach of city dwellers. Were the capacity for interchange maximized, shrinking city’s
reduced gradient could also ameliorate the polarizing and hurtful town/country dichotomy that
results in significant political misunderstandings. This, of course, is by no means guaranteed
and would require very active work on the part of boundary spanning activists to illustrate how
(particularly low-income) urban and rural residents have many shared concerns.
Yet another attribute of shrinking cities is the large amount of relatively intact industrial
infrastructure that has the potential to be repurposed, at least in part, for the construction of
solar panels, wind turbines, and other equipment necessary to bring about a renewable energy
transition. Many of these cities still retain a population capable of acting as a workforce in
these assembly plants. While many times entirely new factories are constructed to produce
renewable energy equipment, the reuse of older infrastructure should be encouraged to
whatever extent possible. Lastly, older industrial cities commonly used to locate along water
ways to harness hydro-power for running their operations. In some instances, this hydro
infrastructure is still present and could be brought back on-line as a renewable energy supply.
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Ecological Gentrification in the Shrinking City
At first glance, it may appear that cities with overall negative population growth are at a
reduced risk for being gentrified. Gould and Lewis make the claim that in shrinking cities
urban greening is unlikely to substantially increase the potential to appropriate
environmental resources up the stratification scale…greening might stabilize
property values, not hyper-inflate them….Converting vacant land in Gary or
Detroit into an urban farm…will increase or stabilize property values, but is not
going to attract developers looking to a global market for luxury condominiums
in urban centers ….Greening environmental-justice communities in cold markets
is going to have a better long-term environmental-justice trajectory than doing
so in global cities (Gould, 2016, pg.170.).
While there is certainly truth in this observation, it does not mean that gentrification concerns
can be dismissed outright. Gould and Lewis concede that urban greening could affect property
values in the “hottest” neighborhoods in shrinking cities, which could result in lower income
residents displaced on to the urban periphery, which in a shrinking city is increasingly
underserved.

The authors of “Ecology for the Shrinking City” acknowledge this potential,

emphasizing strong community involvement grounded in and led by local residents as
necessary to avoid a localized gentrification (Herrmann, 2016).
Challenges and Responses to Shrinking Cities
The metaphor of “shrinkage” has been criticized (Nassauer, 2014) as being inaccurate as
shrinking cites are not growing smaller in terms of geographic area but rather in population. As
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a consequence of them contracting, shrinking cities have left behind a large amount of “legacy
infrastructure” – roadways, water mains, gas pipes, power lines, etc., that still must be
maintained to service areas that are no longer populated. Servicing this vast expanse of
infrastructure becomes a financial burden for cities as their tax bases decrease. Rather than
holding out hope that their peak population numbers would return and despite the reluctance
on the part of city governments and planners to accept that their cities are shrinking, a handful
of cities have embraced urban contraction as a planned pathway (Popper, 2010). Embracing
de-growth entails concentrating urban services into downtown areas, removing highways,
enhancing walkability, and extensively demolishing abandoned structures and housing stock.
The de-growth mindset includes an understanding that perpetual growth is not equal to urban
development, and that slow growth, stability, and managed decline are all acceptable urban
strategies (Hollander, 2011). These multiple urban states can be effectively visualized using
the adaptive cycle, a tool commonly employed in resilience science (Gunderson, 2001). Any of
the points along the R to K continuum, including the “back loop”, are equally as legitimate
provided appropriate policies and responses are employed (Pelling, 2011). In this way, a nonequilibrium ecological paradigm that upends the notion of climax ecosystems can be used to
challenge the doctrine of the city as a “growth machine” (Molotch, 1976).
Foremost among them is Youngstown, Ohio, who in the early 2000’s adopted a policy of
“smart decline” to manage its shrinkage. It’s Youngstown 2010 Plan detailed the city’s ambition
to “right size” itself following years of continued population loss (Schatz, 2013). While initially
praised by many as being forward thinking and “almost revolutionary” (Wiechmann, 2012), the
implementation of the Youngstown Plan has now been criticized for falling short of many of its
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stated goals, and for disproportionately benefitting the wealthier residents of the city (Rhodes,
2013). By pursuing exclusively market-oriented solutions to counter its shrinkage, Youngstown
failed to address and therefor compounded the underlying social issues and inequities that are
entangled with and contribute to population decline. For example, in an attempt to reduce the
physical size of the city, Youngstown enacted a form of “neighborhood triage” where different
areas of the city were determined to either be capable of being revitalized or not. Those that
were deemed redeemable benefited somewhat in improved services, while those considered
beyond salvation had services cut, were widely demolished, and permitted to continue to
deteriorate. In this sense, conditions for the city’s poorest residents worsened through degrowth policies. Furthermore, new businesses were incentivized to move to the city, yet
provided high-skilled jobs for only those who were already upwardly mobile.
Many smart-decline policies seem to share much in common with what is described as
“urban austerity”, a condition of neoliberalism imposed upon cities characterized by
privatization, disinvestment in the public sector, asset selloffs, and the reduction of pensions
and workplace rights (Peck, 2015). Most notably affected is the city of Detroit, which in 2013
was assigned an emergency manger by the republican Michigan government who was tasked
with balancing the city’s budget. While ultimately declaring bankruptcy for the city, imposed
austerity measures included cutting off essential services such as electricity and water to many
of the city’s (poorest) residents. Great care must be taken in managing urban contractions that
the benefits and sacrifices of downsizing are equitably distributed among all city residents.
In conclusion, shrinking cities present an interesting array of challenges and
opportunities. Unburdened by the persistent downward economic pressures present in hyper83

capitalistic “global” cities, there exists greater space and time to pursue the development of
equitable and just urban socio-ecological relationships that might otherwise be impeded or
made impossible in quickly growing cities. In the absence of tensions related to rapid increases
in property values and the subsequent displacements created by them, communities may have
greater success in building relationships of trust and mutual support that span racial and
economic boundaries. While communities must certainly remain vigilant about the potential
for ecological gentrification to occur (especially on a localized neighborhood level), the overall
risk is apparently reduced - with overall lowered property values, there is a lessening of the
sense that trade-offs between either green space or affordable housing must be made. The
abundance and accessibility of vacant space creates expanded potential for urban agriculture
and the providence of ecological services, particularly with the close integration of obsolete
industrial infrastructure and the relative closeness of rural space. Reduced urban to rural
gradients can facilitate enhanced interchange and understanding between urban and rural
communities that may otherwise be polarized and turned against one another for the purposes
of political gain.
Despite their potential, shrinking cities are commonly saddled with a collective cultural
attitude of despair and hopelessness that is persistent, difficult to overcome, and may inhibit
the implementation of innovative strategies. Enormous attention needs to paid to patterns of
injustice and inequity that have historical roots in many post-industrial cities and continue to
manifest to this day. Great care must be taken to honor the communities that have remained
in shrinking cities and have built networks of support over the years – the tendency to see
shrinking cities as wastelands and therefor as blank slates for improvement carries with it
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ingrained attitudes of cultural superiority and colonialist mentalities of salvation. It is possible
to manage the contraction of an urban area in a manner that is equitable, just, and
environmentally sound – determining the best practices for doing so is a critical component of
sustainable urban futures that run counter to visions of cities as pure neoliberal growth
engines.
The Urban Commons
The notion of urban ecosystem justice also includes an analysis of the idea of “the
commons”, and specifically its extension into the realm of the city as “the urban commons”.
The commons are defined as being a pool of resources, such as forests, fields, or water bodies,
jointly used and managed by a community of people accordingly to their own community
defined rules (Siefkes, 2009). These rules are typically structured so as to be relatively
egalitarian, incorporative, and fair (Gidwani, 2011), and prevent resources from becoming
privatized or misused. In contrast to the idea of “the tragedy of the commons” by ecologist
Garrett Hardin (Hardin, 2009) and supported by the work of Elinor Ostrom (Ostrom, 2015),
commons are not automatically doomed to overuse and degradation but rather can be
sustained for generations through the careful management of “the commoners”, or those who
participate in the use and governance of the commons. In this sense, it is important to
distinguish between “open access” resources and “the commons”, with the former having no
regulations or oversight and therefore being vulnerable to degradation. Furthermore, the
difference between the terms “public” and “the commons” must be explained as they are
frequently used interchangeably. “Public” is a legal term used by state authorities to make a
distinction between it and that which is “private”. The commons “historically and
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etymologically, are that which lie at the frontiers, or within the interstices, of the territorial grid
of law. They exist as a dynamic and collective resource – a variegated form of social wealth –
governed by emergent custom and constantly negotiating, rebuffing, and evading the fixity of
law” (Gidwani, 2011). Despite their different meanings the terms are not mutually exclusive,
and much of what is regarded as public, such as parks, could also considered to be part of the
commons.
The destruction of the commons system is regarded as being a necessary pre-requisite
for the expansion of capitalism and neo-liberal economic policies. The dispossession and
deprivation of populations dependent on common resources initially entails an “enclosure” and
privatization of common resources followed by their subsequent degradation. Displaced
populations are then forced to migrate to urban environments where they become dependent
on industrial wages for survival (Gidwani, 2011).
While most commons historically have been regarded as being rural artifacts, recently
there has been a shift in perceptions to include urban spaces and customs in the subject
category of “urban commons”. Sharing a similar outlook to “right to the city” in posing a
significant philosophical challenge to dominant neoliberal urbanist discourse, both it and the
urban commons concept consider public goods and resources such as parks, schools,
transportation, the breathable atmosphere, forests, waterways, streets, wetlands, gardens,
plazas, etc. to be belong collectively to the residents of the city. Additionally, notions such as
public culture itself and urban waste streams could be regarded as belonging to the commons
as well. In this regard, there is a mix of common resources that could be categorized as both
ecological and civic. In many instances, these commons are rapidly diminishing as they are
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replaced by enclosed, privatized, and monitored public spaces such as malls and gated
environments (Gidwani, 2011). Preservation of the urban commons is critical as they provide
local access and control over essential resources to urban populations, particularly in the Global
South where they provide a safety net for recent urban immigrants (Nagendra, 2014).
Furthermore, commons provide training grounds for practicing the democratic management of
resources, and for providing spaces for the creation and preservation of communities
themselves.
Another body of literature explores what it refers to as the “urban green commons” or
UGC. These are described as “physical green spaces in urban settings of diverse ownership
that depend on collective organization and management and to which individuals and interest
groups participating in management hold a rich set of bundles of rights” (Colding, 2013). These
rights include the ability of participants to create their own governance institutions and choose
whom to include in management systems. Some examples of UGCs include allotment gardens
and community gardens. These more closely parallel “traditional” commons such as rural fields
and woodlots in that they do not “belong to everyone”, resources may be “extracted” from
them, and that rights of exclusion are a key component of participation. In this sense, they are
clearly distinguished from other more “open access” forms of urban commons such as the
atmosphere, which genuinely belongs to no one and is made use of by all.
The case is made that UGCs provide important environmental services in cities
including: management of cultural diversity, promoting social-ecological memory, cognitive
resilience building, reducing economic vulnerability, and representing institutional redevelopment designs for shrinking cities (Colding, 2013b). Interestingly, affordability and
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accessibility are not necessary attributes of UGCs as defined by Colding et al., as they leave
open the possibility for collectively managed gated communities to be considered as a form of
UGC. For this reason, and by the author’s own admission, there is a need to “elaborate on how
(UGCs) can come to animate a wider debate in cities on who can claim knowledge concerning
how, where, and by whom urban nature can be managed and protected” (Colding, 2013).
In conclusion, it appears as if study and discussion of the phenomena of the commons is
gaining popularity in academic and non-academic circles. It warrants greater consideration as a
governance model, particularly in the urban realm where it provides a citizen-centered
alternative to neoliberalism other than state sponsored socialism. I will reference the idea of
the commons on several instances in this dissertation, particularly as it pertains to areas of the
urban ecosystem such as waters, soils, atmospheres, and waste streams.
Charting a Binary: De-Politicized Sustainability Techno-Management vs. Community BasedEnvironmental Justice
In my experience as a sustainability activist in Albany, New York I have worked on
promoting sustainability on a number of levels spanning the continuum from top-down policybased and planning work to citizen-centered environmental justice movements. Notably, these
have taken the form of my role as an appointed member of Albany’s Common Council’s
Sustainability Advisory Committee and as an ally in the local campaign to address concerns of
the residents of the Ezra Prentice Homes regarding oil trains and vehicular traffic in their
community. Each of these two cases provides examples of polarized approaches to urban
sustainability, the former representing a highly technocratic and de-politicized approach while
the latter being typical of a community-driven reaction to unequal distribution of
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environmental harms that is strong in its analysis of social concerns related to justice, power,
and equity. In this section, I will illustrate each of these examples, drawing comparisons
between them that highlight their respective strengths and weaknesses. In conclusion, I will
describe my work with the Radix Ecological Sustainability Center as a potential model for a
synthesis of the two approaches that is in line with the notion of “just sustainability” (Agyeman,
2006). Through this exercise, I hope to draw out, shed light upon and characterize different
approaches to urban sustainability advocacy that I suspect are typical in US cities today.
Sustainability Advisory Committee
Albany’s Common Council’s Sustainability Advisory Committee (SAC) was created in
2013 with the intention of advising the city’s common council on sustainability based policies
and initiatives. The committee was made up of fifteen members, ten citizens (half appointed
by the mayor and the other half by city council) as well as an additional five representing city
offices of the Commissioner of the Department of General Service, the Commissioner of
Development and Planning, the Commissioner of the Water Department, the City Engineer, and
the head of the Police Traffic Safety Unit, or their designees. For citizen members, residence in
the city of Albany is a requirement.
In certain ways, the SAC bears similarity to what Eric Swyngedouw would describe as a
sustainability techno-managerial regime. Swyngedouw describes these as presupposing that
with proper interventions in the form of micro-engineered “smart technologies” that the
current political-economic regime may be sustained without needing to undergo significant
socio-political transformation. In such a model, occasional attention is paid to concerns over
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inequality, injustice, and widespread environmental damage, yet they are commonly regarded
as less significant matters that can be resolved through more effective management
(Swyngedouw, 2016). Through this governance style, it becomes possible to appear to be
brokering a compromise between environmental concerns and demands for economic growth
without substantially challenging the power of the ruling elite. Framed in a context of risk and
planetary emergency, an imperative is created to implement this sustainability agenda in such a
way that dissent or political debate is largely unheard.
Below is a list of the responsibilities that the SAC was originally tasked with, along with
its formational charter:
1.

Study and recommend methods to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, increase
energy efficiency, and renewable energy production, conserve water, reduce
waste, and employ environmentally-responsible products;

2.

Promote the use of methods, systems, and materials that do not deplete natural
land, water, and energy resources or harm natural cycles;

3.

Encourage the growth of green businesses and green jobs within the city, as well
as the adoption of sustainable practices by existing businesses;

4.

Work cooperatively with similar task forces in neighboring communities to ensure
that efforts complement and reinforce one another;

5.

Empower every resident of the city, regardless of social demographics or
economic means, by informing city residents of practical and attainable ways to
live sustainably;
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6.

Consider ways for large academic, governmental, or institutional communities to
become more environmentally sensitive;

7.

Encourage and stimulate City of Albany agencies and departments to take such
action as will fulfill the purposes of this part;

8.

Make recommendations as necessary and appropriate to the Mayor and the
Common Council to effectuate the goals and purposes of this part.

9.

Assist with the implementation and monitoring of the Climate Action and
Adaptation Plans, as well as the Capital Region Sustainability Plan.

Furthermore, the SAC’s charter read as follows:

The City of Albany by Resolution 51.52.09R and Executive Order No. 422-09 has
pledged to combat climate change and take action to adopt more sustainable
practices by becoming a “Climate Smart Community.” The City of Albany Common
Council believes that the social, economic, and environmental aspects of
sustainability are key to the successful implementation of the Albany 2030 Plan.
Additionally, the City of Albany Common Council believes that there exists
overwhelming scientific consensus that climate change poses a real and increasing
threat to our local and global environments which is primarily due to the burning
of fossil fuels. The effects of climate change will endanger our infrastructure,
economy and livelihoods; harm our farms and food systems, ecological
communities, including native fish and wildlife populations; spread invasive
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species and exotic diseases; reduce drinking water supplies and recreational
opportunities; and pose health threats to our citizens. Reducing greenhouse gas
emissions and increasing our community’s resiliency will require sustained and
substantial efforts by all levels of government, interest groups, and citizens.
Establishment of a Sustainability Advisory Committee is a necessary step in
fostering unified action on climate change (SAC).

It is notable that with the exception of the references to “health threats to our citizens” in the
charter and “social demographics and economic means” in the responsibilities list, no explicit
mention anywhere of social concerns or of greater socio-economic equality as being a condition
of sustainability is made. SAC discussions are characterized by a preponderance of
conversations on topics related to the built environment, energy efficiency, bicycle lanes, traffic
engineering, recycling, waste water, and other forms of “grey infrastructure”. Much less is said
about “green infrastructure”, or living systems (with the exception of brief conversations
related to urban agriculture or composting) and even less about people and social issues.
Virtually never discussed are questions of equity, access, justice, or for whom these
sustainability systems are designed to benefit. For instance, at one meeting, there was a
lengthy description of the city’s new and highly efficient recyclables collection truck with a
robotic arm. Because it requires so much space to operate, it will only be capable of servicing
more affluent neighborhoods with a more spacious suburban development pattern. Excluded
from the new program would be lower income residents living in higher density neighborhoods.
While these residents will still have their recycling collected by workers, no one seemed
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troubled by the fact that such a great investment was made to only benefit the wealthy
minority. As another example, improvement of bicycle lanes for commuters is commonly
discussed. Little attention is paid, however, to the fact that for many of those using the
improved lanes, bicycle commuting is a lifestyle choice as opposed to being a matter of
necessity. There has been no discussion of prioritizing the construction of improved bike lanes
in poorer neighborhoods where many people rely exclusively on bicycle transportation.
Also omitted from conversation at the SAC is anything having to do with health,
pollution, toxicity, and environmental justice. When I had informed a city sustainability office
employee and SAC liaison about an impending massive direct action campaign in Albany
organized around oil transporting rail cars, there was a clear desire to disassociate from it
presumably for fear that it would potentially be too politically divisive.
An additional instance is the debate over composting. When first beginning my
organization’s community composting initiative, I was informed by the current manager of the
city’s department of general services (then recycling coordinator) that composting was
prohibited in the city by codes (it was not). I was subsequently told that the manager opposed
composting on principle, believing it to be preferable for organic waste to be put in landfills
where it would degrade anaerobically and produce methane that could be recaptured and sold.
This statement typifies the attitude of many of the city engineers on the SAC, viewing material
flows such as wastes primarily as potential revenue streams versus resources that could be
used to create employment and regenerate urban ecosystem health. The management of
these resources is again seen as a purely technical matter to be resolved in the most
economically efficient and politically unproblematic manner possible.
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In these instances, I hear echoes of Swyngedouw’s critique of post-politics,
characterized for having an intolerance of disensus (Swyngedouw, 2016). Where the SAC
differs from Swyngedouw’s depiction of nefarious sustaino-technocracies is that while some
qualities are shared in common, I believe the SAC’s shortcomings can be marked up mostly to
factors of ignorance and misguided intention rather than an explicit desire to squelch any
political dissent. Another significant departure is that the SAC is more than anything, largely
ineffective. The techno-managerial regimes described by Swyngedouw seem to be overall far
more successful in the neoliberalization of all planetary commodities, while the SAC is more
likely desperately trying to grab the reins of an out-of-control machine heading off a cliff.
Rather than Albany becoming an exclusive eco-modernist green-techno-dystopia, it more
closely represents a smaller second tier post-industrial city mired in a culture of mediocrity,
oppressive state bureaucracy, and enormous socio-economic disparities where getting citizens
to behave in a way that was even slightly more environmentally or socially responsible would
be considered a gigantic success. Little concern for maintaining the status quo is made here, as
it is so deeply culturally ingrained in its residents that it is difficult to imagine them operating in
any other way.
Ezra Prentice
The second and contrasting example I will give of Albany is the story of the Ezra Prentice
public housing units.
The Ezra Prentice homes are a 179 unit public housing project located in the South End
of Albany. The homes are situated directly adjacent to the port of Albany, an industrial port
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that functions as a hub for the transport and distribution of petroleum throughout the
Northeastern US. On a typical day, numerous train cars carrying shipments of highly explosive
crude oil from the Bakken oil fields in North Dakota pass within feet of the Ezra Prentice homes
and playgrounds, posing a significant risk not only from explosive derailment, but from
exposure to airborne toxins released from the trains. The Ezra Prentice community additionally
suffers from exposure to airborne particulates originating from the numerous diesel trucks and
buses that pass them each day, many of them on route to the port of Albany. Despite
numerous assurances by governmental agencies that air quality standards were acceptable,
community concerns continued to grow after Global Industries Inc. proposed to locate an oil
heating facility in the nearby port. A recent study carried out by a coalition of local community
organizations has shed light on the considerable health and hazard disparities experienced by
the residents of Ezra Prentice, and has prompted state environmental agencies to pledge to
take action to address these inequities.
The Port of Albany is an extensive deep water port that has been in operation in one
form or another since the beginning of Albany’s three-hundred-year history. Today it exists as
the dominant feature on the riverfront in the southern part of the city, covering over 236 acres
in both Albany and neighboring Rensselaer. Commodities shipped in and out of the port
include grain, lumber, fertilizers, industrial turbines, and petroleum. The boom in domestic
crude oil production in the Bakken shale deposits of the U.S. resulted in a quadrupling of train
shipments of crude oil into the Port of Albany. Between 2012 and 2013, lines of black tanker
cars carrying petroleum became a constant site as they ran through Albany’s center on their
way to its port. Essentially moving pipelines, the oil trains contributed to Albany becoming a
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major hub of fossil fuel distribution on the East Coast. Global Industries Inc., a Massachusetts
based corporation, accepted rail delivered oil into its multiple storage tanks housed at the Port
of Albany where it was then transferred onto ship to be delivered to refineries elsewhere.
Wishing to expand their petroleum distribution capabilities to include Canadian tar
sands, in June 2013 Global applied for a permit from the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation (DEC) to construct an oil heating facility for use in the port. The
seven boiler heating facility would allow Global to reduce the viscosity of the thick tar sands oil,
making it easier to transfer it via pipeline onto ships. Immediately concerns were raised from
the local community about the proposed facility as it would result in even greater train traffic
and emissions of air pollutants resulting from the heating process. Many residents of Ezra
Prentice complained of constant noise, vibrations, and odors produced by the trains which
passed merely a few feet away from many of the homes.
Shortly after Global’s application, apprehension about the safety of rail oil transport
spiked following the July 2013 explosive derailment of oil trains in Lac Megantic, Quebec.
Disaster struck this Canadian town when a run-away train carrying seventy-four cars loaded
with Bakken crude oil derailed and exploded in its downtown district, producing a “tsunami of
fire” that killed forty-seven people, incinerated one-third of its buildings, and rendered much of
the town a nearly permanent ecological sacrifice zone with soils saturated meters deep by
petroleum. Following the Lac-Megantic catastrophe, there have been over an additional ten
explosive derailments of other oil carrying trains around North America, leading them to be
infamously dubbed “bomb trains”. While a number of these derailments occurred in
uninhabited rural areas, a number of municipalities stood at risk from the trains passing
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through them. Using online applications, it was possible to determine if a particular location
was within the “blast zone” of the trains according to its distance from the tracks
(http://explosive-crude-by-rail.org/). The risk of explosive derailment in the port was of
considerable concern to local emergency workers in Albany as well, with one firefighter relating
to me how fellow firefighters shared an understanding that if there were an oil train explosion
at the port, a firefighter’s best chance of survival would be to drive their fire truck in to a
telephone pole on the way to the scene, as engagement with the oily inferno would result in
almost certain death. He also implied that local fire departments are poorly equipped to
handle an exploding oil train incident, possessing equipment inadequate for controlling such a
blaze.
Despite considerable public opposition, in November of 2013 the DEC issued a negative
declaration to Global’s heating operation permit application. The declaration essentially stated
that a full environmental review of the proposed facility would not be necessary, largely on
account of air quality data submitted by Global themselves. Global’s own studies determined
that the new heating operation would result in annual 39.59 tons of volatile organic
compounds emissions, just slightly below the forty-ton threshold that would require Global to
either install pollution control devices or to offset emissions elsewhere. Several months later,
the US EPA wrote a letter to the DEC critical of their decision to accept Global’s own data, and
ordered them to engage in more extensive and independently conducted monitoring in the
South End to determine the full extent of the health risks facing residents.
In May of 2014, the DEC took one-hour air samples at three separate locations over a
five-day period in the South End. Another six samples were taken by a citizen volunteer at
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around the same time. The tests were screening for forty-three different volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) including benzene, a known carcinogen originating from petroleum
products. The results of the screening were made available to the residents of Ezra Prentice
during a public meeting during which they were assured the analysis found “no unusual results
in the quality of air in this community” and that benzene levels were “found to be lower than
the statewide average and similar to levels found in suburban and other urban areas of the
state” (NYSDEC, air results). The community was informed then that an additional hydrogen
sulfide monitoring program was to be carried out in the South End neighborhood.
The DEC’s findings that no there was no significant risk from exposure to VOCs by the
Ezra Prentice residents was harshly criticized by David Carpenter M.D., a professor of
environmental health sciences at the SUNY School of Public Health (Carpenter, 2014).
Carpenter decried the DEC for making such conclusions based off an admittedly “limited, shortterm screening assessment” (NYSDEC, air results) with only a handful of samples. He continues
by pointing out that the DEC made their determination by only looking at standards for short
term exposure to benzene, and that 20 out of 21 samples indicated levels that exceed the safe
limit for chronic exposure. Carpenter concludes by stating that it is irresponsible to make
comparisons between urban areas without specifying what locations (i.e. industrial, residential)
such samples were drawn from to base the comparison on. Even if benzene levels in the South
End are in fact comparable to other urban areas, it is not a justification for discounting their
health impacts.
In May of 2015, following 19,000 public comments and an admonishment from the EPA,
the DEC announced their intention to revoke their negative declaration for the full
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environmental review of Global’s heating facility. Among the listed reasons for revoking the
declaration were new concerns regarding the higher levels of hydrogen sulfide produced by
heating tar sands oils, and the lack of remediation plans for “dilbit”, the heavier-than-water
mixture of oil sands and chemical additives that could sink to the bottom of the Hudson River in
the event of a spill. Additionally, DEC cited the EPA’s earlier concerns regarding Global’s data
transparency, claiming that EPA reserved the right of final approvals on matters pertaining to
the Clean Air Act. Despite their stated “intention” of revoking their negative declaration, by
December of the same year they had yet to officially make the ruling. In response, Global
Industries filed a lawsuit against DEC, demanding that they make a final decision one way or the
other.
Frustrated by the DEC’s apparent unwillingness to actually rule against Global and
believing that their health concerns were not being taken seriously, in early 2016 a coalition of
area residents and grassroots organizations began planning a study that would shine light on
the health disparities of Ezra Prentice residents. Local non-profits AVillage Inc. and the Radix
Ecological Sustainability Center began organizing with Ezra Prentice residents, known as
“resident outreach workers” or ROWs, to begin this documentation, known as the “Ezra
Prentice Health Survey”. Believing that there were numerous environmental threats facing the
Ezra Prentice community in addition to the “bomb trains”, the study sought to make tallies of
the number of diesel trucks and buses that passed through the center of Ezra Prentice each
day, many of them on route to the port. In addition, ROWs conducted door to door surveys on
environmental health concerns of Ezra Prentice residents. They also arranged for surveys to be
carried out by students from the school of public health and the Albany college of Pharmacy
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that documented the instances of ailments such as asthma, allergies, and emphysema. By
conducting this study, the hope was to provide data that could back up the claims of Ezra
residents regarding their poor health, many of which were not given credence in public
meetings with environmental health officials. In many ways the Ezra Prentice Health Survey
represents a form of “community based participatory research” (CBPR) in which community
members participated equitably in the research process, sharing expertise and decision making
(Israel, 1998). Importantly as well, the primary purpose of the study was to provide
information to the Ezra community that would be helpful for them in improving their own
health and quality of life. CBPR approaches differ from conventional approaches where
research is carried out primarily by experts and the results are used to advance understanding
within a particular field of study.
While the survey was underway, organizing began for another event intended to raise
awareness about South End environmental injustices and fossil fuel dependence overall. In the
spring of 2016, as part of its “break free from fossil fuels” campaign, the international climate
justice organization 350.org was planning to conduct multiple and coordinated direct action
campaigns in twenty-three locations throughout the world. Albany, as a center of petroleum
distribution in the Northeast, was chosen as one of the centers of focus in its “mass action to
stop bomb trains”. Months of organizing went on throughout the Northeast, culminating in a
May 15th-16th action where hundreds of activists came to Albany to protest against the fossil
fuel industry. On the first day, “kayakitivists” formed a flotilla barricade crossing the Hudson
River as a symbolic exercise in blocking oil barges. On the second day, a crowd of hundreds
processed through the South End of Albany, making their way to the train tracks just north of
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Ezra Prentice to create a blockade and an encampment, blocking train traffic for the remainder
of the day. A smaller group broke away from the main march to continue on to Ezra Prentice,
where a road blockade was created in an effort to call attention to the health impacts of truck
traffic on the community. While oil train deliveries resumed the next day, the action was a
highly symbolic act of defiance against the fossil fuel industry, helping to shine a light on the
profound injustices and inequities suffered by marginalized communities such as Ezra Prentice
as a consequence of larger society’s dependence on fossil fuels.
The attention generated around the plight of the Ezra Prentice community came to a
head in the Summer of 2016 with the coordinated release of the Ezra Prentice Health Survey
results along with a visit to Ezra Prentice by Judith Enck, Administrator of EPA region 2. In a
one-week period, the concerns of the Ezra Prentice went from being those of an isolated and
neglected community to being felt by an entire region. Preliminary results of the survey
indicated alarmingly high instances of asthma among Ezra Prentice residents, with nearly 56%
of households reporting having someone living with the condition. Additionally, the survey
revealed that nearly 1000 diesel trucks and buses passed by the Ezra community each day. On
August 9th, a meeting was held with residents of Ezra Prentice to make them aware of the
findings of the health survey. Present at that meeting was state assemblyman John McDonald,
who later that week arranged a separate meeting with New York State Senator Neil Breslin
along with the survey’s designers and DEC representatives to discuss the survey results. On
August 16th, the day before the scheduled meeting with Judith Enck, DEC commissioner Basil
Seggos called for a meeting with survey representatives, McDonald and Breslin, the mayor of
Albany, city and county representatives. At that meeting Seggos apologized on behalf of the
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DEC for not having been a partner sooner in the process, and pledged a half million dollars to
fund a credible air quality study at Ezra Prentice, as well as a traffic and health studies (DEC
study press release). The following day, EPA administrator Judith Enck held a public meeting at
Ezra Prentice that was attended by over 100 people and heavily covered by local media. At the
meeting, Enck explained EPAs criticism of Global’s underreporting of ozone producing
emissions that put them out of compliance with the Clean Air Act. Additionally, AVillage Inc.
president Willie White detailed a list of demands from the Ezra Prentice residents:
1.

Stop the diesel trucks from passing through Ezra Prentice.

2.

Measure the air quality at Ezra Prentice and provide us information that is reliable,
verifiable and actionable. The residents want either an independent air quality
monitoring system operated by a credible third party or a system that can be verified by
credible independent parties.

3.

Move the oil trains that are parked behind homes at Ezra Prentice to another parking
place within the Port of Albany.

4.

If a wall is to be built to separate the track from the homes, it must be built by the
railroads, not from settlement money from Buckeye or Global. We emphasize that a
wall is not an adequate protection against accidental fires or explosions.

5.

Reject the Global proposal to build boilers to heat heavy tar sands crude for shipment
out of the Port of Albany.

6.

Reject the Pilgrim Pipeline proposal with its northern terminus at the Port of Albany
near our homes.

(AVillage, 2018))
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In September 2016, shortly after the announcement of the DEC funded study, the DEC
officially revoked the negative declaration of Global’s heating facility. In February, 2018, the
DEC denied Global’s appeal for its heating facility permit. Furthermore, as oil prices have
dropped considerably since 2014, there has been a significant reduction in oil entering the port
of Albany, with many of the tanker cars now transporting ethanol.
Chapter 2 Conclusion

In this chapter I have explored a wide range of concepts related to fundamental and
wicked problems related to urban sustainability today. Furthermore, I propose other key ideas
that can serve as the basis of reconciliation for these issues, setting the stage for the
introduction of the urban ecosystem justice framework. I begin with a discussion of the history
of the idea of sustainability, and how by excluding the “social pillar” of sustainability, the
benefits or urban environmentalism have been restricted to benefitting the wealthy. Various
other manifestations of the relegation of the social sphere include urban ecological
securitization, green gentrification, and ecological modernization, all combining to result in the
neoliberalization of sustainability constructs such as resilience and the Anthropocene. From
there, I explore the idea of ecological alienation as a product of nature-society dualism, tracing
its origins though history and the ways in which this dualism is perpetuated through disciplinary
boundaries. Finally, I discuss urban ecology, environmental justice, just cities, just
sustainability, urban commons, and the Right to the City as related, reconciling concepts that all
contribute to the theoretical basis of urban ecosystem justice. The chapter concludes with a
discussion of my work in Albany, NY with both the City’s Sustainability Advisory Committee and
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Ezra Prentice Homes, charting to differing approaches to urban sustainability governance from
both technocratic and citizen centered approaches, respectively.
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Chapter 3: The Radix Experiment
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The Radix Ecological Sustainability Center is an urban environmental education center
located in the South End of Albany, New York, co-founded by myself and Stacy Pettigrew. Since
its beginning in 2010, Radix has maintained a demonstration site of sustainable tools and
technologies that are designed to teach local residents, with a special emphasis on youth, ways
to have more local access and control over essential resources such as food, water, energy
production, and waste management. By doing so, Radix hopes to empower citizens with the
knowledge, tools, and technologies necessary for replicating these systems in their own homes
and communities, with the larger goal of promoting a city overall that is more just, healthy, and
resilient in both its social and ecological dimensions. In this section, I will explain the numerous
considerations that went into the design and crafting of the Radix Center’s educational goals,
and how they relate to contributing to the ecological, social, economic, and political dimensions
of the resilience of the surrounding urban environment. Furthermore, I will explore how
various design philosophies, such as ecological, regenerative, and permaculture design, have
influenced the creation of Radix and continue to inform its development. In this regard, I hope
to demonstrate how Radix may be used as a staging ground for the overall concept of Urban
Ecosystem Justice.

Background
The Radix Center is situated on a one-acre parcel in an inner city neighborhood in
Albany. The site itself was a former gas station, and has been gradually transformed into a
sustainability demonstration site, complete with numerous garden beds that now cover
formerly paved areas. A few of the systems contained at Radix include a solar greenhouse,
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aquaponics, microlivestock, rain water collection, composting systems, mushroom cultivation,
beehives, and alternative energy demonstrations. Strong emphasis is put on the interrelationships between these systems and their connections to each other. By-products from
one system component become the nutrient or energetic input for another. Despite the high
level of interconnectivity on the site itself, a great deal of interchange with the urban system is
undergone more broadly, in terms of both physical and social resources.
We offer hands-on workshops and tours to area school groups and interested citizens
throughout the Northeast. Since 2011, thousands of people have visited, including K-12 school
groups from area schools, student groups and classes from universities throughout the
Northeast, and many local and state government officials. Every day, neighbors and passersby
stop in, as we are located in a densely populated urban area.
We partner closely with AVillage, a community advocacy organization, and Trinity
Alliance, a community service provider to increase access to healthy food in Albany’s South End.
Our programming to increase access to nutritious, affordable food includes maintaining
neighborhood gardens, holding a weekly, low-cost Farmers Market, and providing youth in our
youth programs with examples of healthy dishes and snacks made from the food they have
grown. AVillage and Radix are also currently conducting a comprehensive health survey at Ezra
Prentice Homes with residents serving as outreach workers and SUNY School of Public Health
volunteers conducting surveys. The survey results have led to advocacy that has resulted in a
new, year-long $.5 million air quality monitoring program for the South End conducted by the
NYS Department of Environmental Conservation and studies by the Port of Albany and the
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Capital District Transportation Committee on the extent of diesel truck traffic on South Pearl
Street and options for rerouting that traffic.
Radix has made a deliberate choice to locate in the downtown section of an urban area.
Presently, more than 50% of the world’s population is living in urban areas. As this percentage
is projected to go above 60% by 2030, it shows that for the first time in history, we have
become a predominantly urban species. This awareness makes it especially critical to focus on
redesigning urban areas to make them more sustainable – essentially capable of meeting the
needs of their residents while simultaneously increasing their ecosystem services. Part of this
work will involve a reframing of cities as complex adaptive socio-ecological systems, the result
of co-evolutionary processes between the human and non-human aspects of the urban
ecosystem (Alberti et al., 2003). Once cities have been identified as ecosystems, it becomes
possible to analyze the components of them that cause them to be unhealthy or lowfunctioning.
Educational Philosophy
Radix actively works to promote ecological literacy in the educational system (Orr,
1992). The organization believes that it is important for citizens, especially youth, to have a
basic familiarity and relationship with the natural systems that make it possible for us to
survive. By engaging youth in hands-on activities such as planting seeds, preparing compost,
and handling farm animals, Radix hopes to work towards repairing the “ecological rift” that has
manifested in many urban residents (McClintock, 2010). Recognizing the limited value of a
single class visit, Radix is additionally engaged in attempting to integrate sustainability sciences
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into school curriculum, and working to build small scale sustainable systems, such as
aquaponics and vermicomposting, directly in the classroom. Understanding that teachers are
under enormous pressure to teach in accordance with standardized curriculum, Radix attempts
to seam our educational program as much as possible with the mandated curriculum. Radix
emphasized to educators that “living laboratory” environments such as greenhouses and
gardens are fantastic ways to teach STEM disciplines, as they synthesize physics, chemistry,
biology, and ecology along with economics and social science (Krasny et al., 2009a).
Students visiting Radix are encouraged to engage all of their senses while learning at
Radix. While traditional curriculum places great emphasis on simply listening and watching,
students at Radix are permitted to literally get their hands dirty by physically handling living
systems such as water plants, snails, soil, worms, etc. When appropriate, they are also
encouraged to taste different types of food as well. By appealing to different senses and
learning styles, Radix hopes to reinforce learning at multiple levels. Furthermore, students are
encouraged to engage in “full cycle” learning (Sobel, 2004). In this regard, students are allowed
to go through the full process of growing food from soil preparation, seed planting, plant
cultivation, harvesting and food preparation, and completing the cycle by soil
recycling/composting. In order to facilitate this, students are allowed to bring soil trays
prepared and planted by them at Radix back to their classrooms for further cultivation.
By maintaining a solar greenhouse, Radix is able to affordably maintain an educational
space that remains above freezing year round. This allows Radix to support plant growth and
other biological processes throughout the year. From the perspective of students interested in
studying biological processes, this is exceptional since the traditional school year is mostly the
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inverse of the growing season. Without a greenhouse, there would be reduced opportunities
to otherwise study biological processes.
Ecologically Regenerative Micro-Industries
In acknowledgement of the fact that unemployment is widespread throughout innercity environments, Radix also strives to develop models for what it refers to as “ecologically
regenerative micro-industries”, or “ERMIs”. ERMIs would couple sustainable practices with an
economic engine, seeking to provide jobs for people while promoting sustainable activities such
as gardening, composting, fish farming, growing mushrooms, raising chickens, etc. Ideally,
urban waste products such as food scraps, woodchips, cardboard, etc., could be intercepted
form the waste stream and “upcycled” into marketable products. Furthermore, the organic byproducts of these businesses could be composted, and therefor used to promote the
regeneration of degraded or contaminated urban soil systems. The overall concept for this
economic model is further supported by the study of regenerative design (Cole et al.,2013)
The Radix Center manages a youth-centered farmshare operation, where high school
aged youth are involved in the processes of both growing food and running a Community
Supported Agriculture (CSA) program. Once a week, youth converge at Radix to partake in
activities such as harvesting, bagging and weighing produce, as well as managing the accounts
of CSA members with tablets. By combining agriculture and business learning skills, a diverse
cross-section of youth are brought to the space where they have the opportunity to learn
important life skills. The farmshare program is an example of an ecologically regenerative
micro-industry that adds an important component of being socially regenerative as well.
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One other micro-industry run from Radix is our Community Composting Initiative (CCI).
Once per week, paying customers in Albany place their food wastes in plastic buckets outside
their homes for collection. Food scraps are brought to Radix where they are fed to chickens.
By feeding scraps to chickens, the volume of material is rapidly reduced, while simultaneously
reducing the amount of commercial feed that would otherwise need to be purchased and
providing chickens with a diverse diet. Residual food scraps are then collected from the chicken
yard and mixed with wood chips in compost piles where they are permitted to age and turn in
to finished compost. Completed compost is then used to build soil in garden beds. In this
regard, the composting operation diverts organic matter from landfills (which would otherwise
contribute to methane gas production) and uses it to regenerate the health of damaged soils in
the urban ecosystem.
The concept of ERMI’s is fundamentally based on ancient practices. The discipline of
historical ecology has shown us that certain ancient societies engaged in regenerative practices,
like creating middens of organic matter, that resulted over centuries in the creation of fertile
soils and the enhancement of local biodiversity (Balee, 2002).
Political Relationships
Being located in the New York State Capital was another deliberate choice on behalf of
Radix. While Radix primarily believes in the effectiveness of grass-roots, community based
activism, it also recognizes the limitations of this approach. By locating in a center of state
government, Radix has the potential to influential on a policy-making level. Radix is well
situated to give tours and sustainability education programs to a number of law makers and
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policy workers. Groups that have visited Radix so far include members of NYSERDA, DASNY,
EFC, DEC, the state senate and Albany county legislature. Radix also works on a direct and local
political level. As appointed member of the Sustainability Advisory Committee to Albany’s
Common Council, I work as a liaison between governmental and citizen organizations, hoping to
dismantle the legal barriers that block the implementation of sustainable practices, and to use
government as a tool to promote the building of local socio-ecological resilience.
Radix and Permaculture
More than any other design philosophy, Radix has been highly influenced by
permaculture design. Permaculture is defined as “an ecological design science grounded in a
fundamental recognition that economic viability and social justice are interrelated with
functioning ecological systems. Permaculture guides the redesign of systems for production,
consumption, and inhabitation according to this foundational viewpoint.” Furthermore, it is a
“global grassroots development philosophy and sustainability movement that encompasses a
set of ethical principles and design guidelines and techniques for creating sustainable,
permanent culture and agriculture” (Lockyer, 2013).
Permaculture is an agglomeration of three words: permanent, culture, and agriculture.
Modeling its designs for agroecosystems, buildings, and communities on patterns observed in
nature, permaculture views humans and human creations and activities as part of the natural
world. Rather than focusing exclusively just on human creations such as agroecosystems,
buildings and communities, permaculture emphasizes the interconnections among these
creations, humans and the natural world. “[Permaculture] is informed by a global view,
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maintains a strong tradition of technology and knowledge transfer across diverse areas and
cultural traditions, and is fundamentally based on empirical observation and experimentation.”
(Lockyer, 2013)
Permaculture is further based on the assumptions that “the environmental crisis is real
and of a magnitude that will certainly transform modern global industrial society beyond
recognition. In the process, the well-being and even survival of the world’s expanding
population is directly threatened”. Additionally, “the inevitable depletion of fossil fuels within a
few generations will see a return to the general patterns observable in nature and preindustrial societies dependent on renewable energy and resources”. (Holmgren, 2002)
Based upon this critique, permaculture draws form both modern science and traditional
ecological knowledge to design sustainable human settlements and production systems.
Permaculture theory is based off three guiding ethical principles: Care for the earth, Care for
people, and Fair Share. Further guidance is given by its twelve ecological design principles
(Holmgren, 2002):
1.

Creatively use and respond to change (envisions possibilities and intervene in effective
ways)

2.

Observe and interact

3.

Catch and store energy (harvest while its abundant)

4.

Obtain a yield (make sure your getting valuable results)

5.

Self-Regulate; Accept feedback (be open to modify dysfunctional behaviors)

6.

Use and value renewables (reduce dependency on scarce resources)
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7.

Produce no waste

8.

Design from pattern to detail (observe natural/social patterns and apply them to design)

9.

Integrate (capitalize on how things work together)

10.

Use small, slow solutions (local resources & responses, manageable scale)

11.

Use and value diversity (diversity leads to greater resilience)

12.

Use edges; Value the marginal (important things happen at the intersections)

The principle of “catch and store energy” is put to work in Radix’s solar greenhouse. The
greenhouse is designed to collect the heat of the sun during the prime solar heating hours of
the day, and to store it in sources of thermal mass (stone, earth, water) that are contained
within the insulated boundaries of the greenhouse itself. During the night, when the air
temperature inside the greenhouse begins to drop, the latent heat stored within this mass is
released, thereby moderating the greenhouse’s internal temperature. This has the effect of
significantly reducing the amount of supplemental heating that is used to keep the greenhouse
from freezing.
The principle of using small, slow solutions is reflected in Radix’s emphasis of scalable
systems. Radix acknowledges that it is completely unrealistic for the majority of urban
residents to build a 20’ x 60’ greenhouse in their backyards. They instead emphasize that
students at the center are learning basic concepts and ideas that can be scaled down (in most
instances) or potentially up accordingly to be able to fit whatever space they have access to.
The majority of urban residents will not have access to any land space whatsoever. For them, it
is important to have “parallel demonstrations” of systems that are appropriate for apartments,
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window boxes, or potentially rooftops. Such systems need to be small, light weight, nonodiferous, and not requires copious quantities of sunlight. These types of systems are also
“nomadic”, or capable of being detached and carried from place to place by transient renters.
In addition, incrementalism in scaling systems up is always encouraged. Radix always
recommends that people begin with small-scale systems which require minimal investment.
Mistakes and failures incurred on small systems will result in greatly reduced consequences
than on larger ones. Once a person gains familiarity, confidence, and fully understands the
function and value of a system, it would then be appropriate to replicate it on a larger scale.
Too often people will invest large amounts of resources into a large-scale project without
having slowly developed the skills necessary to maintain it. This commonly results in
accordingly large-scale disasters.
Radix attempts to integrate the principle of maximizing diversity when selecting both animal
and plant varieties for cultivation. Genetically diverse populations tend to be more resistant
and resilient to disease, as it’s common that in diverse populations at least some of the
members will be resistant to any particular disease. A massive shortcoming of industrial
agriculture is its preference for cultivating monocultures, or crops of genetically similar or
identical plants and animals. When disease strikes a monoculture, it has the capability to cause
significant harm. In this regard, diversity is defense against catastrophe. Additionally, by
maximizing species diversity, a greater number of ecological niches are created that can in turn
support a greater number of secondary, or dependent species, such as pollinating insects.
Radix and Resilience
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One other paradigm that has influenced the goals of Radix is resilience theory.
Resilience, as a scientific concept, has its first usage in the ecological sciences. Developed by
C.S. Holling in the 1970s, ecological resilience challenged the previously held notion in empirical
ecology (influenced by physics and mathematics) that ecosystems reached “climax” or
equilibrium states. Resilience theory postulated that instead, ecosystems are constantly in a
state of flux, moving from states of increasingly concentrated energy/resources to a state of
disorganization, then a subsequent reorganization. This process is referred to as the “adaptive
cycle” in resilience theory. In this regard, there is no singular “optimal state” for any ecosystem
to exist in, but rather a cycle of phases in which the system can function and exist within in the
face of disturbance and change (Walker, 2012).
System resilience is an important design criterion for Radix. To the fullest extent
possible, systems at Radix have been designed to withstand disturbances and still retain
function. Radix’s aquaponic system is one example. Aquaponics is a system where fish and
plants are grown together in a closed-loop recirculating loop where the wastes produced by fish
become the nutrient inputs for plants. Essentially, it is trying to enhance the already inherent
productivity of aquatic ecosytems by increasing the system’s carrying capacity through artificial
aeration and filtration. The drawback to aquaponics is that if a power failure were to occur, fish
could start to die rapidly. An aquaponics system, therefore, can be designed along a continuum
of resilience to efficiency, where fish contained in a system with a low stocking density could
survive for longer in the case of a power failure. On account of the low stocking density, the
fish in resilient aquaponic systems are also less stressed and susceptible to disease.
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Adaptive capacity and transformation are two core principles that inform Radix’s design
and social mission. Radix sees itself functioning greatly as an educational hub, a distribution
point of information, skills, tools, and genetic resources working towards the goal of creating a
distributed, decentralized community centered resilience throughout the city (Metcalf, 2011).
By encouraging and supporting city residents to replicate sustainable systems in their own
apartments, backyards, and neighborhoods, a redundancy of critical systems is created. For
instance, if one city resident had all of their rabbits killed by a raccoon, it would be possible for
them to restock their population by obtaining new rabbits from a neighbor. Additionally, rabbit
raisers could occasionally swap male rabbits with one another, and in doing so ensure that the
city’s domestic rabbit population as a whole does not suffer from genetic inbreeding. On yet
another level still, highly localized information and best practices can be shared amongst rabbit
keepers throughout the city. Were some form of disaster to befall a city that resulted in a
disruption of its food supply lines, the rabbits (along with the myriad of other crops and
livestock raised in backyards/apartments) could serve as an emergency food supply for the
city’s populace. More in line with the vision of transformation and adaptive capacity outlined in
resilience theory, small scale decentralized livestock husbandry provides an alternative model
to highly centralized, energy intensive and polluting food production models such as confined
animal feedlot operations (CAFO’s). In small scale operations, animals can be fed human
generated waste products (food scraps), require little to no external energy inputs, and have
their wastes recycled as compost which in turn assists in the regeneration of the health of
damaged urban soils.
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Broader Connections
The Radix Ecological Sustainability Center teaches practical skills that can be applied to
create environmental and economic sustainability. An emphasis is placed on issues of food
security, health, and the remediation of contaminated soils. The Radix Center gives children
and adults a hands-on educational experience to understand the main environmental issues
we face today - and the tools to work toward positive solutions. We cover numerous topics
related to waste reduction and reducing air, water, and soil pollution, including composting,
renewable energy, rainwater harvesting, removal of impervious covers, and the impact of
combined sewage overflows and eutrophication.
Through a partnership with the City of Albany Water Board, Radix has participated in
the creation of a sign designed to teach urban residents about the relationship between
impervious covers and urban watershed health. Depicting runoff reducing technologies at
Radix, the sign demonstrates how ordinary citizens can participate in activities such as depaving, rain garden construction, and rainwater harvesting, building beautiful landscapes while
protecting the health of the Hudson.
Activities with second grade classes at Giffen Elementary include a combination of
activities taking place both at the school and the Radix Center. During cooler months, activities
take place indoors in the classroom where students are engaged in growing microgreens,
maintaining worm bins, observing aquaponics systems, and learning about alternative energy.
During warmer months, students are able to take walking field trips to Radix to observe similar
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systems on a meso or neighborhood scale, developing a connection to a community farm and a
“place-based” education.

Figure 1.1. Ecological Literacy Learning – Elementary age students learning about carnivorous pitcher plants and the role
they can play in biological pest control. Appealing simultaneously to senses of disgust and fascinating, the rows of dead
insects inside the pitchers capture the children’s attention and create a conversation starter about the differences between
biological and chemical pest management. Students are challenged to think about how the use of toxic chemicals may in
turn affect their own health when applied to food.

The Radix Center’s Youth Employment Program is an afterschool and summer
experiential learning youth employment program for high school students. The program
meets after school once a week during the school year. During the summer the program is
expanded as youth from the City of Albany’s Summer Youth Employment program attend 4
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days a week. We work closely with our community partner organization AVillage, Inc. during
the expanded summer program. It is our goal that as youth attend the program they gain an
in-depth interest and knowledge, and will one day be project leaders as the program grows.
College interns participate alongside the youth, creating opportunities for role model
development and cultural exchanges.
The youth program teaches an appreciation of the urban ecosystem and the
interconnections between its various environmental and social components. A central feature
is assisting with the Radix Center’s weekly Farm Share, a produce subscription service that
provides a bag of fresh produce to 15-20 families. First-hand experiences of soil preparation,
planting, and harvesting connect youth to nutrient dense food. The program gives youth job
readiness skills and inspiration for green small business possibilities through direct
participation. Youth also grow and harvest food for the AVillage Farmers Market, one of very
few sources of fresh vegetables in the neighborhood. This provides opportunities to discuss the
food system and access to healthy food.
We also spend significant time discussing numerous topics related to waste reduction
and reducing air, water, and soil pollution, including composting, renewable energy, rainwater
harvesting, removal of impervious covers, and the impact of combined sewage overflows and
eutrophication.
During the summer program, one day a week the youth attend a workshop on urban
biodiversity, watershed hydrology, waste, energy, the reduction of toxicity in soils and water,
nutrition and healthy food preparation. The workshops include discussions and hand-on
activities. A separate day of the week is reserved for a field trip to a location that reinforces
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workshop topics. Past field trips included kayaking around Peebles Island, hiking, boating, and
swimming at Grafton State Park, biking from the South End to Delmar on the new rail trail,
launching a floating island wetland restorer into the Hudson River, and touring the County
Waste recycling facility.
We also host numerous groups and hold monthly tours. Our goal is to conduct
outreach to school to increase the number of groups visiting to learn about ecology and
sustainability at the Radix Center.
It is our hope that as the youth build relationships of familiarity, respect, and concern
with natural processes, they will share this knowledge with their peers and families,
broadening the program’s reach. Understanding the complex interactions between
environment, society, and personal health challenges youth to examine the ways in which their
community's wellbeing is impacted by environmental harms, and empowers them to make
positive changes in their own lives.
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Figure 1.2. Participant in Radix Youth Program – High school age youth are paid regular stipends either through grant
funding or through the city’s summer youth employment program to participate in the management of a community
supported agriculture program. Youth are responsible for gardening maintenance, planting, harvesting, and bookkeeping.
By combining business skills and urban agriculture, youth can apply the skills and knowledge learned in the program to any
number of ventures.

Urban Ecosystem Justice at Radix
The Radix Center’s environmental education program teaches ecological literacy to
urban youth, a population that as a whole tends to be disconnected from the environmental
processes that sustain society. Placed with a framework of “urban ecosystem justice”,
students are challenged to look at the city in its totality as an ecosystem, examining the
interrelationship between social justice issues and the biophysical dimensions of the urban
ecosystem: soil, water, airsheds, climate, waste cycles, and biodiversity. Questions of access
and equity are applied to each of these areas within an environmental justice context, while at
the same time being situated within a STEM-focused curriculum that is hands-on, engaging,
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and directly relevant to the lived experience of students. By centering the curriculum on urban
ecosystems, students are shown how concepts such as nature and the environment are of
critical importance in the city. By being able to recognize and value ecological processes in
their own communities, students gain a greater sense and appreciation for
environmental protection as a whole, and can draw connections and comparisons between
ecological processes in both urban and rural locations.
Soil studies center on the topic of food, discussing a range of topics related to food
access and food justice, exploring ways that nutrition impacts both the personal and
environmental health of communities. Emphasis is put on local and organic food production,
drawing connections between sustainable agriculture and reduced demands for chemical
pesticides, fertilizers, and food transportation distances. Sections on integrated pest
management, no-till farming, and composting further stress the role that sustainable soil
management has on combatting soil erosion and fertilizer/pesticide runoff and its subsequent
impact on water bodies. Attention is also given to the issue of soil contamination and the
importance in educating youth about soil safety, testing, and remediation strategies.
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Figure 1.3. Youth Learning About Worm Composting – By directly touching soil and playing with soil organisms, elementary
students are permitted to indulge their interest in worms in a supportive environment. Many times (for good reasons related
to soil contamination) urban youth are actively discouraged from touching soil. Direct engagement allows children to
understand the difference between living soils and lifeless “dirt”. Furthermore, children can overcome fear or reluctance to
touch worms, organisms critical for soil health.

Water studies examine the urban watershed as a whole, asking how mutually beneficial
relationships can be constructed between urban residents and the water bodies in their
communities. Centering on the phenomenon of the combined sewage overflow, students are
challenged to think of ways that actions on their part can reduce the percentage of impervious
urban covers and improve the health of water bodies. Activities include constructing rain
water collection barrels, building raised “rain garden” beds, kayaking trips in surrounding
water bodies and the construction of “floating islands” – constructed wetlands attached to
buoyant media for use in remediating urban storm water runoff. Lastly, aquaponics systems
are used as a means to model aquatic ecosystems, serving as an “interim” means of providing
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non-toxic fish protein to urban communities while long-term work is done to restore the
health of urban water bodies and fisheries.

Figure 1.4. Launching a Floating Island – Despite the fact that the existence of the Hudson was the only reason, ecologically
and economically, for the creation of the city of Albany, most residents have little connection with the river today. This is
largely due to the fact that the construction of Interstate 787 has cut off most people’s access to the river, as well as the
perception of the river as being contaminated. By engaging youth in the participatory construction of a “floating island”
they are taught some degree of reciprocal respect, love, and concern with the well-being of the river.
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Figure 1.5. Youth on Kayaking Trip in Hudson – Facillitaing trips to the edges of the Hudson and arranging kayaking trips is a
fun and participatory way to challenge the ecological alienation that prevent youth from engaging directly with surrounding
water bodies. Although many youth have never been in a boat before, most reported having a positive experience and
enjoying the activity.

Studies of airsheds and climate draw the connections between local air pollution and
urban climate justice, examining the ways that airborne industrial pollutants and vehicular
emissions impact the health of urban communities both in the short term (asthma,
emphysema) and in the long term (urban heat waves, rising sea levels). Students learn about
the Air Quality Index (AQI) and fly flags of corresponding colors as a means of raising
community awareness of the issue. Furthermore, in Albany students will have the opportunity
to work alongside DEC employees as they conduct ongoing monitoring of air quality with
mobile sensing equipment. In the long term, students are encouraged to think of ways that
cities can play a role in slowing climate change on a global level by reducing emissions of
carbon dioxide and methane, and by using urban plants and soils to sequester atmospheric
CO2.
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Figure 1.6. Youth at DEC Air Monitoring Station – Being “intangible”, air is a difficult medium to teach about and engage with
despite it being essential for survival. Air monitoring stations, such as these, create a way to “visualize” air, even if only in
numbers. The station is designed to be provide real time data, and can engage youth in a combined ecological and
technological process.

Studies on urban biodiversity stress the concept of “biocultural diversity”, or
interconnections between social justice and non-human life in the city. Using the garden and
food production as a starting point, students learn about the role that insect pollinators play in
food production, and of the importance in creating habitat for them in underutilized spaces
(reconciliation ecology). From there, students are introduced to the concept of novel
ecosystems and develop and appreciation for synanthropic species such as pigeons and crows.
By valuing these species and seeing them as something other than a nuisance, a sense of
respect and concern can be cultivated for familiar species which then may be extended to
others. Lastly, an appreciation for ruderal vegetation or “weeds” is developed, particularly as
to the role they play in soli stabilization, CO2 sequestration, water filtration, and habitat
creation.
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Chapter 3 Conclusion
In this chapter I have discussed the creation and operation of the Radix Ecological
Sustainability Center, using it as a real-world and grounded example of how an urban
ecosystems justice curriculum may be actualized. The multi-tiered strategy of teaching youth
at varying age levels and encouraging familiarity with the various socio-ecological and
economic workings of a city-system hopefully serves as a template or as inspiration for groups
looking to replicate similar strategies in other locations. The concurrent operation of Radix has
been an essential component of my dissertation research, functioning as an applied and
practice-based counter to an otherwise theory-heavy framework. Importantly, creating Radix
has, in effect, been “building the ship I wish to study;” in order to study urban ecosystem
justice in an engaged, direct, and embodied way, it has been necessary to immerse myself in
the process of creating it. Through the operation of Radix, I hope to address the twin issues of
this dissertation – the exclusion of social sustainability and ecological alienation. By centering
our work on environmental justice issues and attempting to look at how questions of equity
and access apply to urban environments, we hope to make social sustainability explicit in our
work. Furthermore, by operating an environmental education center in the middle of an urban
area, I have learned first hand a tremendous amount about the close workings and complex
details of urban sustainability forms and processes.
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Part II. Urban Ecosystem Justice – Working Across Scales
and Systems
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Chapter 4: Urban Metabolism and Metabolic Justice
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Urban metabolism is a concept used in a variety of fields to model the various inputs
and outputs of material and energetic resources going through a city and how they are
transformed into the built environment, biomass, and waste (Decker, et al, 2003). Metabolic
framings of cites are used in disciplines as diverse as urban ecology, political ecology, industrial
ecology, ecological economics and political economy, and have a history of use extending back
into the 19th century (McClintock, 2010). Applications of this concept range from the purely
materialistic modeling of resource exchanges to a tool for studying inequalities of resource
distribution in neoliberal economies (Broto et al., 2012). While urban metabolism has its
limitations in being able to describe the intricacies of the complex adaptive processes of socioecological systems, and while its use as a biological metaphor may be an inappropriate
characterization of ‘cities as organisms’ (Golubiewski, 2012), I believe it still has considerable
value as a general framework for understanding many of the ecological, social, and economic
processes that shape urban environments. As such, it is a key concept in the Urban Ecosystem
Justice platform. Before delving more deeply into practical applications for the urban
metabolism concept, it is worthwhile to explore its history and use in theory.
Geographer/urban political ecologist Eric Swyngedouw frequently employs the
metabolism metaphor to describe societal-natural processes occurring within cities
(Swyngedouw, 2006). Metabolism, as framed by Swyngedouw, is useful as a concept for
describing the flows of resources that act as the inputs (food, water, building materials, energy,
labor, etc.) and outputs (waste) from an urban environment. Tracing the term back to its
original scientific meaning of being the “totality of the exchanges of energy and substances
between an organism and its environment”, Swyngedouw explains how the concept of
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metabolism was subsequently used by Marx to describe the flow of resources, labor and
material, from rural to urban environments (according to Swyngedouw, Marx and Engels were
the first to use the concept of metabolism to describe the dynamics of socio-environmental
evolution). Marx saw this metabolic flow as resulting in the degradation of soils,
environments, and people, and the accumulation of garbage and sewage in the city. This
process resulted in what Marx refers to a “metabolic rift” – or the alienation and separation of
society from nature and people from land (Interestingly, though, Swyngedouw proposes that by
focusing on labor as purely a social process, modern Marxist philosophers have perpetuated
and contributed to the original metabolic rift. He decries what he sees as a tendency in 20 th
century socialist traditions to see Marxism as a purely sociological theory that has created a
“partial blindness in the twentieth-century social sciences to questions of political ecology and
socio-ecological metabolisms”) (Swyngedouw, 2006).
Swyngedouw contributes a unique analysis of urban metabolism through the study of
the political ecology of urbanizations, applying a lens of justice and equality that is key to an
urban ecosystem justice outlook. According to Swyngedouw, as cities expand, they create new
socio-natural systems within themselves, and transform the surrounding rural lands as well.
This process is not an egalitarian one, as it creates a disparity of wealth and poverty over a
broad geographic range. Questioning and analyzing these power relations are critical to
Swyngedouw: “there is no such thing as an unsustainable city in general; rather, there are a
series of urban and environmental processes that harm some social groups while benefitting
others. It follows that a just urban socio-environmental perspective must always consider who
gains and who pays and ask serious questions about the multiple power relations – and the
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networked and scalar geometries of those relations – whereby deeply unjust metabolic
processes are produced and maintained.” In this way, Swyngedouw is stating that the struggle
to bring about just urban environments is closely linked with the struggle against exploitative
socio-economic relations. His critique stands out among urban metabolism scholars in that it
considers issues of access and equity as core components where many others employ
metabolic modeling for purely technocratic purposes. Swyngedouw continues to state that:
Nature, then, is integral to the political ecology of the city and needs to
be addressed in these terms. The urbanization of nature, though
generally portrayed as a technological/engineering problem, is in fact as
much part of the politics of life as any other social process. It is essential
to recognize this political meaning of nature if sustainability is to be
combined with just and empowering urban development – urban
development that returns the city and the city’s environment to its
citizens (Swyngedouw, 2006, pp. 35-36.).
In this regard, Swyngedouw is making the case that socio-ecological metabolism processes are
necessarily political and integral to any social project. Likewise, any political project is also an
ecological one. Moreover, Swyngedouw et al. make an explicit reference to the social justice
potential of urban metabolism when invoking Lefebvre in stating that “the right to the city”
necessarily implies a “right to metabolism” (Heynen, 2006). The question of whether urban
metabolism contains emancipatory potential is yet to be fully answered or adequately
explored.
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Ecological Metabolisms

The urban metabolism framework, as well as its conceptual depictions of material flows,
closely parallels ideas regarding metabolisms in the ecology. In the ecological sciences,
ecosystems can be placed very generally into two separate categories accordingly to the nature
of their metabolic processes. The first category is described as being heterotrophic, or linear
ecosystems. Examples of non-anthropogenic linear ecosystems include streams, whose leaflitter eating invertebrate residents depend on leaves to fall into the stream, and for their
wastes to be carried away by the flow of the water. The typical modern city is also an example
of a linear ecosystem. Flow-paths of energetic and material resources from around the globe
make their way into urban centers where they are consumed, producing significant quantities
of often toxic waste by-products that are exported to other areas (although many of these
toxins have continued to accumulate in the soils and waters of cities themselves) (Girardet,
1992). The metabolic processes of human societies grow increasingly linear as neoliberal
economies progress, commonly siphoning resources from the Global South into wealthy cities
of Global North nations.

The second category of ecosystems are referred to as being autotrophic (self-feeding) or
cyclical. Examples of autotrophic ecosystems include ponds, which generate much of their own
food through algal photosynthesis. The waste products of the organisms that eat the algae are
then processed by bacteria that are part of the system. While there certainly still inputs and
outputs into an autotrophic system (beavers coming in, fish being caught and removed),
relatively speaking they are self-contained (Girardet, 1992).
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When imagining ways for cities to be more sustainable, it can be helpful to think of
structuring them to function cyclically, or more similarly to an autotrophic system. Such a city
would be capable of producing a greater amount of its food, water, energy, and building
materials internally, as well as having the capacity to process its own wastes. A city with a
cyclical metabolism would very likely have less of impact, environmentally speaking, on the rest
of the planet (Girardet, 2008). By producing resources locally, the carbon footprint
requirement of transporting goods is reduced. Residents then, on account of living in close
proximity to the origins of their resources, will be more aware of the impact that their lifestyle
and consumer choices are having on the local environment. Additionally, by processing wastes
internally, a greater incentive to produce fewer toxic materials is produced, as they would not
be externalized to distant locations.

It is important to point out, however, that just as Eric Swyngedouw emphasizes, an
ecologically cyclical city is not guaranteed to be socially just and equitable (Swyngedouw, 2006).
The practice of urban ecological securitization explicitly attempts to build cities with circular
metabolisms (Hodson, 2009). These cities are designed to be providing their residents with
close to all of their material needs, while safeguarding them from any conceivable ecological
risk, such as natural disasters, drought, famine, or climate change. Such closed loop systems
create a hermetically sealed environment disconnected and independent of the surrounding
landscape. They are also commonly excusive enclaves of wealth, affordable only to the most
privileged. Poor residents are displaced to the urban periphery where they are subject to the
brunt of natural disturbances and resource shortages, victims of an ecological gentrification.
Such patterns are already seen today, particularly in Global South megacities where the urban
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poor are relegated to slums constructed on hazardous terrain, exposed to the dangers of
floods, fires, hurricanes, landslides, and pollution (Davis, 2007). Similarly, a common trope of
techno-sustainability regimes is to invoke “closed-loop” imagery when describing ecologically
exclusionary systems. This language is misleading in a number of regards, one being that
completely “closed-loop” systems do not exist, ecologically speaking. Boundaries are made
around ecosystems for the purposes of simplicity and convenience when modeling, however in
truth no impermeable boundaries exist around any ecosystem – all ecosystems overlap and
exchange with one another, either through nutrient cycling, movement of organisms, energy
exchange, etc. Even Earth itself is not a closed system – energy goes in and out and meteorites
routinely add to the planet’s mass. Furthermore, food growing or waste recycling systems that
are billed as being closed-loop commonly are built in technologically sophisticated systems that
require high startup up and operational energetic and monetary costs. Such complex and
tightly coupled systems are subject to cascading failures (Perrow, 2011) and are limited in their
broad scale applicability on account of their cost and technical demands. Closed loop systems
may be necessary in the environment of a spacecraft, but their development on Earth is a
refutation of the inherent interconnectedness central to ecological thinking.

Urban Ecosystem Justice, therefore, must strike a balance between the two metabolic
extremes of linear, hyper-capitalistic machines of consumption, and the exclusive “closed-loop”
ecological enclaves formed of security culture. This can be thought of as a type of hybrid
metabolism – one that produces a significant amount of its needs internally while still
maintaining a dependence on external resources, albeit derived from local regions and
extracted in a sustainable, reciprocal, and perhaps even reflexive manner. In this regard, it is
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desirable for just urban metabolisms to become more cyclical nature, however not going so far
as to become an exclusive enclave of ecological security. In order to achieve this, two points
must be emphasized:

The first is that a metabolically just city must maintain a healthy and reciprocal
relationship with the surrounding peri-urban and ex-urban landscape. For instance, increased
capacity for urban agriculture and food production is an important goal for a just city. Local
food production can help to increase urban resident’s access to nutritious foods, and can create
sustainable employment, as well. Due to ratios of agricultural space to population, however, it
is unlikely that any city in the near future would be capable of producing the majority of the
caloric requirement for its population within its boundaries (Martellozzo et al., 2014). For this
reason, cities will remain dependent on farms and water bodies in their near vicinities for
providing them with food. This relationship would ideally foster a close interdependence and
interchange between rural and urban spaces, with cities acting as centers of cultural, social, and
economic activities that will enrich the lives of rural residents. By being within close proximity
to a city, environmental impacts on landscapes will be more visible, making more difficult to
“externalize” environmental impacts to the “ecological hinterlands” of invisible and distant
regions in the Global South, as is done conventionally (Monstadt, 2009). In this sense, smaller
cities with a reduced urban to rural gradient may be inherently more sensitive to feedback
loops from surrounding land bases.

Furthermore, in ecological terms, a just city would additionally strive to move beyond a
paradigm of “sustainability” to one of “regeneration”. In a regenerative system human needs
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can be met while ecosystem services such as water purity, soil fertility, and biodiversity are
simultaneously increased. By-products generated by human activity are non-toxic and
compostable, and are used to build the health and richness of soils in the urban and peri-urban
sphere. This stands in contrast to sustainability, which implies merely being able to continue on
a current trajectory without it resulting in ecological degeneration, never going so far as to
repair the damages caused by previous environmental harms (Cole, 2012).

It is important to point out that many cities, prior to the mid-19th century, had a far
more cyclical and reciprocal relationship with farms is the peri-urban sphere. It was a common
practice for nightsoils, the manures of both humans and non-human animals, to be collected
from cities and redistributed via market processes to farms in the urban periphery. In
exchange, the fertilized fields of the farms would grow produce and hay for consumption by
urban humans and horses. In this sense, the nutrients used for food production remained in a
relatively circulatory state. By the end of the 19th century, this practice had largely been
abandoned. Notions of sanitation and cleanliness ushered in the more widespread use of
sewer systems, and increasing reliance of horse power saturated the manure market, removing
the profit incentive to transport manures (the eventual replacement of horses by automobiles
ultimately eliminated the horse manure market). With nutrients no longer be returned to soils,
the fertility of the land declined along with the health of both farmers and factory workers,
resulting in what historians refer to as “the great separation” (Atkins, 2012). What followed
was cites developing a mostly parasitic relationship with the surrounding rural areas, and the
ushering in of the linear metabolism (Odum, 1989). The following quote by Engels captures the
essence of this metabolic rift,
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Abolition of the antithesis between town and country is not merely possible. It
has become a direct necessity of industrial production itself, just as it has
become a necessity of agricultural production and, besides, of public health. The
present poisoning of the air, water and land can be put to an end to only by the
fusion of town and country; and only such fusion will change the situation of the
masses now languishing in the towns, and enable their excrement to be used for
the production of plants instead of for the production of disease (Engels, 1959).
Few would advocate for recreating conditions of mid-19th century cities in cities of today –
certainly many aspects of the sanitation movement resulted in improved public health, and
accumulations of horse manure in cities presented a significant environmental dilemma
(McShane et al., 1997). The essential practice, however, of returning nutrients to the soil has
been central to the sustainability of any society. Advances in the microbiological sciences,
composting technology, and public health have now made it possible to safely and efficiently
compost all animal manures and food wastes, turning them into a finished product that will
enhance the health of soils (Redlinger et. al., 2001). While arguably this practice continues in
the form of reapplying biosolids, or septic sludge, to agricultural fields, the sewage treatment
technological complex is intensive in its use of water, chemicals, and energy. Furthermore, by
nature of its design it fails to segregate human wastes from industrial pollutants, producing an
end product that contains toxic residues. The SOIL project based in Haiti serves as an excellent
sustainable model of how human by-products can be used to generate both soil fertility and
economic opportunities (SOIL, 2015). Barriers to the implementation of such practices in the
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Global North include cultural attitudes, and the significant investments already made in sewer
technologies.4
The second criteria for just hybrid urban metabolisms is equity and access. In order to
prevent cities from turning into the equivalent of environmentally closed-loop gated
communities, assurances against economic displacement must be institutionalized. Quite
importantly, a city cannot be thought of as a neoliberal investment machine (Molotch, 1976).
Cities are communities, places where multi-generational family relationships are built and lives
are lead. Community will suffer when cities are thought only as financial engines, with homes
and property being purchased and sold merely as commodities, and “investment properties”
used to generate rental income from the poor. Too often today, city governments are managed
through networks of cronyism, with lucrative development contracts treated like tradable
stocks among shareholders of a corporation and the mayor acting in the equivalent role of the
CEO. To invert this dynamic, and to break the toxic cycle of investments that frequently hinder
the growth of urban communities, it will be helpful to invoke “the right to the city” (Harvey,
2008), or the idea that citizens of a city have an inherent right to be involved in the governance
and planning of their city, and that their needs and interests should be given priority over those
of businesses and real estate developers.

As part of this strategy, safeguards against displacement resulting from gentrification,
particularly ecological gentrification, need to be put in place. The challenge lies in that many
“green amenities” of cities, such as parks, forests, community gardens, public transportation,

4

See https://www.oursoil.org/who-we-are/about-soil/
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etc., commonly have the effect of increasing property values. While such amenities should be
accessible and available to all urban residents, their implementation commonly has the effect
of increasing property values and displacing low-income urban residents (Dooling, 2009). In
keeping with the spirit of the slogan “cities for people, not for profits”, assurances such as land
trusts, home ownership assistance programs, rent control, and public housing need to be put in
place (Brenner et al., 2009). While these programs often offer little more than temporary
solutions in today’s economic climate, any conversation about sustainable cities must take
economic and social factors into account as much as environmental ones.
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Chapter 5: Urban Waterway Justice
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The majority of cities in the United States have been built within close proximity to a
body of water, either a river, lake, or ocean. There are multiple reasons for this, both economic
and ecological. In addition to functioning as channels for transportation, energy production for
industry, centers of recreation, and conduits of waste disposal, water bodies also provided
sustenance in the forms of food and water. Human settlements have historically commonly
been built near water bodies to take advantage of their incredible abundance – estuaries, the
aquatic environments where salt and fresh waters mix, are among the most biologically
productive ecosystems on the planet (Beatley, 2014). It is particularly ironic then that so many
urban water ways have been made unfit for swimming or fishing on account of the massive
quantities of pollutants dumped into them through industrial processes. In many rivers, such as
the Hudson River, the consumption of fish or shellfish is now prohibited due to the unsafe
levels of toxins accumulated in the tissues of fish (Sloan et al., 1988).

Access to water bodies has also been severely restricted in many cities. During the
1950s and 60s, numerous interstate highways were constructed that ran parallel to rivers. The
highways, designed to promote rapid and efficient commuting for suburban dwellers and their
white collar urban office jobs, effectively cut off urban resident’s access to waterways. They
also had the effect of dividing neighborhoods, cutting low income residents off from essential
city services, promoting urban sprawl, and producing dangerous levels of air pollution
concentrated in poor neighborhoods (Noonan, 2005).

By making waterways inaccessible and through environmental pollution, city dwellers have
been denied the sustenance once provided to them by water. The literal arteries that provided
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the lifeblood to urban ecosystems have been cut off. An urban ecosystem justice curriculum’s
conceptualization of water, then, must strive to address the combined issues of environmental
pollution and overcoming barriers to access.

While urban waterways are still highly impaired, their quality has improved significantly
in the last few decades on account of the implementation of the clean water act. No longer is
the unregulated discharge of unfiltered industrial pollutants into waterways permitted
(although it still occurs with regularity on an accidental or discreet basis). A major water quality
issue impacting urban watershed health, however, is storm water runoff. This occurs largely as
a consequence of the predominance of impervious cover in urban areas. During a rainfall
event, water that would otherwise infiltrate the ground instead lands on pavement and is
diverted into storm drains, carrying with it a mixture of gasoline, pet feces, floating debris, lawn
fertilizers and pesticides (Tsihrintzis et al., 1997). This toxic brew is then discharged into local
waterways, where it severely impacts the health of aquatic ecosystems. In older cities with
combined sewer systems, this problem is compounded when a heavy rainstorm will trigger a
combined sewage overflow (CSO), resulting in the discharge of unfiltered raw sewage and
industrial wastes into waterways. The influx of sewage nutrients can cause an algae bloom and
a subsequent depletion of oxygen, resulting in a eutrophied dead zone where no fish can
survive. Furthermore, shellfish living in the spill zones of sewage overflows can trap pathogenic
fecal organisms in their tissues, causing them to be inedible (Borchardt, 1997).

The framing of urban watershed quality issues through the context of storm water
runoff and combined sewage overflows is important as it gives a relatable lens for studying the
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problem, and numerous opportunity for redress that result in mutually beneficial
human/watershed relationships. Furthermore, there are significant environmental justice
dimensions to the issue of CSOs, with it having been demonstrated that CSOs
disproportionately impact low income and African American communities in certain cities
(Bullard, 1999). For this reason, CSOs are used as an entry point into a broader conversation
about urban waterway justice.

Many of the citizen-centered approaches for addressing urban storm water runoff
involve the removal of impervious covers or the detainment and slow release of water. Both
strategies can be accomplished in ways that are low-cost, involve minimal technological
investment, and are decentralized, all and all making them more accessible to the average
urban resident (Frazer, 2005). Furthermore, their implementation will be further incentivized
by the added benefit of the development of ecologically productive and beautified spaces for
human use and enjoyment.

As mentioned, the preponderance of impervious covers, including asphalt, concrete,
and impervious rooftops, significantly impacts the health of urban watersheds. The simple act
of depaving, or tearing up of asphalt and the subsequent de-compaction of exposed soils, can
greatly offset the amount of storm water directed into drains. By giving rainwater a chance to
soak into the earth, it is retained, filtered and slowly released back into waterways over a
period of days, thereby dramatically reducing the “flashiness”, or episodic pulsing and tendency
to produce flash flood events, of the urban watershed (Moran, 2010). The depaved area can
then be made into a garden, park, or other green space, performing both valuable ecosystem
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services while beautifying the landscape. Youth in an ecojustice curriculum will be empowered
by the relatively simple act of removing asphalt with pickaxes and shovels, and will tangibly
appreciate both the personal and ecological benefits of their labor. Similar results to depaving
can be produced through the construction of vegetated roofs and roof top gardens, both of
which can detain rain water and create educational and food producing spaces for youth
(Danks, 2010).

A second mutually beneficial strategy for CSO prevention is rainwater harvesting. By
collecting rainwater that falls on rooftops in a barrel or other container, it is possible to use it
for irrigation purposes over time. By slowing the water’s release, urban flashiness is reduced.
In this way, the watershed benefits through reduced storm water runoff and the individual
benefits by gaining a free source of non-chlorinated water. Youth engaging in rainwater
collection have the opportunity to learn about the planet’s hydrological cycle in a manner that
is relatable and tangible, and can further understand the benefits of using non-chlorinated
water on the health of microbial life in gardens. Broader scale connection can be made by
having relevant conversations about the causes of acid rain and the global trend of water
privatization. Furthermore, conversations about the relative purity of rainwater can be used to
frame issues of urban groundwater contamination, a condition that prevents the construction
of wells in both urban and rural environments (Sedlak, 2016). In this way, a physical object
such as a rain barrel can be used to frame multi-scalar conversations, making linkages between
processes occurring on an applied community-based level with those taking place on a regional
and global scale (Lundy et al., 2011).
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Improving physical access to waterways is a more difficult issue, as short of advocating
for the removal or alteration of interstate highways, little can be done to improve access on a
grand and permanent level. The problem remains significant, however, as in many instances
youth who have grown up in close proximity to a waterway have never actually had any contact
with it. While the construction of pedestrian bridges spanning highways is certainly desirable,
the financial and political barriers in the way of doing so put this strategy beyond the reach of
ordinary citizens. There are simpler strategies, though, that can be taken to help get around, if
not remove, the barriers that block access to waterways. Simply organizing and providing
transportation for outings to waterways can do a great deal to foster a respect, relationship and
concern for the well-being of waterways among youth. Boating and kayaking provides safe
opportunities for the exploration of waterways, and a chance to be in more intimate contact
with water. When youth become engaged in the environmental monitoring of waterways, they
are enabled first hand to see what impacts human activity can have on the health of aquatic
environments, and gain valuable skills in taking samples and undertaking data analysis.
Additionally, the practices of culturing oysters, building floating restorers, or attending fishing
clinics, helps to develop a sense of deeper care and affinity for the life in waterways and a sense
of interwoven fate and interdependence.

Standout organizations involved in doing this type of work include Rocking the Boat, a
New York City based organization that maintains a boat house on the banks of the Bronx River.
The group teaches high school age youth the basics of boating and navigation, environmental
monitoring, and oyster reef restoration (Krasny, 2012). Another example is the Lower East Side
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Ecology Center, another New York City organization that sponsors fishing clinics that teach
youth the basics of catch and release fishing, as well as fish identification and safety (LESEC).

Urban Stream Restoration

Another urban waterway justice issue closely related to CSO prevention is that of urban
stream restoration. In many ways, the two issues could be considered one in the same as CSOs
and urban storm water runoff are among the biggest threats to urban stream health, however a
distinct body of environmental justice themed literature that analyzes urban streams
specifically has been written, and is deserving of review.

Every city has been built upon land that at one time had streams, creeks, and rivers
running across it, and for the most part, these natural patterns of topography and drainage still
exist and shape urban hydrological processes. Water will still flow to lower elevations, draining
into streams that are either exposed or concealed below ground. To urban planners in the 19th
and 20th centuries, streams and rivers flowing through cities were considered to be undesirable.
Used frequently as open sewers, waterways were odiferous, posed public health issues, and
impeded development. The solution employed by engineers was to either redirect streams
outside of cities or, more commonly, to bury them underground. Often this process of stream
burial was gradual: bridges were first built across rivers and were followed by streets,
warehouses, and other structures. Eventually, urban streams would be covered entirely, laid in
concrete culverts and hidden from public view. Today, many urban residents are completely
unaware of the existence of the creeks and streams that still flow beneath their feet. Those
that remain above ground are commonly “straightened”: channeled into fenced off concrete
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sluices that rapidly expel water from cites and create a hazardous and inaccessible stream
shoreline.

Burying streams not only results in the erasure of a city’s ecological history, it also
worsens the quality of the waters flowing through them. Ecologically intact streams are lined
by riparian zones: wetlands that act like buffers along a stream’s banks. Riparian buffers trap
and degrade surface pollutants before they make their way into water and exacerbate
environmental harm. Riparian buffers also provide numerous ecosystem services including
providing habitat to an array of species. When streams are relegated beneath the earth, their
associated riparian buffers are destroyed and the benefits of natural pollutant filtration are lost.
Natural streams are also characterized by numerous rocks, submerged logs, falls, pools, bends,
and a generally meandering course, all of which help to slow the speed of water and create
habitat for a variety of organisms along stream’s “edge zones”. When streams are
“straightened” and directed through smooth concrete pipes, they increase in velocity and in
their erosive capacity. When fast moving water is ejected from culverts and flows across land,
it washes away topsoil, uproots trees, damages roads and can trigger landslides.

In an attempt to rectify the damage caused through stream burial, a practice called
stream “daylighting” has begun. Daylighting involves uncovering old urban streams and
bringing them back to the Earth’s surface where they are once again exposed to the “daylight”.
The environmental benefits of daylighting are many. As the name implies, the quality of water
can be greatly improved just by exposing it to and air and the light of the sun. The ultraviolet
radiation in sunlight, a natural disinfectant, can kill many of the harmful pathogens that enter
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streams through urban runoff. Furthermore, by recreating a natural streambed (a common
component of daylighting projects), water is slowed and its potential to cause erosion and
flooding is reduced. A permeable stream bottom gives storm water the opportunity to
infiltrate soils and reduces the tendency to flood. Restoration of the soil, microorganisms, and
plant community along a streambed helps to filter urban run-off from entering the stream.
Additionally, a restored stream can create a vibrant wildlife corridor through the heart of a city.
There are considerable economic benefits to daylighting as well. Buried stream culverts often
become clogged and broken. Bringing culverts above ground and creating a more natural
streambed can cost just as much as a conventional repair. Lastly, exposing streams reconnects
urban dwellers with their watershed, fostering “ecological memory” (Barthel, 2010) acting as a
conduit to the environment beyond the city limits. Daylighted creeks can be transformed into
urban parks, creating a space for congregation and connection around an ecological feature.

Daylighting and stream revitalization offers tremendous potential to revitalize urban
ecosystems and engage surrounding communities. Unfortunately, high costs create a significant
barrier to stream restoration. The recent daylighting of the Sawmill Creek in Yonkers, NY had a
budget requiring a thirty-four-million-dollar state grant. There are a handful of studies that
examine the explicit environmental justice implications of urban stream restoration. One
finding has been that most stream restoration occurs in rural areas, leaving low-income urban
populations spatially disenfranchised (Moran, 2010). The effects of the unequal geographic
distribution of stream restoration projects goes beyond low-income urban communities merely
being excluded from the benefits of stream restoration. In addition, communities living
adjacent to urban streams must additionally continue to bear the brunt of exposure to the
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toxins present un-restored streams. Furthermore, the process and industry of stream
restoration itself has become dominated by neoliberal interests and “the tyranny of relevance”,
further reducing the possibility of low-income communities benefitting from restoration efforts
(Lave, 2016). Even when restorations do take place in lower-income urban environments, great
care must be taken to ensure the process is participatory and takes into account the concerns
and needs of local residents (Moran, 2016), less the communities living in the vicinity of the
restored stream continue to feel alienated by it.

One way that citizens can actively work to build popular support for daylighting projects
is first to raise people's awareness of the existence of underground streams. Historical maps
will often show waterways and streams, offering clues to their present location (in many cases
still flowing through the same areas). Mapping projects provide an engaging way to overlay the
historic paths of streams on top of their current courses. Spray painting stencils on streets and
sidewalks to mark the path of underground streams creates a way to bring attention to the
existence of streams and to help in connecting urban residents to ecological place. Such a
project was carried out at the Radix Center by local high school youth who mapped both the
historical and present-day locations of the Beaverkill Creek, a tributary of the Hudson that flows
beneath Lincoln Park and directly alongside the Radix Center. Youth were further engaged by
locating the confluence of the Beaverkill and the Hudson and doing water quality analysis of
this spot.
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DIY River Remediation
Remediating contaminated sediments in waterways is very difficult. Because persistent
aquatic pollutants are many times buried in low-oxygen sediments, they are generally
inaccessible to many of the oxygen using microorganisms that would normally work to degrade
these pollutants on land. Some people advocate leaving contaminated sediments untouched,
believing that over time the pollutants will be covered over by new sediments and become
buried in the geological record of the river. Time has shown this assumption to be incorrect,
however. Aquatic sediments are frequently disturbed and re-suspended by a variety of
anthropogenic and non-anthropogenic causes, from boat wakes to shifting and violent river
currents created by extreme flooding (a projected consequence of climate change.) Once the
sediments are stirred up their pollutants are re-released into the water column.

Most remediation of sediments involves large-scale governmental interventions,
commonly funded by federal Superfund dollars. The US EPA has recently been engaged in
dredging sediments from the upper Hudson River, where General Electric plants in Hudson Falls
and Fort Thompson, NY dumped hundreds of thousands of pounds of PCBs. Dredging ships are
physically removing contaminated sediments from the bottom of the river. It is then piled into
train cars and transported to Texas, where it is dumped again into lined pits. This type of
remediation, while critical and necessary for restoring the health of the river, is extraordinarily
intensive in both terms of energy and cost (Michaels, 2017).

It’s difficult to say whether there are any practical ways for citizens to remediate aquatic
sediment toxins. At least one study has been conducted where PCB contaminated sediments
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were remediated somewhat successfully by mixing the sediments with wood chips inoculated
with oyster mushrooms. The study demonstrated at least the potential for a relatively in-situ
method of PCB remediation, arguably preferable to conventional “dig and dump” approaches.
In another study, cylinders were stuck in contaminated muds and aerated. The presence of
oxygen allowed native microbes to destroy between one third to one half of the PCBs,
demonstrating the potential of an even more in-situ treatment method that resulted in less
disturbance to waterways.

Another inspiring model is the ongoing remediation of the Blackstone Canal in Grafton,
Massachusetts. The Blackstone is an industrial canal that runs from Worcester, MA to
Providence, Rhode Island. Throughout its history, numerous mills and industries have operated
alongside its banks, treating the canal as more or less an open sewer. While the canal is
considerable less industrialized now, the legacy of its past industrial use is still evident in the
numerous contaminants flowing through the river and trapped in its sediments. On hot days,
oils leaked into the soil from old underground tanks become fluid and leach out the sides of the
canal's banks, forming viscous blobs that float downstream and produce a strong hydrocarbon
odor. PCBs and toxic metals are also found at dangerous levels in the canal.5

At one stretch of the canal in Grafton, an innovative remediation operation is underway
that is achieving impressive results. Designed by ecological engineer John Todd, the Blackstone
River Integrated Water Quality Improvement Project consists of a biologically based water

5

See https://toddecological.wordpress.com/2012/10/29/the-grafton-project-a-massachusetts-canal-contaminated-with-bunker-c-oil-gets-asecond-chance/
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treatment facility contained inside of a greenhouse on a peninsula in the canal. Called an “ecomachine”, the system utilizes the biological properties of living organisms to break down
pollutants in the water. Initially, the water is drawn in to system through a series of pipes into
the greenhouse where it is then sprayed on top of containers filled with several species of
actively growing fungi. Enzymes produced by the fungi assist in the degradation of organic
pollutants in the water. From there, the water cycles through a series of water-filled
transparent fiberglass cylinders, each containing a diverse ecosystem of plants, snails, bacteria,
amphibians, fish, and numerous other aquatic organisms. Finally, the water is sent back outside
to the canal where it is sprayed on top of a floating island tethered to the shore. The plants and
microorganisms colonizing the island further assist in degrading the water borne pollutants, and
help to establish a community of microbes in the canal itself that help to further purify it
downstream.

While there are still many studies that need to be conducted on the eco-machine, initial
data is promising, showing a 90% reduction in hydrocarbon levels in treated water. The ecomachine's designers acknowledge that its high cost may prohibit it from being copied on a
broad scale. They hope that once more information is collected simplified versions can be
widely deployed to contaminated waters worldwide. Interestingly, the system’s designers have
adopted a complexity-based approach to selecting the organisms at use in the eco-machine.
Rather than adhering to the logic of reductionist biology and attempting to isolate a handful of
species doing the bulk of toxic remediation, they have opted to include the greatest possible
diversity of organisms collected from multiple and varied ecosystem settings. By doing so, the
designers have acknowledged their ignorance of the numerous and complex ways that
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organisms interact and co-metabolize contaminants, and are accepting that emergent and
synergistic properties arise from these interactions that may not be accounted for through a
deterministic lens. While such an approach may be viewed disdainfully by engineers and
biologists, it is accepting of the limitations of scientific knowledge and leaves open the
possibility of innovation through surprise (Gross, 2010). Furthermore, by employing techniques
that do not require sterile laboratory cultivation their technologies will have greater
transferability to regions of the world where laboratory access is limited.

Floating restorers, or floating wetland beds, are a technology that is used in ecological
engineering practices to remediate eutrophied water bodies. While their design varies
considerably, they essentially consist of a constructed raft of buoyant materials that suspend
emergent wetland vegetation. The roots of the water plants are then permitted to grow
downwards into the water column where they provide attachment sites for microbial biofilms,
supported by the oxygen provided through the plant’s vascular system. The attached
microorganisms are capable of remediating a number of water borne pollutants, while the
plants themselves uptake nutrients that are transformed into a harvestable biomass (Cao,
2014), (Zhao, 2012), (Guoyan, 2005).

The potential to involve youth and citizens in the construction of floating restorers is
great, as their essential components can be either salvaged from waste streams, or collected
from outdoor environments. Recycled plastic bottles stuffed into a plastic mesh tube create a
buoyant mass that water plants can be affixed to. Alternatively, lengths of bamboo can be
rafted together to produce a similar function. In either case, the construction is participatory
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and fun, and results in a finished living system that can be adorned with artistic
embellishments. Upon completion, the island can be anchored near a sewage outfall where it
will assist in the degradation of sewage and storm water pollutants. If deployed early in the
summer, youth will have the opportunity to observe the island growing and changing over time,
eventually coming to serve as a refuge for wildlife. Growing food on such an island is not
recommended as plant roots would be in contact with polluted waters and could potentially
uptake chemical and biological contaminants. At the end of the growth season, the island can
be brought ashore and the biomass composted. In this regard, floating islands provide an
excellent way to build relations between urban youth and waterways, combine scientific and
artistic properties, and foster concern and activism for the health of water.

Floating Island Case Study: The Gowanus Canal

The Gowanus Canal is an industrial canal that runs through the middle of Brooklyn. Over
its history, numerous industries located along the canal’s banks have used it as a convenient
channel for toxic waste disposal. Decades of abuse have transformed the Gowanus into what is
considered one of the most contaminated bodies of water in the US. Making matters worse,
there are a number of CSO outfalls located along the canal’s edges that turn the Gowanus into
a reeking open air sewer after a heavy rain. Tidal influxes are rarely sufficient to flush the canal.
It regularly becomes anoxic and is incapable of supporting much life. A pipe that carries more
oxygenated water from the East River into the Gowanus has slightly improved its quality.

A multi-year study to assess the extent of contamination in the canal and options for
remediation is currently being conducted by the EPA, but many local residents are eager to
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begin taking proactive measures right away. In 2010, I led a workshop with Gowanus neighbors
that built a floating island and released into the canal. A donut-shaped sack made out of
orange construction fencing was constructed and stuffed full of recycled plastic soda bottles.
Because the canal is a saline tidal creek, salt-tolerant water plants were attached to the inside
and outside edges of the donut. Some plants, such as giant reeds, were tied on with plastic zip
ties. Others, such as salt grasses, were put in little packages of soil made by stapling landscape
fabric into “pockets” filled with dirt. In both cases, the roots of the plants were allowed to
dangle down into canal waters to provide the plants with a moisture source. Mounting solarpowered air compressors onto the raft could further enhance the performance of a floating
island. Tubes leading from the compressor under the island could blast oxygen underneath it to
support the metabolism of the microbes living underneath.

Building the island was a fun, interactive event involving a number of people. It created
a focal point to discuss a wide range of issues surrounding the canal, including the ecological,
economic, and social justice aspects of its past and present uses. I imagine communities of
people building fleets of these islands, deploying them into their local waterways as a means of
DIY water remediation. Conceivably, community accessibility features such as walkways and
boat docks could incorporate floating island technology as well.

Cross-Scale Analysis: Water

Water is essential for human and non-human life, and it is important to cultivate respect
and appreciation for its criticality. An ecologically healthy and just city is one where citizens
have a close relationship and respect for their waterways. In the context of urban ecosystem
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justice, there are several different ways of framing water: There is piped in drinking water,
piped out waste water, rain and storm water runoff, and natural water bodies (rivers, lakes,
etc.). While they are all part of a larger hydrological cycle, each manifestation occupies a
different place and function amongst urban metabolic processes. In this cross-scale analysis of
water, I will discuss the city of Albany, NY, and its complex relationship with water.

Albany and the Hudson
Albany’s defining water feature is the Hudson River. Technically not a river but a tidal
estuary, the river has sustained multiple generations of humans for thousands of years on
account of its ecological abundance: estuaries are among the most biologically productive
ecosystems in existence – where water and nutrients and sunlight combine, plants and animals
grow prolifically. Today the river is seen through a lens of historic nostalgia but, however, also
regret. Access to the river has been largely cut off by the presence of interstate 787 and it has
been extensively polluted through industrial activities, most significantly by PCBs originating
from the General Electric plants in Fort Edward and Hudson Falls, NY.
This neglectful relationship has origin in the industrial revolution, when the Hudson was
regarded by industry as a free sewer, a place to dump wastes and have them carried away so as
to literally be externalizing the costs of manufacturing. In the latter part of the 20th century and
with the awareness of the extent of PCB and other forms of contamination in the Hudson, a
sense of fear, shame, and disgust has come to be associated with the river, with many
regarding it is as being hopelessly polluted. The contamination of the river has had economic
consequences as well, as it has reduced the river’s recreational and fisheries value. Despite the
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fact that throughout history many people have survived by fishing in the river, the PCBs that
have accumulated in the sediments of the river and the tissues of fish have made it dangerous
to now do so. Advisories now exist against eating many of the species from the river.
As restoration of sustainable fisheries is critical for the long-term food security and
health of a city, I believe the EPA’s dredging of the Hudson should continue on to the fullest
extent possible. Belief that river sediment contaminants will become sequestered in layers
over time has been shown to be false on account of storms that disturb sediment layers, a
phenomenon more likely to occur as flash flooding events happen with greater frequency as
the climate destabilizes. Moreover, it is my belief that the corporations that had benefitted
financially through the unregulated disposal of wastes should bear the financial burden of the
cleanup.
Contaminated river sediments represent an ecological media not covered specifically in
this dissertation as they exist at the nexus of soil and water – technically being soils but
anaerobic on account of being beneath water. More than water itself, they are sinks for
hydrophobic contaminants that degrade slowly in anoxic environments. While continued
dredging of the Hudson should proceed, in-situ or localized means of remediation should be
developed preferentially over the export and landfilling of contaminated sediments. The
technology for doing so, however, is presently largely underdeveloped. Furthermore,
technologies that use suction for dredging are preferential to “clam shell” dredges as they do
not result in the re-suspension of contaminants.

Industrial Uses of the Hudson
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The Hudson has been used as industrial waterway for many decades, and continues to
be so today, creating a constant tension between industrial and residential uses of the river.
The port of Albany serves as a transport hub for a wide variety of materials including crude oil,
ethanol, grain, and wind turbine blades and generators. As such, it functions as an important
economic generator for the region. Presently, the Port of Albany is governed by an authority
made up of representatives of city, state, and business interests, making many of its processes
obscure and non-democratic. Commercial operation of the port frequently creates tensions
with nearby residents, as in the case with Ezra Prentice Homes. The story of the “bomb trains”
told in this dissertation gives an in depth portrayal of this tension.

Highways and Rivers
Many cities are beginning to recognize the potential economic value of waterfronts
beyond industrial uses. Real estate and recreation are among these, with many municipalities
planning water front restorations. As Albany has unfortunately constructed an interstate that
runs parallel to the river, people’s access to the waterfront has largely been cut off. The
highway’s construction was typical of development programs of the mid-20th century that
favored suburban commuting over high-density urban living, design strategies that have now
largely fallen out of favor by city planners. While there are various proposals for re-designing
787, the decision apparently ultimately resides with the Department of Transportation, which is
accountable only to the interests of commuters and operates by the logic of “drivers first”. In
seeking to attract people to live in its downtown area, Albany would be wise to improve access
to the waterfront as much as possible. Furthermore, as a condition of urban ecosystem justice,
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it is important for improved river access to be provided to all neighborhoods with waterfront
edges, particularly Albany’s South End, which remains all but entirely cut off from the river.
In the interim, a personal strate`gy of mine as an environmental educator has been to
facilitate trips by students to the Hudson. It is surprising that despite having grown up on its
edges, many students have never actually had any contact with the river itself. One way to
cultivate a sense of love, respect, and concern with the well-being of the river has been to
organize kayaking trips. In my experience, high school students seem to be generally
enthusiastic about kayaking on the Hudson. Even those initially fearful of skeptical appear to
have had a positive experience. Whatever perceptions of the river as being contaminated or
dangerous do not seem to be sufficiently strong so as to discourage contact with it.

Wastewater
Wastewater problems in Albany are viewed as a largely unavoidable condition resulting
from both antiquated infrastructure and increased urbanization. As the cost of permanently
remedying the problem of CSO would be astronomical, lower-cost mitigation strategies are
preferred. The City of Albany has carried out important work in the installation of green
infrastructure intended to reduce storm water runoff. This includes bioswales and buried
retention tanks. They promote the use of storm water infiltration technologies on private
lands, and are funding the development of Radix’s floating constructed wetland for storm water
mitigation. The Albany Water Board has begun posting alerts about CSO overflows. As part of
a “wired city” platform, these alerts could be made available in real time along with other
ecological data to the public. Ultimately, a separated sewage/storm water system would be
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ideal, however more ideal would be the implementation of dry composting toilets and a
municipal collection system.

Drinking Water
Piped in drinking water has been a topic of intense political discussion in recent years on
account of the considerable media attention given to the Flint water crisis and particularly how
it was brought about through imposed neoliberal state austerity measures. Furthermore,
drinking water has gotten considerable attention in cities such as Detroit where water utilities
have been cut to low-density neighborhoods as a consequence of non-equitable de-growth
measures. On a global scale, there increasingly has been a trend towards the commodification
of water, a material that has historically been regarded as being in the property of the
commons, and with it viewing clean drinking water as not a right but a privilege.

Laws now exist in New York State that mandate testing drinking water in public schools
for lead. Preliminary results I have seen have indicated dangerously high levels in the drinking
water at Giffen Elementary School, a public school located in Albany’s South End. Albany’s
Water Board acknowledges that a potential problem exists with leaded service lines that
connect water mains to houses, and has received a grant that would assist with the
replacement of these lines. How these funds are to be distributed, however, is to be
determined. In the interim, the water board suggests that residents purge their water lines for
fifteen minutes each morning so as to flush out water that sat in contact with lead pipes
overnight.
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Another question related to drinking water safety is what type of pipes should
preferentially be used to replace lead-based ones. Presently this is an issue under debate, with
plastic-industry advocates pushing polymer pipes, and others advocating for the use of copper.
While plastics are cheaper, they could present potential future risks if they were to leach
contaminants into drinking water.

Water Governance
On a political level, jurisdiction of water in Albany is maintained by the Water Board, an
entity with its own offices, employees, and budget that operates in cooperation with but also
autonomously with Albany City Government. The Department of Environmental Conservation
also has interests in water, particularly with the Hudson River and monitoring of ground water
conditions. DEC also issues advisories on fish safety, and administers penalties to the Albany
Water Board for failing to disclose sewage overflows. The US Environmental Protection Agency
is involved in the oversight of the superfund designated Hudson River dredging. Much of the
political advocacy around water issues in Albany originates on a grassroots level, with citizens’
groups having to hold the DEC accountable for its protection of waterways, as is the case with
increased oil barge traffic on the Hudson. Such overlapping and times conflicting layers of city,
state, federal, and community political jurisdiction are not uncommon for other municipalities.
Navigating their entanglements is an exercise in patience and, potentially, in building
relationships of polycentric governance.
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Other Concerns
Water most often seems to be appreciated when its absence is noted – as Benjamin
Franklin is quoted as saying, “When the well is dry, we know the worth of water”. The prospect
of global cities literally running out of water is being realized with recent developments in Cape
Town. While not as severe, water access is a common issue in many of Albany’s “pocket
gardens” where no water line exists and it’s prohibitively expensive to install a new one. At
eight pounds a gallon, the act of having to carry water any distance gives one an appreciation
for it. Rainwater harvesting provides a means to capture water off the roofs of sheds and other
buildings, store it in barrels, and then have available to gardeners. As connecting a new water
line to a city main can cost upwards of three thousand dollars, rainwater harvesting provides an
affordable alternative compatible with an urban ecosystem justice perspective.
Not widely understood in Albany is the danger posed of Hudson River flooding as a
consequence of sea level rise and climate change. Most people are unaware that as ocean
levels rise, so will the Hudson River. While FEMA has redrawn flood zone maps to reflect these
changes, little awareness exists among the public, and particularly how they will impact many
vulnerable communities living in low-lying areas. Building awareness around this issue will help
to make climate change seem like an issue “closer to home” and not something only affecting
“coastal” communities.

A dimension of water not heavily discussed in this dissertation is that of urban
groundwater. Urban groundwater is often highly contaminated as a result of leaking
underground storage tanks. Trichloroethylene, a chlorinated solvent commonly used in dry
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cleaning and other applications, is a significant groundwater contaminant that frequently
volatilizes upwards through soils into homes through foundations. These subterranean plumes
of toxicity make it nearly impossible to make use of wells in urban areas. A true mark of a
successfully remediated city would be the ability to have non-contaminated water available
from ground wells.
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Chapter 6: Justice in the Pedosphere - Urban Soils
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Soil is a living system. An intricate web of sand, silt, clay, minerals, wáter, air, organic
matter, humus, and life. Healthy soils are teeming with billions of organisms, engaged in a
multiplicity of ecological excanges and co-creative complexity. The levels of biological diversity
and richness in soil is astounding. At the risk of seeming reductive by breaking down an emergent
whole into its individual sub-components, it’s helpful to express this diverity in itemized numbers.
One cubic meter of soil can contain:


Over ten trillion bacteria and archaea, representing thousands of species mostly
unknonwn to science.



One hundred billion individual fungi and actinomycetes



One hundred million algae



One million nematodes (or roundworms, as they’re also referred to)



Tens of thousands of springtails, mites, centipedes, and millipedes



And large numbers of earthworms, ants, lice, beetle larvae, fly larvae, spiders, and a
variety of other invertebrates (SoilAtlas, 2015)(Liittschwager, 2012).

Soil life can also be thought to include the plants growing in the ground as well as larger
subterranean mammals such as moles, groundhogs, and rabbits. (Furthermore, remembering
that humus and human share the same etymological origins, I will argue later that surfacedwelling humans are additionally co-creators of soil life and can also be thought of being part of
the soil ecosystem).

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as: Kellogg, Scott. "Community based
bioremediation: grassroots responses to urban soil contamination." Teknokultura 13.2 (2016):
491-510.
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While this breakdown of soil’s richness is impressive, it’s important to remeber that
healthy soils are produced and preserved through the complex and synergistic interactions of the
organisms that comprise the soil ecosystem. These symbioses take on a plurality of forms. Plants
and bacteria have co-evolved a mutualistic relationship that consists of bacteria making soil
minerals biologically available to plants in exchange for feasting on carbon-based glucose
exudates from their roots. The sticky compounds produced by the bacteria in turn then gives soil
a spongey gumminess that improves its ability to absorb and retain moisture (This sequestration
of atmospheric carbon by plants and its subsequent storage in soil creates one of the most
significant carbon sinks on the planet). Nitrogen, abundant in Earth’s atmosphere but scarce in
the ground, is made available to plants largely through the abilities of certain free living and plant
symbiotic “nitogen fixing” bacteria in the soil. The miles of mycellial threads woven through soils
by fungi litterally bind them together as they in turn decompose dead matter. Mycorrhizal fungi
act as auxillary root systems for plants, acessing moisture and nutrients beyond the plant’s reach
in exchange for carbon. In a relationship that has been described as being “beyond mutualism”
mycorhizae broker nutrient exchange between trees in a forest, allowing “mother trees” to direct
resources to smaller trees growing in the shade (Bledsoe, 2014). Tunnels made by ecological
engineering earthworms créate conduits for moisture and air to penétrate the soil’s depths, while
the soil particles consumed and expelled by them are glued together by digestive mucuses. Soil
inverterates are engaged in an ongoing dance of birth and death, while subterranean and surface
animals defecate and die in and on soil, providing nutrients to the decomposers within and
below. While this description represents only a snapshot of the incredible complexity of
ecological exchanges occurring in soil, it serves to demonstrate that healthy soil can only exist
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through the processes of the mulispecies community that create it (Puig del la Bellacasa, 2015).
There exists a recognition among soil scientists that the complexity of soil ecosystems cannot be
accurately replicated in the laboratory, with microbes changing both phenotypically and
genotypically in response to laboratory conditions. Such controlled experiments only mimic or
partly explain the processes at work in soil (Tate, 1995).

Moreover, while reductionist

approaches have taught soil scientists much about their area of study, too Little is known about
how soil functions as a whole, how its parts interact with eachother, and how soils respond to
human and natural forces over decades and centuries (Kubiena, 1970).
Good soil health is the foundation of nutritious food production and arguably therefore
of civilization itself. The relative sustainability of societies throughout history can often be
attributed to how they cared for their soils. Cultures that preserved and and regenerated the
health of their soils by cyclically returning nutrients to the Earth would persist, while those
cultures that depleted them either collapsed or were forced to move elsewhere, leaving deserts
in their wake (Diamond, 1995; Hillel, 1991). When soils are abused or neglected, subject to
drying, compaction, salinization, or poisoning, the living matrix inside them deteriorates.
Without the organic glues binding them together, soils become further vulnerable to erosion
via wind and water, leaving behind lifeless bare rock incapable of supporting plant life (Hillel,
1991). The “dust-bowl” of the 1930s serves as a recent historical reminder of what the
consequences of soil abuse resemble.

Following the advent of the “Green Revolution” of the 1950s and the widescale
adoption of chemically-based industrial agriculture, there has been a systematic abandonment
of regenerative agricultural practices, and with it a forsaking of soil life and the very idea of soil
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as being alive. On account of this, the critical web of relationships between humans, plants,
and microorganisms has been largely neglected and forgotten. Plants, when given synthetically
derived exogenous fertilizers, fail to develop symbiotic partnerships with soil bacteria. When
given synthetic nutrients, they are no longer reliant on soil microorganisms and will cease giving
off their root exudates to feed them. By engaing exclusively in NPK (Nitrogen, Phosphorus, and
Potassium) farming, plants become defficient in micronutrients that are otherwise provided
through microbial symbiosis, and in turn so do the humans that eat them. Soil is then regarded
as, and becomes, inert lifeless dirt whose only function is to physically prop up a plant (Lewis,
2010). Through unsustainable agricultural practices over time, crop yields decline and in a
positive feedback loop of dependency and despair, farmers become increasingly reliant on
chemical and synthetic fertilizer inputs, making it ever more difficult to grow food without them
(Shiva, 2008). Organic farming practices, once regarded as fringe, are now becoming more
mainstream, and with them an improvement in soil health and biodiveristy, both below and
above ground (Birkhofer, 2008).

With an understanding of the impact that human activity has on soil, and how soil
health in turn affects human well-being, it beomes clear that humans are co-creators of soils,
soils are socially constructed, and that humans are part of soil ecosystems. In recognition of
this, a call has been made for the developement of the discipline of “anthropedology” to study
human-soil relationships (Bacon, 2011) (The pedosphere is the interface between the
lithosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere and atmosphere – the complex living layer consisting of
microorganisms, air, water, weathered rock, and decomposing organic matter that make up the
Earth’s soils) (McClintock, 2015). The importance of understanding human-soil co-genic
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relationships is of the utmost importantance in the Anthropocene. Not only do humans
possess the ability to dramatically transform soils, but conversely the evolution of human
society and culture is influenced by changes in soil (Richter, 2012). Soils must be capable of
sustaining a near doubling of demand for global food production in the upcoming decades and
must also continue to act as resiliency buffers, providing a host of ecosystem services including
flood mitigation, biodiversity support, nutrient and contaminant filtration, disease production
or suppression, and greenhouse gas absorbtion or emission. If soil indeed reflects “the memory
of the landscape” (Targulian, 1978), then the soils of the future will store the record for our
descendents of how wisely or catastrophically humanity navigates the Anthropocene.

Nowhere is it more important or more challenging to promote a human-soil interface
than in urban environments. Removed form traditional connections to land and soil, urban
residents need to be continuously reminded that human and societal well being is massively
dependent on the health of soils and the “critical zone” (the integrated system from the
atmosphere and pant boundary layer down through soil into aquifers and the deepest
penetration of biogeochemical alteration) (Richter, 2015). In order to mend this particular
manifestation of metabolic rift, a study of urban anthropedology must be created. Key to such a
study is a better understanding of urban soils themselves, and their relationships to people.
Urban soils are co-evolutionary products of both human and ecological processes, described as
“a manifestation of social history, an embodiment of social dynamics” (Swidler, 2009) and “the
materially encoded physical, chemical, and biological effects of human activity – and the social
processes and relations of underwriting such activity” (McClintock, 2015). As a result, urban soils
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themselves can be thought of as socio-natural hybrids, formed by both the processes of
deposition and weatherization as well as human activity.
Similarly, to waterways, the soils in the near vicinities of cities have played an important
historical role in sustaining urban functioning. It is no coincidence that many cities are located in
areas with some of the most fertile soils. River valleys, common sites for urban development on
account of all the benefits of waterways, also frequently possess high quality soils. Many of the
organic nutrients that are washed away from high altitudes will accumulate in these regions, and
the periodic flooding of rivers will deposit nutrient-rich sediments upon the alluvial plains.
Societies such as those along the Nile in ancient Egypt were able to sustain themselves for
millennia through farming in river valleys. Similarly, before the widespread use of internal
combustion and the beginning of the sanitary cities movement, it was common practice for
nightsoils to be returned to farms in the urban periphery, sustaining a cycle of nutrients (Atkins,
2012). Despite the fact that cities have been historically built in regions with high soil fertility to
support their populations, the health of soils in today’s cities is rarely considered by residents or
planners. It is particularly ironic then, as urban metabolic processes have become increasingly
linear, that not only has the fertility of peri-urban soils been neglected but that suburban sprawl
beyond city limts has transformed these once fertile fields into monocultures of modular homes
and St. Augustine grass lawns.
As part of this process, soils rich in organic matter have been cleared in order to expose
the firm mineral soils below. From the perspective of a building engineer, soils are suitable only
if they are compactable – capable of being compressed into a hardened base able to support
the weight of structures. Organic matter - the living, soft, glue-like material that gives healthy
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soils their vitality – is considered undesirable as it will decompose over time and result in the
subsidence and shifting of structures. For this reason, fertile topsoils are commonly scraped
from a building site before any construction begins. In many instances, indigenous soils are
replaced with “fill” soils which consist of a mix of materials ranging from rock, mine tailings,
dredging sediments, brick, concrete, and garbage. Such a mixture of materials has led to urban
soils being described as a “continuum of 'human-altered’ soil bodies intermixed with discrete
islands of unaltered ‘natural’ soil bodies” (Effland and Pouyat, 1997). Terms used to describe
urban soils include ‘technosols’ (Sere et al., 2010) and ‘anthrosols’ (Smith, 1980), both denoting
the extent of human impacts and historical legacies upon soil composition.

While the systematic neglect, abuse, degradation, compaction, covering, and all
together erasure of urban soils has contributed to soil metabolic rift, another significant factor
that has and continues to produce ignorance and fear of soil in urban residents (a potent
manifestation of ecophobia) is the issue of soil contamination. A study of urban
anthropedology would be largely centered around the history and remediation of this issue.

Community Based Bioremediation: Grassroots Responses to Urban Soil Contamination
The past 150 years of industrial processes have left a legacy of toxicity in the soils of
today’s urban environments. Exposure to soil based pollutants disproportionately affects lowincome communities who are frequently located within formerly industrialized zones. Both
gardeners, who come into direct contact with soil, as well as those who eat the products grown
in the soil, are at risk to exposure from industrial contaminants. Options for low-income
communities for remediating contaminated soils are limited, with most remediation work being
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carried out by costly engineering firms. Even more problematic is the overall lack of awareness
and available information regarding safety and best practices with soils.
In response to these challenges, a grassroots movement has emerged that seeks to
empower urban residents with the tools and information necessary to address residual industrial
toxicity in their ecosystems. Focusing on methods that are simple and affordable, this movement
wishes to remove the barriers of cost and technical expertise that may be otherwise prohibitive.
As an issue, urban soil contamination has gained a particular amount of attention recently
as interest in urban agriculture and community gardening has increased. Community gardens are
defined as being areas of land utilized for food production by (tyoically) urban-dwellers with
limited access to land. (Okvat, 2011). There are currently an estimated 18,000 community
gardens in the US and Canada alone (ACGA, 2011). Such efforts may have the potential to provide
city residents with a significant amount of their nutritional needs, and improve the overall quality
of urban life for many (Leake, et al., 2009).
Because gardeners are coming into direct contact with potentially contaminated soils,
inhaling their dusts, and growing food in them, they are at a high risk of harmful exposure (Cao,
et al., 2010; Prasad, et al., 2000; Alloway, 2004). Low-income urban populations are at particular
risk, as polluting industries are more likely to be situated within low-income neighborhoods.
Additionally, negligent landowners are less likely to have carried out lead paint remediation in
poorer neighborhoods, which may continue to impact the soils and the health of communities to
this day (Pirkle, 1998).
Uncertainty regarding the health concerns associated with urban gardening is
tremendous. Complicated interactions between contaminants, soils, plants, and people create
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difficulties in making general statements regarding the safety of urban gardening (Vidali, 2001)
Frameworks for doing proper risk analysis that take all these complexities into account have not
been developed to date (Brownfields, 2011)
Despite these uncertainties, there are many benefits to urban agriculture and community
gardening (Wakefield, et al., 2007), and the practice as a whole should be encouraged. Urban
agriculture itself may function to help remediate contaminated sites by building clean soil over
contaminated grounds (Along with the development of urban agriculture, however, there needs
to be a heightened awareness of the potential risks involved, as well as better defined best
practices for urban gardeners to use to protect themselves from soil contaminants, and for
addressing their long-term remediation.
In recognition of this issue, US EPA has drafted a number of documents that suggest best
management practices for urban agriculture (US EPA, 2009). These reports contain suggestions
ranging from personal hygiene (washing hands, vegetables, removing shoes after gardening) to
stabilization of soils using ground and vegetative covers, depositional barriers, and pH
neutralization.
These best management practices suggested by governmental agencies are likely
effective at protecting gardeners from direct exposure to contaminated soils. They are however,
palliative, making no suggestions as to how to permanently address the toxic substances that
persist in soils. Covering contaminated soils with groundcovers, while practical as a short-term
solution, are in effect “sweeping the problem under the rug”: numerous toxins will persist in the
environment and can once again become a risk if they were to be disturbed and unearthed.
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In order to address soil contamination in a meaningfully long lasting way, techniques need
to be employed that are capable of degrading contaminants into their innocuous components,
or permanently sequestering them so that they will pose no risk to future gardeners. In keeping
with an ethic that values soils as both precious and vulnerable, such long-term strategies are
required. Bioremediation may be one possible method of achieving these goals.

Bioremediation
In instances where relatively low levels of contamination are present, it may be possible
to degrade toxins or to render them immobile using a technique called bioremediation.
Bioremediation is the process of using the biological properties of naturally occurring organisms,
primarily microorganisms, fungi, and plants, to degrade, immobilize, or sequester environmental
toxins. One significant advantage of bioremediation is that it is considerably less expensive than
conventional treatments, and can be performed “in-situ” with minimally disruptive techniques
(Cookson, 1995). Perhaps the greatest benefit of bioremediation, however, is that it is a
sustainable method of soil remediation. By cleaning soils in situ, it makes it possible for future
generations to make use of them again (Hodson, 2010).
While bioremediation shows great promise, significant barriers still lie in the way of its wide
scale implementation by non-specialist community members. Highest ranking among these are
the cost of doing soil analysis in laboratories, and an overall low level of scientific literacy among
the public. For these reasons, bioremediation has remained a technique used nearly exclusively
by professional engineers.
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In response, a grassroots movement has emerged that desires to empower urban
residents with the tools and information necessary to address residual industrial toxicity in their
ecosystems. Focusing on methods that are simple and affordable, this movement seeks to
remove the barriers of cost and technical expertise that may be otherwise prohibitive. This
movement envisions community-based bioremediation as a form of citizen science, where the
tools for data collection, soil analysis, and degradation of toxins is put into the hands of
community members most affected by toxicity. In this regard, citizen bioremediation acts as a
form of generative justice, putting the technical and scientific means of addressing soil toxicity
into the hands of historically marginalized populations who have suffered a disproportionate
burden of toxic exposure. Generative justice is furthered through citizen bioremediation by
constructing mutually symbiotic partnerships between humans and non-humans: by providing
microbes, fungi, plants, worms with ideal environmental conditions and a food source, humans
are in return given detoxified and nutritionally enhanced soils. This human/microbe symbiosis
works to promote healthier urban ecosystems overall.
Critics of the idea might question why one would go to the trouble of developing this
bottom-up bioremediation approach when large-scale industrial remediation techniques are
already available? The importance of citizen-based approaches is better understood when seen
through the lens of human and non-human value circulation. Industrial remediation techniques
extract value from communities by the enormous costs, physical disruption, and social
disturbances created by them (Schirmer, 2012). In contrast, citizen bioremediation is
characterized by methods that allow enhance a community’s ability to generate and circulate
value. By becoming familiar with basic bioremediation techniques, urban gardeners can train one
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another in these methods. Furthermore, the microbial cultures used in the process can be
maintained and shared, similarly to how a traditional sourdough starter is passed on between
families. In this sense, the value of these microbial cultures and bioremediation know-how can
be continually circulated within a community. This generative justice approach is markedly
different from the conventional approach of hiring experts to fix problems at great expense and
leaving them with no lasting tools for continued empowerment.
A community-based approach to bioremediation is in many ways contrary to the goals
and assumptions that are fundamental to the highly reductionist discipline of environmental
engineering. In engineering, uncertainty is denied, control is emphasized, and variables are
reduced. A generative justice approach would necessarily be complex in nature, involving high
levels of uncertainty and low levels of control. In this regard, it could be thought of as a postnormal (Funtowicz, 1995) approach to bioremediation, an idea that classically educated
engineers would likely be uncomfortable with. Professional engineering services are prohibitively
expensive to the majority of urban residents, and contamination is widespread. There is
therefore an imperative to develop a protocol for low-cost, non-proprietary methods for
monitoring and remediation. In situations such as contaminated urban environments when risk
and need is high, the question is how to best move ahead despite high levels of uncertainty.
This chapter is only an exploration of the idea of bioremediation as a tool usable to
promote generative justice, not an in-depth technical review of bioremediation practices
themselves. As there are inherent risks involved anytime a person comes into contact with toxic
materials, it must be emphasized that personal safety take priority over any cleanup endeavor a fine line exists between citizen empowerment and endangerment. As insufficient information
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is given in this chapter as to how to carry out bioremediation processes, anyone with serious
interest in undertaking them would need to carry out significant additional research. With this
stated, however, concerns over risk should not be used to shut down discussion and careful
experimentation with bioremediation technologies
Take phytoextraction, for instance. It's a technology that is complicated, highly sight
specific, and has yielded varying results. At no point would I make the claim that it is a fool-proof
method capable of remediating lead-contaminated soil in every instance. With this said,
however, the technology is far from having been discredited. A google scholar search for
"phytoextraction" will reveal numerous recent studies demonstrating the effectiveness of the
method. Clearly it has demonstrated enough potential that research funding is still being put
towards it. So while it’s not a panacea, I believe it's worth mentioning phytoextraction so that it
might be considered as one among other potential tools for bioremdiation.

To exclude

phyotxtraction from the conversation simply due to a lack of clear scientific consensus about its
effectiveness, and that it might result in being people being harmed, is equivalent to saying that
people should not be taught how to fish because they might possibly fall in the water and drown.
The citizen bioremediation movement is focusing on two primary aspects: soil testing and
contaminant degradation/immobilization.

Testing
The cost of soil testing makes it prohibitively expensive to the majority of people.
Standard soil tests offered by cooperative extensions typically test only for soil macronutrients
(NPK), lead (Pb) and occasionally other metals. Testing beyond these basic parameters is
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prohibitively expensive, as each contaminant, both organic and heavy metal, must be tested for
individually. Such comprehensive soil testing can be carried out by engineering firms as phase II
environmental assessments, typically at a fee of several thousand dollars. US EPA recommends
doing extensive background research on any potential site in order to narrow the range of
possible contaminants.
The high cost of soil analysis not only makes it difficult to get a precise reading on the
existing extent of soil contamination on a site, but also as to whether or not a particular
remediation strategy is effective in reducing contaminant levels. Below is a description of several
low-cost techniques that may be useful in providing some raw data in regards to contaminant
levels in soils.
Bioassays are a technique used by organizations in locations where laboratory facilities
are unavailable, or too expensive. Using this technique, it’s possible to gauge soil contamination
levels based on plant germination rates or earthworm mortality. While incapable of giving precise
measurements of soil toxicity, the technique is simple and affordable enough to give rough
approximations to the concentrations of toxins within a particular soil sample that would be toxic
to the organism in question
Public Labs, a non-profit organization dedicated to the promotion of citizen-based
environmental monitoring and analysis, has developed a prototype for a “DIY spectrometer”. The
$40 device enables users to take crude measurements of contaminants in soils and water,
obtaining a spectrographic signature of contaminants that can be compared to those taken by
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others and shared online. By containing an open source design, the spectrometer can be further
modified, elaborated, and put back into circulation by its users. 6
X-ray fluorescence, or XRF, is a technology that allows for nearly instantaneous on site
readings of a wide range of soil contaminants. While the tool itself is quite expensive (in the range
of $10,000), there may be the possibility of it becoming more affordable over time, or of it being
“hacked” in a fashion similar to public lab’s DIY spectrometer. It may also be possible for a
community to collectively purchase an XRF and have it be available for public use.

Bioremediation for Contaminant Degradation/Immobilization
The term “low-intensity” is often used in discussion of the technologies which best fit
community-based organizations (e.g. Gathii 2012). Here we can see how generative models for
remediating contaminated properties and making them usable for urban agriculture help to
illuminate the rationale for these “low intensity” restrictions:

6

https://publiclab.org/tag/spectrometer
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Table 1.1. Comparison of low-intensity Bioremediation Techniques.

Low-intensity restriction
Non-invasive:
a. No wells drilled for
groundwater monitoring,
injection of chemicals or
microbial cultures.
b. No excavation below standard
gardening level (12 inches)
Low cost: The total cost of the
treatment of a 0.25 acre parcel
does not exceed $10,000.

Value properties

Circulation properties

Minimal disturbance and
Cycling nutrients and diversity
compaction to existing soil by self-generation of natural
allows indigenous microbial microbial ecosystem
population to flourish (i.e.
avoiding alienation of
ecological value)

High costs lock in
Fostering reliance on
extractive systems of
community value circulation
financing, mass production,
etc.

Low energy inputs: Minimal fossil Minimizes carbon footprint Use of renewables builds
fuel; relies on renewable, nonand pollution (i.e. alienation capacity for more renewables
polluting energy sources (human, of ecological value)
(positive feedback cycle).
solar, biofuel, wind power, etc.).
Replace requirements for elite
education with community-based
training.

Knowledge of
bioremediation is
“translated” into language
and media accessible to
lay citizens (unalienated
expressive value).

Skills and knowledge can be
“open sourced” to allow
circulation through a commons

Excludes the use of genetically
modified organisms and
nanotechnology.

By using only biological
cultures that can be
collected and sampled
from “wild” and nonproprietary sources, the
value of these organisms
remained unalienated.

In contrast to the extraction of
ecological value through
controlled laboratory
processes, wild and community
propagated microflora can be
circulated for self-generation.

In addition to the above parameters, a method would be excluded from the definition of
“low intensity” if it relies upon the use of chemical oxidants. Low intensity methods rely upon
the metabolic processes of naturally occurring biological organisms in order to remediate
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contaminated soils. Acceptable uses of machinery include using air pumps for culturing
microbes in compost tea, and the use of machines for turning or aerating compost piles. Due to
its limited accessibility, low intensity bioremediation methods have limited applicability in
treating contaminated groundwater.
Adherence to the above criteria will ensure practices that are all economically,
environmentally, and socially sustainable. Bioremediation methods that meet the listed criteria
above are more likely to be successfully used by community-based organizations. Methods that
are simple and affordable will have more broad scale applicability and replicability.
In many cases, the naturally occurring organisms used can be collected from wild sources
or can be purchased at relatively low costs from nurseries, mushroom spawn, or worm suppliers
without any special licensing requirements. Non-invasive, in situ methods are desirable in that
they are less likely to expose people to potential contaminants in the subsoil as only the top 12
inches of soil are those which the majority of people will come into contact with, either through
passive recreation or through gardening activities. In keeping with the sustainability goals of lowintensity bioremediation, it is important that the use of renewable energy sources be
encouraged.
In community-based bioremediation, sterile lab techniques are purposely eschewed in
favor of "wild cultivation" methods because non-sterile methods are more broadly applicable.
The vast majority of the world's population will never have access to sterile conditions, therefor
for any method to have wide ranging impact it needs to be implemented without being reliant
on sophisticated infrastructure. For instance, in a handful of worm compost there are likely
billions of microorganisms representing an incredible diversity of species (many of which cannot
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even be lab-cultured or identified) (Rondon, 1999; Daniel, 2004). The assumption is that out of
that incredible diversity, the necessary organisms to degrade certain toxins are likely present.
What may also be at play is an emergent and synergistic co-metabolic effect of this diversity that
cannot otherwise be replicated (Chemlal, 2012). The end result may not be as efficient as if a
handful of proprietary microorganisms were employed, but ultimately it is much more effective
if it made into a tool for use by the average person.

A complexity-based approach to

bioremediation may be less attractive to engineering firms as it has reduced profit potential, but
would be of greater interest to citizen’s groups and activists on account of its decentralized
nature and transferability.

Below is a short description of several community-based bioremediation technologies:

Microbial Remediation
Use of compost, composting, and “compost teas” for the accelerated degradation of
organic pollutants and the immobilization of heavy metals. All of the above techniques employ
microorganisms, chiefly bacteria, to degrade organic pollutants such as hydrocarbons. As an
estimated 20% of soil microorganisms possess the ability to degrade hydrocarbons, microbial
remediation primarily involves introducing soil bacteria if they are not already present, and
providing them with moisture, oxygen, and a carbon source (Cookson, 1995). Such techniques
may be usable by an urban gardener to facilitate the cleanup of oil spills in soil resulting from
automobile oil spills.
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Phytoremediation
A term used to define a wide range of techniques involving the use of plants for
environmental remediation. These can range from phytoextraction (uptaking metals from soil
using “hyperaccumulating” plants) to phytodegradation (the use of plants to create a microbially
enhanced environment in soil). While success is dependent upon a number of complex factors,
phytoextraction is one technique that has the capability to extract heavy metals from soils, which
would otherwise persist indefinitely.

Mycoremediation
Mycoremediation involves the use of fungi to facilitate the degradation of organic
pollutants in soil. Fungi produce powerful enzymes that have been demonstrated to be capable
of degrading some of the most persistent organic pollutants, including hydrocarbons, PCB’s, and
dioxins. Mycoremediation can take the form of actively growing litter decomposing fungi through
soil, or by spreading spent mushroom substrate over a contaminated area.

Examples of Applications
Below are a few case studies of grassroots organizations have initiated
community based bioremediation programs.
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The Worcester Roots Project
The Worcester Roots Project is a youth-led organization based in Worcester,
Massachusetts, and was founded in 2001 (Worcester Roots Project, 2011.) Through their Toxic
Soil Busters program, Worcester Roots engages in community lead safety education and
remediation programs. In conjunction with the City of Worcester’s lead abatement program, the
group receives contracts from the city to conduct soil sampling and remediation at residential
properties. Regular tasks carried out by the group include carrying out extensive soil testing, with
lead being the primary contaminant of concern. Upon receiving tests results, the group develops
a plan of action based upon the revealed lead levels. For soils containing relatively low levels of
lead contamination, typical remediation strategies include the addition of compost to soils, in
order to dilute contaminant levels, and to reduce lead bioavailability through binding with
organic matter.
For sites with elevated lead levels where residents are wishing to garden, the group will
assist in the construction of raised garden beds, lined with landscaping fabric. The fabric prevents
plant roots from being able to access contaminated soil beneath, but still allows water to move
through the garden bed. Ground covers, consisting of materials such as woodchips or gravel, are
put down in between garden beds so as to prevent people from coming into contact with
contaminated soils. In some instances where high levels of lead were found in the soil, Worcester
Roots has employed phytoextraction technology in order to reduce levels to safe ranges. Plants
that the group have used for phytoextraction include geraniums, indian mustards, and corn. The
group made the deliberate choice not to use chemical agents in order to facilitate
phytoextraction, fearing that their use would mobilize toxic metals and result in them leaching
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into groundwater. Phytoextraction, the group admits, is a long-term remediation strategy, and is
not used in all instances because most residents want to begin gardening immediately. In its past,
Worcester Roots has recommended that some soils with extremely high lead levels simply be
excavated and disposed of, believing that remediation efforts would be unwarranted.
The Worcester Roots Project is an excellent example of a community based organization
making use of low-intensity bioremediation techniques for the purpose of cleaning up
contaminated soils in their city. Their organizational structure empowers its youth members with
leadership and business skills, and additionally provides them employment and training
(Worcester Roots Project, 2011).

The Amazon Mycorenewal Project
The Amazon Mycorenewal Project (AMP) is an organization that works in the Sucumbios
province of the Ecuadorian Amazon Region.7 This area has had an estimated 18.5 billion gallons
of petroleum spilled across it since the 1960s, largely due to the activities of the oil company
Texaco. The local population of the affected region has suffered greatly as a consequence of the
spill, with oil having contaminated both soil and water extensively. AMP is interested in using
mycoremdiation to address the issues of contamination faced in the region. Their stated goals
are (Amazon, 2011):

7

https://www.amazonmycorenewal.org/amazon-mycorenewal-project.html
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To research and evaluate the use of mushroom mycelium for bioremediation in an oil
contaminated area of the Ecuadorian Amazon.



To document and describe fungal, microbial, and botanical taxa withina petroleum
pollution gradient.



To identify the most appropriate substrate for growing saprotrophic fungi in the region
(e.g., agricultural byproducts, debris fields, renewable resources).



To evaluate plant performance as a metric for determining bioamendment-mediated
decreases in soil toxicity.



To provide local leaders with the materials, mentors, and skill sets to implement ‘lowtech’ mycoremediation technologies in their communities.



To promote the integration of mycoremediation techniques into the skill set of methods
used to clean up oil spills in the Ecuadorian Amazon.

Working in rural settings without access to laboratory equipment has encourage the group to
develop innovative low-tech methods of performing soil analysis. One method was performing
plant bioassays. Initially, a mixture of contaminated and non-contaminated soil was produced
that would reduce plant germination rates by 50%. This method was then used to determine
whether the remediation techniques employed were sufficiently degrading hydrocarbons so as
to increase germination rates.
AMP is working to establish a library of petroleum-tolerant fungal species that can be
grown in the region. Working in the Amazon has posed its own unique challenges. The group’s
installations have, on several occasions, been tampered with by both termites and oil company
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employees. As much of the contaminated land is owned by oil companies, it has been difficult to
gain legal access on to the most contaminated areas where testing needs to be carried out.
Education is an important component of their work as well, as one of their goals is to train local
community members in carrying out the work of regeneration. A future goal is to create a graphic
novel that would explain the concepts of mycoremediation with simple didactic images (Amazon
Mycorenewal Project, 2011).

Integrated Sustainable Bioremediation in the Integrated Niger Delta
CE-RASE (the Center for Environmental Resources and Sustainable Ecosystems) is a nongovernmental organization active in the Niger Delta of the West African coast. They seek means
of providing environmental services to the communities living there that translate to grassroots
actions. CE-RASE is a proponent of the concept of “sustainable bioremediation”, described as
“the promotion of integrated environmental conservation and rural development led by
community participation. The aim of CE-RASE is to empower the people “through participatory
development for environmental protection using biological methods.” By doing so, CE-RASE
hopes involve rural populations in efforts to protect their lands while also providing them with
economic opportunities, thereby reducing instances of civil unrest on account of frustration
related to environmental degradation.
Being a major center of oil production and refinement, the lands and communities in the
Niger Delta are severely impacted by events such as oil spills and leakages. The impacts of the oil
industry on the health of local ecosystem are severe, and frequently result in the evacuation and
displacement of peoples. CE-RASE has developed techniques using kenaf, a locally grown plant,
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as an oil absorbent. Dehydrated and pressed into flat sheets, the kenaf mats are then pressed
onto oil spills. Oil soaked mats are then transported elsewhere for microbial degradation. By
training local residents in the techniques for running kenaf nurseries, CE-RASE has devised a
means for people to earn income while simultaneously empowering them with the knowledge
and techniques for cleaning up contamination affecting their communities and lands. Such
methods that employ the value of both human, plant, and microbial agency are prime examples
of generative justice (Zeleza, 2003).
Bioremediation Conclusion
The generative justice approach to citizen bioremediation greatly increases the capacity
of a local community to address the persistent pollutants found in its soils in a manner that
lessens their dependence on high-cost industrial approaches. Over time, and through greater
sharing of techniques and information, citizen bioremediation could play a significant role in
promoting the agendas of both the environmental justice and urban agriculture communities.
Through forming mutually beneficial partnerships between humans, plants, fungi, and microbes
in the process of bioremediation, the critical interdependencies necessary for socio-ecological
health can be re-established. It is my intention that this article could helpful in provoking a
broader conversation about the challenges, strategies, and opportunities for achieving this.

Cross-Scale Analysis: Soil

Soil Attitudes Overview
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Soils provide numerous ecosystem services on both a global and local city level. These
include food production, water storage and filtration, carbon sequestration, biodiversity
support, and multiple others.

Among all environmental media, soils are likely the least discussed on a level of urban
governance (compared with water, air, and waste). This, I believe, is a consequence of urban
ecological alienation – citizens have little concern or understanding for the critical role that soils
play in food production, climate mitigation, pollution control, or otherwise. Soil is regarded as
no different from dirt – unclean, a nuisance, and associated with poverty and backwardness.
Even worse, urban soils are often regarded as being contaminated, which they can indeed be.
People’s attitudes towards soils, I believe, are largely informed by their feelings toward
and connection with agriculture. Consequently, the rise of the popularity of urban agriculture
may have shifted people’s attitudes towards soil to be slightly more favorable. Those,
particularly recent immigrants, from agricultural backgrounds are more likely to recognize the
value of healthy soils. People alienated from land and agriculture seem more likely to have
little regard for soil health, or are afraid of making contact with it. It seems that certain cultural
groups have an aversion to any appearance of dirtiness on clothing, resulting in a reluctance to
come into physical contact with soils. Furthermore, populations of people who have
sharecropping or slavery within their generational memory may have overwhelmingly negative
feelings towards agriculture in general.
On another level, there is growing interest in soil preservation as the potential of
healthy soils to sequester and store atmospheric carbon is being promoted. It is to be
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determined if this will manifest in a way that benefits small scale farmers throughout the world,
or if it will result in land-grabbing and carbon offsets of high-carbon northern lifestyles.

Soils and Governance
On a global scale, the notion of soil governance is gaining wider acceptance. The
“Global Soil Partnership” exists as a project of the Food and Agriculture Organization, and the
European Union has made attempts at soils governance as well. Their “Soil in the City: Urban
Soil Management Strategy” is an attempt to catalogue and address the threats to urban soils
resulting from sealing, industry, and contamination (Blumlein, et.al, 2012). Increasingly, the
relationship between soil preservation and global food production is being appreciated.
This represents a shift in attitudes previously formed through the green revolution where soil is
regarded simply as a medium in which to plant seeds and pour fertilizers upon. On account of
this, the mutually reciprocal relationship between healthy soils and healthy foods has been
forgotten by many.

Soils in Albany
Very little exists in the way of urban soil health governance in Albany, with the
exception of minimal residential or industrial standards for contamination that are often a
requirement of lending banks. None of these regard actual soil “health” as anything more than
the absence of egregious toxicity.
Public health programs now exist to educate the populace about soil safety.
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Increasingly, there is a sense that city officials should take responsibility for doing lead testing in
public spaces, and ensuring the soils there are not contaminated. What’s regarded as less
plausible is the proposal to do lead remediation on every building and backyard in a city. The
concern is always who will pay for it. Currently, the responsibility is on landowners, but
negligent landlords are still unlikely to take remedial action. Events such as “soilshop”,
collaborations between NPOs, the DOH, and ATSDR, show some positive signs of improvement
in this area, however currently most of the advocacy for urban soil health is coming from
decentralized grassroots networks of farmers, composters, and sustainability activists.
In passing its new city-wide zoning regulations, Albany has included standards for soil
contamination that must be exceeded in order to permit in-ground gardening. It’s interesting
that urban areas are subject to these regulations while no such requirements are rarely
enforced in rural areas, where soils are (often erroneously) assumed to be “safe”.

Education and Public Interventions with Soil
I place a strong emphasis on soils education with young children, encouraging them to
touch soils (that I know to be non-toxic) as well as soil organisms (worms). It’s particularly
critical to teach the concept that soil is a complex, living system, and that food production
depends entirely on healthy soils.
As the health of urban soils is often impaired, also then is their ability to provide
ecosystem services. Urban soils are commonly compressed, degraded, saline, contaminated,
and low in organic matter. Through simple intervention, it is possible to regenerate soil health
by depaving, decompacting, and the addition of organic matter (compost).
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Compost addition is one of the most promising strategies for urban soil remediation as
the raw ingredients (food wastes and wood chips) may be intercepted from the urban waste
stream. Doing so prevents them from entering landfills where they take up space and break
down anaerobically, producing methane as a by-product. Compost can also bind with lipophilic
lead (a ubiquitous urban contaminant) and have its biological availability reduced, therefor
posing less of a threat to children and gardeners.
Restoration of urban soil health is necessary if cites are going to be capable of providing
their residents with a greater percentage of their caloric needs. In a low-carbon future when it
becomes prohibitively expensive or unethical to be transporting foods over great distances,
there will be an increased imperative for localized food production.
Due to the enormous importance of soils, I am often reluctant to endorse hydroponic
(or even aquaponics) growing techniques for the reason that they can give the false impression
that it is for some reason better or more efficient to grow food with “soil-less” methods. I
believe these systems work to alienate people from soils by trying to appear “cleaner” and
more technologically advanced. While they may function as interesting educational models,
when calculating total embodied materials costs, I do not believe any food production
technique will ever be as simple, affordable, efficient, and culturally familiar as traditional soilbased farming.

Interventions in Contaminated Soil
A particular focus of mine is the development of “community-based bioremediation”, or
methods of using the biological processes of naturally occurring organisms to facilitate the
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degradation of pollutants in soil. Such techniques are designed to be simple and affordable,
and make use of organisms such as bacteria, plants, and fungi that gardeners may already be
familiar with. Conventional engineering is presently focused on using proprietary methods for
toxins remediation. While such techniques may be effective, they are inaccessible to lowincome communities who suffer the brunt of exposure to toxicity on account of the unequal
distribution of environmental risks. My goal is to provide affected communities with the ability
to act proactively to degrade pollutants in their environments.
Testing for contaminants in soil is another obstacle to the broad scale implementation
of community-based bioremediation technology. Aside from lead, it is prohibitively expensive
to test for soil contaminants. Low cost, and accurate soil testing methods are presently
unavailable.
The development of the portable XRF (x-ray fluorescence) machine was a significant
innovation in soil health monitoring. It allows multiple and reasonably precise samples to be
taken with instantaneous readings. This data makes it feasible to do broad scale collection of
soil data, and comparative maps illustrating socio-economic disparities in soil toxicity. A single
unit is fairly expensive, however is could be collectively purchased and used on a community
level. A more affordable instrument would make this technology more accessible.

The “Value” of Soils
From the perspective of “city as a growth machine”, soils have no value other than to be
compressed and support the weight of buildings on top of them, or to be sealed with asphalt so
as to provide parking spaces for cars. Contaminated soils must be excavated and landfilled via
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“dig and dump” practices, which creates additional construction costs. In the post-decline city,
however, as urban land values decrease, the value of healthy soils may be considered more for
their potential to produce high-value vegetable produce. Furthermore, I would advocate for
additional financial incentives for enhancing ecosystem services provided by vacant lots (i.e.
water absorbtion, carbon sequestration, biodiversity enhancement, pollution degradation,
etc.).
Debate is ongoing as to what the true economic value of urban agriculture is. In cities
with high land values, it can be difficult to justify (economically speaking) activities such as
urban agriculture where the maximum return may be insufficient to pay off land purchase
prices or annual taxes. This figure may be different in shrinking cities where urban land prices
may be lower (although the “local urban premium” extra value that could be placed on such
produce would be lowered as well).
The logic of capitalism insists on using the reductive metric of monetary value to
measure the relative worth of anything. This is extremely limiting, and cannot adequately value
the qualitative benefits of urban agriculture in regards to education, health, and spiritual wellbeing.
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Chapter 7: Urban Air and Ecojustice
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Air is the medium in which we primarily exist, with breathing being the most essential
act of life. While food and water can be forgone for days, we would not survive more than a
matter of minutes deprived of air. Also for this reason, air is inescapable. It’s all around us,
permeating our tissues and blood. Contaminated soil and water can be encapsulated, and
contact with them avoided. Abstaining from activities such as gardening, swimming, and fishing
will keep you safe from them. For the majority of people, though, there’s no getting away from
air.
Compared to soil and water, urban air and climate is more difficult to address through
an ecojustice framework, at least in the sense of there being actionable solutions for the
average citizen to take part in. In the instance of water, the sources of its pollution are
focalized and concrete, such as sewage overflows. In fact, air pollution dispersal patterns are
almost the inverse of sewage pollution. Urban stormwater runoff is the result of multiple nonpoint sources, however they all ultimately converge into the concrete culverts that discharge
into waterways. Somehow, this makes the problem more identifiable, tangible, and
challengeable. Air also comes from multiple sources, but instead of being funneled to a single
point it is instead dispersed broadly, like a spreading river delta or a branching tree. This,
combined with the intangibility and frequent invisibility of air makes it harder to pinpoint,
identify, and imagine containing. While air quality certainly has improved in the United States
on account of the Clean Air Act and other policy measures (Chay, 2003), air pollution continues
still, remaining diffuse, elusive, and systematic. To take on the combined sources of air
pollution is to challenge core economic and cultural beliefs and processes in our world, not one
single system or practice. Fossil fuel extraction, manufacturing, auto dependence,
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urbanization, the growth economy itself – these are all comparatively far more difficult to
address then one malfunctioning sewer system.
The question of air/climate remediation is also difficult. Again, when it comes to soil
and water, there are options for citizen based bioremediation and mutualistic humanecosystem reciprocity. Soil contaminants can be degraded and leave you with quality garden
soils in exchange. Rainwater can be captured, detained, and purified, giving you water for
drinking, irrigation, or aquaculture. In these examples, simple and affordable techniques can be
employed that result in the empowerment of individuals and communities. Results can be
achieved that, although not far-reaching in their total impact, still give people hope – make
them feel like they can do something. Fewer options exist for air.
Affordable air remediation is certainly possible – B.C. Wolverton’s book “How to Grow
Fresh Air” discusses the use of common houseplants to purify indoor environments – a method
researched by NASA for use in the sealed environment of a space craft (Wolverton, 1997).
Through transpiration, plants draw air through their roots where contaminants are trapped and
deactivated by associated microbes. Such technologies could certainly be put to use in the
home, where seasonally we may spend the majority of our hours. What happens, however,
when we leave the space ship? The houseplants cleaning our indoor atmospheres can do little
for us outdoors.
As a means of extreme and highly individualized protection, some have taken to wearing
gas masks or respirators outdoors when exercising or even biking to work along roadsides.
These, it is argued, are tools of survival. “Means of air conditioning (e.g. gas masks) have
instead turned into the primary instances of resilience…Any form of effective resistance against
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atmo-terrorism should, therefore, start by securing the air from which life springs”
(Nieuwenhuis, 2013).
While a gas mask is certainly a life-saving device in situations such as a tear-gassed
protest or a chemical accident, and in so is a symbol of resistance, it is also a symbol of war,
industrialized terror, and total ecosystem collapse. Along with such novelties as “oxygen bars”,
gas masks are furthermore symbolic of the privatization and commodification of the Earth’s
atmosphere, the deprivation of air as a resource of the commons. When our survival outside of
sealed and climate controlled environments is contingent on wearing a gas mask, it is truly an
indicator of dire conditions.
It is for this reason that I reject the gas mask, or any individualized breathing apparatus,
as a central component of urban atmospheric ecojustice. Solutions to air pollution must be
systemic and political. Pollutants need to be stopped at their sources, and governmental
agencies held accountable for that assurance. Such a top-down, yet community driven
approach must be the central strategy for achieving resilient airsheds. In the interim though,
can anything be done on a local level to mitigate the harm done to vulnerable populations by
air pollution? I suggest employing a two-part strategy that involves both citizen-centered air
monitoring and the creation of vegetated depositional barriers around sensitive areas.
Historically and today, air monitoring stations have few and far between, with perhaps
one or two operating within smaller metropolitan regions. This has been justified by
governmental agencies according to their belief that air quality patterns are relatively uniform
across regions, and that data collected in a suburban region would accurately reflect conditions
in an urban center. Recent studies have shown, however, that air pollution patterns can be
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highly localized, with particulate emissions and even ozone varying considerable between
neighborhoods accordingly to their proximity to pollution sources (Air Alliance Houston, 2015).
Findings from these studies would suggest a need for a greater number of air quality
monitoring stations more widely dispersed through a city to record the variations in local
conditions.
In the past, cost has been a significant barrier to building more monitoring stations.
While numerous affordable home-scale and personal air quality monitoring devices have been
commercially available for some time, regulatory agencies typically discount their data on
account of their questionable accuracy. Recently however, higher quality air quality monitoring
technology has become considerably more affordable. An air monitoring station that produces
data of accuracy reasonably comparable to that of sensors used by government agencies can
now be purchased and assembled at a price of thousands, versus tens of thousands, of dollars.
Government sponsored projects, such as the EPA’s “village green” system, can serve as a model
for such a system (Hagler, 2013). While the total price for a ‘village green’ style monitoring
system may make it inaccessible to many low-income communities, it may be an affordable
option for non-profit and neighborhood association partnerships with universities or city
governments.
A second option would be to make existing air quality data more accessible and visible
to a greater number of people. While Air Quality Index (AQI) information is readily available
online, the “digital divide” – the fact of low-income people commonly lacking internet access –
makes this information inaccessible to some of the most vulnerable populations. EPA
sponsored programs such as the air quality flag program, where citizen groups would fly
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colored banners that correspond with the color system used in the AQI, would help to inform a
greater number of citizens about current air quality conditions (DEnv et al., 2007).
Vulnerable areas such as apartment units, gardens, playgrounds, and parks that are in
close proximity to air pollution sources could be protected by constructing vegetated
depositional barriers. These essentially are hedgerows of trees or vine-covered fencing that
serve to block and trap air-borne particulates. The ability of plants and trees to improve air
quality and trap pollutants is well documented (Hagler et al., 2012, Steffens et al., 2012).
Construction of depositional barriers is relatively simple and affordable, making them
technology usable by urban citizens to provide themselves some line of defense against
airborne pollutants.

Resilient Airsheds and Urban Climate
Sociologist Ulrich Beck stated that “Poverty is hierarchic, smog is democratic” (Beck,
1995). Beck was referring in this instance to the fact that certain industrial risks, such as air
pollution, affect populations equally regardless of their income level. In some regards his
statement has truth, but in many others it is inaccurate. It is correct that air and air pollutants
by their nature are much more fluid and transient that other media such as soil and water, and
in this sense they defy the boundaries that demarcate and envelope environments such as
contaminated brownfields and polluted rivers. Efforts at redlining neighborhoods to contain
negative social and ecological externalities are limited in their ability to stop the drift of certain
airborne pollutants such as ozone from impacting the airsheds of wealthy suburbs downwind of
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metropolitan regions, or from swallowing entire cities in blankets of smog, affecting rich and
poor alike. Increasingly, however, we are becoming aware of the extent to which low income
communities are made to bear the brunt of exposure to airborne toxicity by living in close
proximity to pollution sources (Morello-Frosch et al., 2001). While some forms of air pollution
will travel great distances, others such as heavy particulates fall out of the air much more
quickly and impact those living nearest to highways and factories. Even in heavily industrialized
and trafficked cities with generally abysmal air quality, such as Hong Kong and Istanbul, a
growing real estate market for high rise apartments is being fueled by the awareness that
airborne pollutants concentrate most closely to the ground, most severely impacting “bottom
dwellers”. The literally vertical economic stratification that exists in such cities provides the
wealthiest an escape from the worst of air pollution, and the ability to live out their lives
otherwise in a completely climate controlled and air filtered environment (Graham, 2015).
Urban climate is another area related to air pollution. Urban areas experience
challenging climatic conditions on account of the urban heat island effect, a phenomenon
where temperatures in cities may be several degrees warmer in rural areas in the night time.
This is due to a combination of the significant amount of thermal mass inside a city (buildings
and roads) acting in combination with the atmospheric inversion domes that form over cities.
Between the two of them, they prevent built up heat from being able to disperse. While this
effect can help moderate urban temperatures in the winter, it can also cause cities to become
dangerously hot in the summer months. While the urba heat island effect is typically discussed
in a negative context, it may provide advantages to some. For gardeners, the UHI can extend
the growing season considerably. According to one study, this can add up to around a week in
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both the fall and the spring - about fifteen days total. (Tang et al., 2008) The range of affected
areas is considerable, with areas up to six miles outside of cities experiencing some related
warming.
An interesting counter-example to urban heat island cities is Phoenix, Arizona, which is
actually cooler in the day than the surrounding non-urban areas. The huge number of pools
and irrigated lawns actually produce an evapo-transpirative effect not experienced in the
surrounding desert lands.
Events such as heat waves are greatly compounded by the urban heat island effect, with
temperatures reaching dangerously high levels, particularly in top floor housing as it is being
baked under black tar roof tops. Especially vulnerable are the poor and elderly. Many in lowincome neighborhoods are unable to afford air conditioning and, fearing crime, are unwilling to
open their windows in the midst of a heat wave. The lack of ventilation and cooling can cause
an apartment to roast. Such events were responsible for the deaths of thousands in the
heatwaves impacting southern Europe in 2003 and Chicago in 1995. These events again serve
to demonstrate how wealth, and the ability to live in an air conditioned space, can make the
difference between survival and death in the urban ecosystem. As an added irony, the waste
heat vented by air conditioners to building’s exteriors only increase a city’s ambient
temperatures, adding to the suffering of those without them (Vandentorren et al., 2006).
Circumstances will only become direr in the future as planetary temperatures continue to
climb. A recent study has predicted that summertime temperatures may cause cities in the
Middle East to become uninhabitable by the end of the century (Pal, 2015).
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On account of their elevated temperatures, urban environments are studied as climatological
laboratories, modeling the effects of increased temperatures on humans and non-humans that
are expected in the rest of the world as a consequence of climate change (Rizwan et al., 2008).
Combined with the urban heat island, climate change will have a serious and disproportionate
impact on the health of urban ecosystems.

Cross-Scale Analysis: Air
Environmental issues around urban air quality have been ongoing for many decades,
with emissions from industrial plants and coal burning contaminating air since the 19 th century.
This has persisted to the present day. Conflicting concerns today of urban air vs urban climate
has created tension. While both pertain to atmospheric conditions, their causes and remedies
require separate approaches. Such tension is illustrated in Europe’s advocacy of diesel vehicles
as a climate change strategy. The effect on local air quality of these vehicles, however, has
been catastrophic and European cities are now permitted to ban diesel vehicles outright.
Atmospheric remedies need to take both air and climate into consideration when proposing
solutions.
Increasingly, there is a sense that urban air quality corresponds to class. In cities such as
Hong Kong, those that can afford to will live in higher altitudes (either on mountains or sky
scrapers) where air quality is better. The poor are often forced to live at lower elevations or
near roadways where air pollution is the worst. Likewise, low-income residents may also need
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to live in attic apartments in cities where temperatures are higher, causing them to be more
vulnerable to death via heat exhaustion during summer heat waves.

Air Issues in Albany
Located in the Hudson Valley, smog-laden air tends to be trapped in its low elevation,
noticeably visible from higher altitudes. Combined with vehicular emissions and the urban heat
island effect, air quality conditions in Albany, while technically “green” in the summer months,
often “feel” unhealthy to me, particularly when viewed from higher altitudes.
On a city government level, very little if any oversight of air quality issues exists in
Albany. Governance of this matter lies almost entirely with the Albany County Health
Department (asthma) and the DECs division of air. Additionally, a strong player in governance
are citizen activist organizations and NPOs.
Environmental justice struggles related to air have been ongoing in Albany for several
decades. The ANSWERS incinerator plant produced toxic emissions that spread over lowincome residential communities in Albany through the 80’s and 90’s. More recently, there have
been concerns related to industrial and vehicular emissions in the South End of Albany.
Tensions about industrial emissions from the port capture the essence of the tension between
the interests of economic growth and public health.
In Albany there is a perception among low-income communities of color that they are
suffering disproportionately from the impacts of air pollution, with public and affordable
housing being located proximate to polluting industries and highways. At numerous public
meetings, outrage is expressed towards government officials for “not doing enough” and a
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tendency to blame every health issue on governmental shortcomings. Government employees
in turn are shocked by the public’s anger, yet seem unequipped to explain to them the
limitations of their own offices. It has been suggested that a class of “environmental health
literacy liaison” be created who is skilled as acting as an intermediary at such public events.
The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) is attempting
to engage Albany citizens in air quality citizen science through its programs with backpack
monitors and real-time air monitoring stations. They have constructed a permanent
sophisticated air monitoring station at Ezra Prentice Homes near the Port of Albany that
collects and displays real-time air quality data to the residents living there. It is to be
determined how residents feel about the station, whether the data is presents is of use or
interest to them, or whether they feel like it exists just to placate the populace.
Interesting work has been undertaken where resident outreach workers (ROWs) living
at Ezra Prentice Homes have been employed to undertake surveys of the number of diesel
trucks and buses that pass by their homes each day. This represents a form of citizen science
where residents are empowered to collect data and to feel confident in the validity of the
results.

The Ecology of Air
Air is almost the opposite of soils in the sense of being a contaminant “sink” or “source”.
Many pollutants that are initially suspended in air ultimately fall out and reside in the soil. Air is
also vastly more fluid – while soils generally stay put in the same location unless they are
transported by some mechanical agent, air masses move in and out of areas on a frequent and
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regular basis. This means that air must continually be polluted in order for it to remain unclean.
Soil, on the other hand, once polluted will remain so for potentially centuries (as is the case
with heavy metals). For this reason, “aerial bioremediation” is less of a developed or necessary
concepts.
Air also contains fewer living things than soil or water. While birds do fly through air,
they are still primarily terrestrial organisms. However, aerobiology is a discipline that examines
the living component of air, or the aerial ecosystem. It has been discovered that clouds do
contain a great deal of life, including bacteria, algae, and fungal spores. Looking at the sky as an
ecosystem may create a more exciting lens through which to study airsheds.

Education, Cultures, and Attitudes About Air
Air is perhaps the most difficult of all ecological media to educate about or to build
strong cultural relationships to. This is partly on account of its relative invisibility and
intangibility, as compared to soil or water. It is commonly taken for granted and ironically
mostly noticed when it is contaminated to such extent that it does become visible with
pollution.
On an educational level, I have attempted to teach a better awareness and
understanding related to the “color flag” coding of the air quality index (AQI) monitoring
system. The color system is simple enough that it can be taught to and understood by children
as young as second grade, translating easily into a game format. One other way to “teach”
about air is to construct vegetated aerial deposition barriers along roadways, or to place
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houseplants inside of homes to improve indoor air quality. These are among a few of the
citizen-scale interventions possible with air, with most requiring political action otherwise.
More recently the DEC has begun collecting data on ultra-fine particles, a pollutant that
is presently un-regulated on account of the lack of understanding of its health effects. They
have employed volunteer youth to go out into neighborhoods collecting data with mobile air
monitoring back-packs. It would be interesting to ask members of the public how they feel
about testing and monitoring a presently unregulated type of pollutant when there is
apparently so little control of pollutants that are presently regulated.
I support the idea of building community air monitoring programs, such as almost a
traffic light that would change color accordingly with changing air quality conditions that
correspond the colors used in the AQI system. Such a system would have the advantage of
changing in real time and save the trouble of having to fly different colored flags as conditions
change on an hourly basis.

Air Quality and Health
Poor air quality has a negative impact on the health of residents. A number of
emergency room visits occur annually on account of respiratory ailments related to air issues,
which cause significant expenses. Poor air quality affects tourism, as well. Beijing was
infamously known to have shut down industry and banned auto traffic in the period leading up
to their hosted summer Olympics. One of the biggest obstacles to improving air quality is the
perceived damage it would cause to industries and the automotive industry. Pollution control
devices are thought of as being expensive as the cost of their implementation can measured,
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versus the health of citizens which is more difficult to directly attribute to health care issues. It
captures the essence of a particularly urban struggle: balancing the needs of industry with the
health of the public. It seems that in some cities, such as Houston, that public health is
expendable and “part of the price of doing business”.
Air quality is closely linked to means of heating buildings. There is controversy regarding
the most sustainable and efficient means to heat indoor spaces, with debates between
sustainable wood burning and gas heating. While wood burning may produce a greater
number of particulate emissions, the overall fuel cycle is more sustainable than fracked gas.
This debate represents a tension between point source emissions and sustainability,
particularly in neighborhoods with communities suffering from respiratory illnesses.
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Chapter 8: Cities and the Ecology of Waste
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The question of creating cyclical production/waste cycles is critical to a theory of urban
metabolic justice. “Waste” itself is does not represent a “biophysical sphere” in the same sense
that soil, water, and air do with defined edges pertaining largely to their physical material state.
Rather, waste can be thought more of being a component of metabolic processes, either linear
or cyclical. In a linear metabolism, waste is equal to output, discharge, emissions – unwanted
and toxic materials (trash, wastewater, particulates, CO2, heat) externalized to the atmosphere,
sewers, incinerators, and landfills. While some resource recovery is possible from linear
metabolic waste, it is done only with considerable enegetic expense, and usually results in a
recovered material with high toxic concentrations (biosolids from sewage treatment, landfill
gas) – albeit serving as a profitable revenue source for an elite few. Furthermore, in keeping
with an environmental justice analysis, it is commonly lower-income and marginalized
populations who bear the greatest risk of exposure to these toxic and noxious outputs on
account of their proximity. Increasingly, the flowpaths for metabolic waste outputs are growing
longer, with toxic burdens being externalized to communities living far from their points of
production. This has long been the case for airborne pollutants, which can be transported long
distances through atmospheric “grasshopper” effects, but more so now for solid waste which is
being shipped greater distances as more and more peri-urban landfills reach capacity.
In an urban ecosystem justice model for metabolic justice, it will be necessary to
completely re-think the idea of waste. Guidance for how to do so can be gained through
observance of cyclical non-human and regenerative pre-industrial human societies. In cyclical
ecosystems, “waste” means something fundamentally different than it does in a system with
linear throughputs. Rather than falling at one end of the input/output dichotomy, cyclical
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waste represents the by-products produced by organisms, i.e. oxygen, carbon dioxide, sweat,
urine, feces, dead leaves, corpses, etc. These are either rapidly taken up by other living things
in the ecosystem, broken down in to minerals that re-enter the planet’s biogeochemical cycles,
or buried so as to become part of Earth’s geological layers. In terrestrial ecosystems, much of
this material ultimately ends up becoming incorporated into in the planet’s organic soil horizon
– the complex interface of minerals, organic molecules, moisture, air, and living organisms that
create the basis of land-based food chains. As soils increase in depth, so does the fertility and
overall productivity of an ecosystem, along with its capacity to retain moisture, buffer climate
changes, filter water, sequester carbon, support biodiversity, resist erosion, etc. In this regard,
“wastes” are not undesirable materials to be rapidly expelled but rather resources to be used
for building greater ecological resilience. Regenerative human societies that practiced
sustainable agriculture in the same lands for prolonged periods understood this principle, and
incorporated that knowledge into their cultures. For instance, ancient Amazonian cultures
were able to build highly fertile soils through the organic wastes, charcoal, and pottery shards
discarded in their middens (Balee, 2006).
The challenge of creating metabolic justice is to apply this understanding to tody’s urban
environment. If cities are to function more like cyclical ecosystems, waste must be treated like
a valuable resource that can be used to increase ecosystem health rather than a negative
externality of industry. Like the other “spheres” of the urban ecosystem, toxicity in the waste
stream presents a significant barrier to achieving urban ecosystem justice. The key to
interrupting the unsustainable linear throughput model of urban metabolisms is to prevent the
mixing of toxic materials into non-contaminated materials to begin with. This is likely most
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important in the case of consumer products and building materials whose infusion with toxic
substances prevents them from being safely composted or otherwise re-used. The disposal of
these toxic materials in landfills and incinerators results in the production of considerable toxic
emissions and residue that affect the health of communities near and far. In consideration of
this, it is critically important to advance green chemisty technologies to replace toxic consumer
products with materials that are ultimately non-toxic and compostable (Anastas, 2000).
While the discussion of all forms of urban waste is vast, multi-faceted, and critically
important, for the purposes of this dissertation I will focus my analysis on the composting of
urban organic wastes, and specifically food residues, believing it to have the greatest relevance
to urban ecosystem justice. It is my belief that learning how to successfully transform food
wastes into soil and in turn in to food is one of the most important skills that any urban resident
can learn.
The reason for this again has to do with the health of soils. Apart from gaining access to
land, poor soil quality is one of the greatest limiting factors to food production in the city.
Urban soils are typically non-existent (i.e. paved over), severely degraded (nutrient poor, thin,
compressed) or contaminated. The remedy for any of these soil maladies is to apply finshed
compost. Compost can create soil where it is non-existent, improve and revitalized degraded
and dead soils, and can facilitate the degradation or reduce the biological availability of toxins
in contaminated soil. In this regard, the solution to restoring the health of urban soils exists
within cities themselves in the form of food wastes and carbon residues. A paradoxical perk, to
be sure, the surplus of food waste only exists a by-product of a wastefully extravagant
economy, however one that is essential to utilize. By converting food wastes into soils and in
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turn growing nutrient dense foods within city limts, it becomes possible to address systemic
issues related to food access and justice. While it is by no means a total fix in and of itself, it
can be a key component in multiplicity of interventions.
In addition to the stated reasons above pertaining to soil health, additional reasons as to
why composting represents an appropriate urban ecosystem justice strategy include:
1. Organic wastes, particularly food residues, are abundant and easily accessible to
virtually all residents in a city.
2. The technology to convert food wastes into soil is simple, requiring little training,
technical expertise, or access to sophisticated equipment. Furthermore, composting is
already familiar to citizens from an agricultural background.
3. The potential exists for food scrap collection and compost making to provide
employment for urban residents.
4. Reducing organic wastes entering the landfill will result in a reduction of methane (a
potent greenhouse gas) emissions.
5. Proactive and reciprocal
6. Multi-species assemblage – human/non-human partnerhip and mutualisitc symbiosis
7. Mending ecological/metabolic rift – completing the cycle
My focus in this chapter will be to discuss the idea of “waste as commons”, in essence applying
the notion of “the commons” as discussed in part 1 to the streams of organic waste flowing
through an urban ecosystem. While presently this waste is abundant, this may not remain the
case as trends towards neoliberalism and privatization progress. Food waste that is presently
free-for-the-taking may be prevented from being so as businesses and residents become bound
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to exclusive waste hauling contractual obligations. Already this trend is observable as the
commercial composting sector is growing and larger companies seek to consolidate their
control over this resource. Much of this would likely be diverted into large anaerbobic
digesters, technologically sophisticated systems owned by private businesses or munipaities
that generate reveneues along with an inferior grade residue unfit for soil generation. Laws
and regulations may be passed that prevent small scale and community-based composting
initiatives from continuing to legally operate, as well as prohibiting back yard composting. It is
my belief that the “right to compost” should be considered along with other “right to the city”
demands, as well as being regarded as an important matter of environmental justice. The
ability of citizens to compost their own wastes and create fertilizer for vegetable production
must be upheld as a fundamental to securing socially and ecologically just and resilient cities.
Before proceeding, I wish to make clear that in no way do I intend to dismiss or ignore
the long and important history of environmental justice struggles related to waste in urban
areas. Battles over the placement of waste infrastructure, as well as a city’s responsibility to
collect waste, have been and continue to be fought in inner-city neighborhoods throughout the
world. Low-income communities have had to bear the brunt of exposure to noxious and toxic
emissions from landfills, incinerators, sewage treatment facilities, and transfer stations: waste
facilities to which the wealthy contribute to disproportionately. This has only intensified in the
Global South as electronic waste disposal disproportionately impacts impoverished
communities. While these ongoing struggles are of critical importance to establishing social
and ecological justice in cities, they are largely (and by necessity) reactive in nature. In keeping
with the primary focus of urban ecosystem justice to focus on the equitable distribution of both
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environmental harms and amenities, and to explore possibilities for proactive environmental
justice action with a strong citizen centered component, it if for these reasons I have chosen to
focus on the topic of organics composting.
Before proceeding with this argument, it is important to initially discuss more of the
fundamentals of composting.

Fundamentals of Composting
Globally, as much as one-third of the food grown for human consumption goes to waste
on account of a variety of factors at every level from harvest, storage, transportation, and
market (Gustavsson, 2015). Not only is this a waste of the food itself, but also of the resources
used and greenhouse gas emissions resulting in its production. While food spoilage occurs in
both the Global North and South, the majority occurs in the former, with nearly forty percent of
food being wasted in the United States (Gunders, 2012). Conventionally, food waste is put into
landfills along with other types of organic matter including wood chips, grass clippings, brown
leaves, paper wastes, etc. Organic matter placed into landfills takes up a considerable amount
of space in the fill, problematic as society nears “peak waste” (Hoornweg, 2013). Upon
entering the landfill, this relatively uncontaminated organic matter is mixed with other forms of
waste, buried below ground, and compacted with heavy machinery. The compaction process
squeezes out most of the oxygen in the landfill, causing the organic matter to be decomposed
under anaerobic conditions by methanogenic bacteria. The methanogens produce methane, a
greenhouse gas nearly twenty-five times more potent than carbon dioxide, as a by-product
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(USEPA, LMOP). Fugitive methane escaping from landfills alone contributes to between three
to twelve percent of greenhouse gas emissions in the United States, and accounting for twentyfour percent of total methane emissions in the US. While some landfills are equipped with
methane recovery systems or Landfill Gas-to-Energy (LFGTE) facilities, these commonly capture
only a percentage of the escaping gas, as little as twenty percent, according to the IPCC
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change). While having LFGTE systems are arguably
preferable to having no gas recovery systems in existing landfills, their use should not be used
as a justification for continuing the practice of putting organics in the landfill, as nearly any
other method of handling organic wastes will result in reduced greenhouse gas production. In
an effort to increase short-term methane production, LFGTE operators will commonly create
“wet cells” as opposed to “dry tombs” in landfills by soaking them with water. This practice
boosts gas yields, but results in an increases the total amount of fugitive methane emissions.
Lastly, landfill gas can be highly toxic as it is mixed with a variety of volatile pollutants in the
landfill. Regulating these toxic emissions is difficult as there are insufficient procedures for
measuring non-point and diffuse emissions over a landfills surface (Sierra Club, 2010). In
conclusion, the process of landfilling organics thus described is highly degenerative, not only for
taking up space in landfills and for producing gas emissions, but for ensuring the impossibility of
composting the disposed organic matter into soil. Unfortunately, the mindset of thinking of
organic waste as fuel for LFGTE systems and then of recovered gas as a revenue stream is
pervasive. A high ranking city official explained to me at one time in a personal communication
their philosophical opposition to composting and belief that organics “should go into the
landfill, as they then turned into methane which then made the city money.”
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It should be mentioned that much of the food being thrown into landfills is still perfectly
fit for human consumption. Large quanities of edible food are regularly disposed of simply for
reasons of convenience to the food industry – supermarkets must routinely be clearing their
shelves of older produce to make space for new shipments as there is little or no market for its
re-sale and no means to accordingly and finely adjust the shipment of food on the production
end. While I strongly advocate for composting food that has spoiled, human consumption is
always a preferable and “higher use” than either feeding to animals or composting. The efforts
of food recovery organizations and food pantries are critical to achieving the collection and
distribution of this otherwise squandered resource. This view is supported by the federal
government’s “food diversion” pyramids that propose a hierarchy of preferred uses for
unsellable food (Papargyropoulou, 2014). For food wastes that are unfit for human
consumption, use as an animal feed or for composting are the next most preferable choices.
While the focus of this chapter is on composting, I will mention that chickens, ducks, rabbits,
and goats are highly appropriate for urban environments and are capable of rapidly digesting
food wastes. The manures they produce are recoverable and can themselves be composted or
applied directly to soils, enriching them in much the same way that finished compost will. An
additional benefit of animal composting is that added-value products such as eggs, milk, and
meat can be co-produced.
For food wastes that are unfit for humans and in situations where it is not an option to
feed them to animals, composting is the preferred method of processing. A compost pile is
essentially a microbial reactor. When organic wastes are mixed to achieve the correct ratio of
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carbonaceous to nitrogenenous materials in a pile of at minimum of a cubic yard, and when
sufficient oxygen and moisture are present, the composting process begins. Indigenous
bacteria will begin consuming the wastes, generating heat in the process that accelerates the
rate of decomposition. This period of active decomposition can last anywhere between three
weeks to several months, depending on the availability of oxygen, moisture, nutrients, etc.
During this period a nearly fifty percent reduction in the volume of the compost pile occurs,
with much of its mass being lost to an aqueous leachate or escaping in the form of carbon
dioxide. Following the active phase and once the temperature of the pile drops, other
organisms become active in the pile including fungi, actinomycetes, nematodes, worms, microinvetebrates, etc. This multi-species sympoeitic ecosystem gives the compost a final polish,
resulting in a finished product that is dark, moist, crumbly, pH neutral, and smells sweetly of
earth, an example of the “Power of the Humusites for a Habitable Multispecies Muddle”
(Haraway, 2016). Teeming with nutrients and microbial life, the finished compost can then be
used as an amendment to garden soils (Campbell, 1998).
It is important to mention that because composting is an aerobic process, no methane
and only carbon dioxide is produced (although methane production can result in a poorly
constructed compost pile). As mentioned previously, carbon dioxide is a far less potent
greenhouse gas than methane. On account of growing awareness and activism related to
climate change, however, an erroneous belief has emerged that carbon dioxide resulting from
any process will contribute to climate change and is therefore undesirable. Composting
provides a good opportunity to educate citizens about the planet’s carbon cycle, particularly
the difference between carbon neutral and carbon positive practices. A clear distinction must
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be made between carbon produced from the biological processes of carbon-based life forms
presently on the planet’s surface (breathing, defecating, dying), and carbon originating from
ancient photosynthetic organisms-turned-fossil fuels and brought to the planet’s surface. Only
the latter will result in an increase of atmospheric CO2 concentrations. As efforts are put
underway to control (and possibly privatize) the planet’s carbon cycle (Heynen, 2005), it is
important again to safeguard the right of citizens to aerobically compost less neoliberal
interests attempt to prohibit such activity. Although it may seem unlikely at the moment, it’s
not an inconceivable development in a scenario of a climate emergency pretensed
geoengineering techno-fix regime. Plans for prohibiting back yard composting by citizens were
explinaed to me in a personal communication by an advocate of centralized anaerobic digester
technologies. Their belief was that citizens should be mandated to provide their food wastes to
their municipality so that methane could be generated to fuel the city’s police car fleet. Such
motions for total municipal control over decentralized citizen resources such as food scraps
bear similarities to “right of capture” laws in the American West where decentralized rooftop
rainwater harvesting is legally prohibited on the grounds that municipalities own the rights to
any and all rainfall landing on their boundaries (Kwasniak, 2009). I believe it is important to
defend the individual rights of citizens to engage in both small-scale rainwater harvesting and in
backyard composting, as these are both essential technologies for promoting decentralized and
distributed urban ecological resilience, and can both be thought of a resources belonging to the
pool of the commons.
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Community and Municipal Composting
On account of the confluence of a number of ecologiclally and economically limiting
factors along with considerable social pressures, a number of urban municipalities have taken
the steps to begin city food waste collection and composting programs. A considerable range
of approaches ave been taken to address the need for municipal composting. These have
included large waste handling corporations such as Waste Management expanding the range of
their services, mid-range haulers bringing food scraps to regional composting facilities, and
“micro-haulers” or community-based composting initiatives working primarily within ciy limits
on small parcels of land (Schaffer, 2016).
Despite its importance the importance of composting, however, many cities (particularly
smaller and less affluent municipalities) have been slow to act in implementing city-operated
programs. In response to the inaction of municipal governments, and from a desire to prevent
large corporations from dominating the composting industry, a number of community-based,
citizen sponsored compost collection initiatives have begun. Collecting food wastes from both
residents and businesses, these groups are utilizing vacant lots and community gardens to
transform food wastes into soil (Herrmann, 2016).
Community-based composting has many advantages over larger scale municipal
compost collection and mid-range haulers. Perhaps the most significant of these is the amount
of energy and greenhouse gases that are spared by handling the collection and processing of
compost locally. Transporting food wastes long distances increases the “food miles” travelled
by foods, a metric used to measure the benefits of eating locally (Weber, 2008). When food
waste is collected and then transported many miles out of a city to a large commercial
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composting facility, commonly with diesel powered trucks, enormous amounts of carbon-based
fuels are combusted. Depending on the total distance driven, this energy consumption could
negate the reduction in greenhouse gases achieved by separating organics in the first place. If
micro-hauling operations move food wastes with bicycle carts or electric or biofueled vehicles,
it may be possible to even further reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with
composting. Small-scale composting techniques employed by micro-hauling operations also do
not rely on the large energy intensive turning or tumbling machinery employed by large
composting facilities. Adding to the benefits of community-scale operations is the fact that
even more energy and carbon are saved again when finished compost is used within city limits,
rather than transported back into the city from a distant facility. In order to even further
reduce energy expenses associated with composting, it would be sensible to carry out
composting operations on even smaller scales in large cities, conceivably with each
neighborhood being responsible for composting its own wastes.
Community scale composting operations can also produce compost that is of a better
quality than municipally produced compost. Municipally produced compost often contains a
variety of contaminants such as plastic bags, polystyrene cups, etc. Many of these originate
from curbside collections of yard rakings, which will contain debris that home owners neglect to
remove. These non-organic particles can end up in the finished compost product, which may
be permitted to have as much as two-percent of its weight comprised by contaminants.
Fragments of shredded plastic bags throughout compost is visually unappealing, and could
result in unknown health effects (Rich, 2007). When food wastes are processed on a smaller
scale by non-mechanized means, it is easier to screen out non-compostable materials. A
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handful of studies have demonstrated that small-batch compost is as good or superior in
overall quality to industrial composts (Farrell, 2010)(Barrena, 2014).
An appropriate use for contaminated or brownfield sites is to re-purpose them as small
scale composting facilities. The reason for this is that the addition of compost to contaminated
soil, as well as the act of composting itself, can assist in the reduction or imbolizaion of soilbased pollutants (Ceccanti, 2006)(Farrell, 2010). Benefits of compositng on contaminated sites
include:


compost acts to encapsulate contaminated soil, creating a physical barrier between
people and the soil and prevents contaminantns from becoming dust-borne.



Creates a microbially enhanced environment that can facilitate the degradation of
organic pollutants



Neutralizes soil pH so as to reduce the solubility of both cationic and anionic metals



Lipophilic metals such as lead can bind with the compost, thereby reducing their
biological availability

After a sufficient amount of finished compost has been created on a site (enough to create six
to twelve inches of soil), it can be spread about and used for agriculture purposes.

Radix’s Community Compost Initiative (CCI)
The Radix Ecological Sustainability Center runs a program called the Community
Composting Initiative (CCI). The CCI is a compost collection service for people who for various
reasons lack the time, space, and/or energy to compost in their backyards. Food wastes are
collected from residents and businesses on a weekly basis for a small fee and are brought to the
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Radix Center. Wastes are mixed with wood chips (obtained for no charge from private
companies) into piles where the food scraps compost passively over a period of months.
Residents are supplied with a 2.5 gallon compost container with a carbon based filter on
its lid designed to scrub out odors from the food waste. The container is lined with a
compostable bag made of corn starch. The function of the bag is to keep the bucket cleaner,
and to make it easier to dump the contents -particularly in the winter when food waste might
otherwise freeze and stick to the sides of the container. The compostable bag is added to the
compost pile along with the food waste where it degrades.
Once a week, CCI members put their compost containers on their front steps or porch
where they are collected and dumped into 18 gallon plastic storage bins. Eighteen gallons is
the largest size container that is used as wet food scraps are heavy and it is difficult for one
person to transport and dump a larger container.
In warm weather, the food scraps are put directly into a compost pile as soon as
possible. If the food scraps sit in sealed plastic containers for too long they begin to break
down anaerobically, attract flies, and create excessive odors. It’s less critical to quickly process
the containers in the winter. When temperatures are sub-freezing the food scraps remain
frozen and can be processed at a more leisurely rate. Proper management of community-scale
composting operations in cities is especially important, particularly when it comes to odors and
the perception that the operation is attracting pests. Foul odors and the perception of
pestilience willserve only to create a bad reputation for community composting and will result
in pressure to ban composting from inside city limits.
Best practices for composting include:
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Only accepting plant-based materials from customers. It’s certainly possible to compost
putrescent or animal products like meat, dairy, and cheese, but if not properly managed
they can result in serious odor and pest issues. By limiting collections to vegetables, it’s
possible to control the quantity of putrescent waste yet still retain the ability to
occasionally compost the body of chicken or rabbit that has died. In addition to
vegetables, it’s possible to accept coffee grounds, tea bags, paper towels and napkins,
shredded newspapers, flowers and houseplants, hair or fur, holiday wreaths, jack-olanterns, and egg shells.



Timely processing of the compost and ample additions of carbon-based materials are
necessary to suppress odors. It’s always preferable to add too much carbon and slow
the composting process versus having too many nitrogen-based materials that will
produce odors.



Wrapping compost piles in hardware cloth or chicken wire will inhibit access to the pile
by mice or rats. If vermin are a serious issue, it may be necessary to compost in sealed
containers, although this less desirable as it reduces the oxygen levels in the compost
pile.



Finally, layering straw or hay around the outside of a compost pile will create a visually
appealing screen, preventing anyone from seeing food waste and making a compost pile
resemble a cylindrical hay bale. An additional benefit is that the straw layer helps to
insulate the pile and thereby accelerates the composting process.

It is a commonly heald misconception that compost piles need to be regularly turned. While
turning a pile will accelerate the composting process, it is not necessary. Turning a compost
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pile mixes its contents, moving organic material from the cooler edges of the pile into its hotter,
more microbially active core. The most intensive turning methods can produce finished
compost in as little as three weeks. While it may produce finished compost more quickly, a
turned pile also requires much greater labor inputs.
Unless a composting operation is being run where space is incredibly limited or a very
high volume of material is being processed, it may be preferable to use the static, or passive
composting method. With this technique, no turning is required. Food wastes are layered with
wood chips, and allowed to break down over time through the actions of microbes, insects, and
worms. Depending on the season, the passive process may take 8-10 months instead of a few
weeks. (Compost breaks down faster in warmer weather.) In this regard, passive composting is
time and space intensive while actively turned piles are labor intensive.

Cross-Scale Analysis: Waste
Waste Overview
As explained, waste is not an ecological “sphere” unto itself in the same sense as soil,
water, or air, but rather a component of urban metabolic processes overall – the output. There
are many dimensions to waste – everything from non-recyclable, non-compostable “trash” to
toxic e-waste to organics. My focus in this dissertation is on the later. Organics are significant
as they relate to and impact many of the other ecological spheres, and have the potential to be
redirected in such a way as to increase the health of urban ecosystems in a more cyclical
metabolism.
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Worldwide, an awareness about the importance of food waste reduction is growing, not
only for trying to get more food into the hands of hungry people but also to reduce the amount
of methane that is produced by rotting food. The imperative of combatting climate change has
added a sense of urgency to the matter, and is perceived as a “lower hanging fruit” as far as
greenhouse gas emissions when compared to carbon dioxide, which is seen as more of a
systemic problem with a carbon-based economy.
The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)of the United Nations has prepared reports
on the amount of food wasted in both the global North and South (Gustavsson, 2015).
Strategies for dealing with each vary widely as food preservation in the South requires
improved storage and transportation, while in the North it is a problem more related to
consumption. While the US EPA advocates for composting and source reduction, most
legislative endeavors related to organics recycling are happening on a city and state level

Waste in Albany
Waste is seen as both a serious problem and politically contentious topic in the city of
Albany. The city has long made profit from tipping fees from other municipalities dumping in
its landfill, but is now facing its imminent closure and is trying to concoct an alternate plan. The
city has long provided “free” trash removal for its residents in order to prevent illegal dumping,
but must now figure out how to implement a “pay-as-you-throw” system. While there is
widespread public support for municipal scale composting, no plan or strong political desire to
bring it about is in existence.
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The ecological impact of landfilling organic waste in Albany is overwhelmingly negative,
with fugitive methane emissions from Albany’s Rapp Road Landfill accounting for one-third of
methane emissions in New York State alone. The solution to many of the city’s ecological
problems lies in successfully diverting a greater percentage of organic wastes from the landfill,
composting them aerobically on the surface, and using the end product to regenerate the
health of damaged and compressed soils.
The City’s department of General Services (DGS) exclusively manages trash pickup and
municipal recycling. There are a number of citizen activist groups that advocate for alternatives
to landfilling, such as P.A.U.S.E (People of Albany United for Safe Energy) who have also pushed
for a county-wide ban on Styrofoam packaging. In the past, the city’s ANSWERS incinerator
plant provided energy and heat for state government offices, and was influenced by state-level
politics.
On account of the lack of organics recycling action on a city-wide level, other groups
have attempted to take the initiative on organics recycling. One of these, Albany County Solid
Waste Advisory Committee (ACSWAC) was formed on a county level to address organics
recycling.

Socio-Ecological Dimensions of Composting
Returning nutrients to farmed soils is an essential practice for maintaining long-term soil
fertility. Once this practice has been abandoned, soils inevitably go into decline. In many ways,
the ultimate mark of sustainability for any society is whether it produces a net gain or loss in
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soil fertility. Ecological rift is characterized by a failure to do so, and marks the beginning of
linear metabolisms.
The ecosystem services of soil can be greatly enhanced by adding compost. Compost
increases soil’s ability to absorb water, sequester carbon, support biodiversity, and degrade and
immobilize toxins. Specifically, compost can help reduce the dangers of lead as it creates a
physical barrier separating people from contaminated soils, prevents soils from becoming dust
borne, neutralizes soil ph., (keeps both cationic and anionic metals from being mobile) and
binds with lead in such a way as to decrease its biological availability.
I believe that an excellent way to repurpose brownfield sites is to use them as
composting facilities. The very act of composting works to remediate contaminated soils,
creates employment for local residents, and diverts organics from landfills that produce
greenhouse gas emissions. In short, an ecologically regenerative micro-industry.
In my experience, I have observed that people have highly emotional responses in
regard to the perception of where waste is placed, likely on account of historical environmental
justice offenses where transfer stations, landfills, incinerators and recycling facilities were
located in low-income residential areas. For this reason, Radix was initially advised to be
especially cautious in how it handled organic waste, being proactive on issues of perception and
odor. Working with youth, I have found composting to be one of their least favorite activities,
especially among youth with a high disgust sensitivity. Overcoming this cultural perception of
the taboo nature of waste is a significant obstacle to challenging urban ecological alienation.
The fear of composting and waste is symptomatic of a broader eco-cultural metabolic
syndrome, one which has long forsaken the process of returning nutrients to the soil.
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Support for organics recycling is growing particularly among gardening communities
who recognize the tangible benefit of compost for soil improvement. If community-based
composting endeavors can be expanded, there is the potential for them to be perceived as
being job-creators, and may gain broader societal support.

Centralized vs. Decentralized Approaches
Myself and others involved with composting activism regularly remark that a mark of
success will be composting becoming as mundane as taking trash to the curb, and our work
becoming obsolete. Progress is being made in this direction, but we must advocate against
highly techno-centric and sophisticated means of composting in favor of decentralized and
localized approaches.
Techno-managerial approaches favor centralized and sophisticated approaches for
dealing with organic wastes, such as anaerobic digesters. Grassroots community organizations
favor more decentralized and citizen-centered strategies, such as community composting
initiatives. The schema used by the EPA depicts anaerobic digestion as being preferable to
small-scale approaches, while that used by the Institute for Local Self-Reliance is explicit in
stating that small scale, local, and even back yard approaches are preferred over centralized
and sophisticated methods. I personally believe that animals provide one of the fastest and
most effective means to rapidly reduce the volume of food wastes, accomplishing biologically
what anaerobic digesters otherwise set out to do.
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Organics recycling nationwide is a growing industry, with many large waste handling
corporations (such as WM) entering the field. I am a strong advocate of small-scale and
decentralized approaches that put greater agency into the hands of local communities. The
city of Albany needs to shift away from the mindset of profiting off tipping fees, trash
incineration, and methane recovery. Waste, particularly organic waste, is a potential resource
that be used to create jobs for a number of residents, both in collection and processing. In the
interim, there are opportunities for community organizations to have micro-industrial compost
collection businesses.
A goal of ours at Radix is to have a greater percentage of the pickup be done with
bicycles and trailers. Doing so would have two benefits. One would be that a greater number
of people (including youth) without driver’s licenses could be employed doing pickup, as
presently it is necessary to own and be able to drive a car. Secondly, vehicular emissions would
be reduced, improving both the carbon footprint of the entire operation as well as reducing
particulate emissions. Particular care needs to be given to the latter as in low-income and high
density neighborhoods there are many suffering from respiratory illnesses that are exacerbated
by exposure to particulates.
A significant barrier to more widespread composting is the amount of food waste that
requires de-packaging. Removing pre-packaged food from plastic containers is incredibly time
consuming, and as each packaged item is different from another, difficult to standardize.
Mechanical de-packaging machines exist, however they tend to shred plastic and result in
considerable contaminants getting mixed with food waste. Using entirely compostable
packaging or doing away with it all together would be preferable.
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Chapter 9: Urban Biodiversity and Biocultural Diversity
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Cities represent the most extreme examples of anthropogenic ecosystems – built
exclusively by and for humans, and born from human imagination. Non-human life in cities,
aside from cultivated plants in gardens and a handul of companion or work animals, is generally
regarded as out of place: incovenient and unwanted at best and reviled and exterminated at
worse. The idea of a city as being a clean and even sterile environment is central to modernist
philosophy – the ultimate expression of the nature-society separation.
A new awareness is emerging, however, which problematizes the overly simplified
nature/society dualism discourse. It brings to light the fact that cities have always been
assemblages of multiple species, the product of numerous human and non-human coevolutionary processes (Alberti, 2008). Critiques have arisen from a variety of fields in the
social sciences and the humanities that work to unsettle the notion of urban human
exceptionalism that has become ingrained in popular consciousness. These disparate
literatures originate from zooarchaeology, socio-ecological systems sciences, animal studies,
urban environmental history, multispecies ethnography, and the post-humanities. In the urban
ecological sciences, the subject of urban biodiversity has grown from a study of “remnant
populations” to a field that looks at the potential benefits of non-human life in the cities, and
how it can be enhanced. Cities may often times support greater levels of biodiversity than
surrounding areas (particularly industrial agriculture), and can function as refuges for certain
threatened species. Furthermore, many of the world’s fastest growing cities are on the edges
of some of the world’s biodiversity hotspots. Research is being conducted on urban
development and biodiversity conservation can possible work in tandem.
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I include urban biodiversity, or the dimension of non-human life in cities, as a
demarcated catergory in the study of urban ecosystem justice. While non-human life crosses
all the boundaries and is integral to the functioning of the other “spheres” discussed so far, it
deserves to be a topic of its own as there are concerns and considerations common to all
human-non human relationships, regardless of whether they occur in soil, water, or air. Of all
the urban ecosystem dimension discussed so far, urban biodiversity is perhaps the most
difficult to apply questions of justice and equity to. Immediately, a critique from posthumanists and animal rights activists will arise that questions of fairness should apply to a city’s
non-human residents as equally as they do to humans. Should there be justice for microbes?
Do insects have agency? Do fungi, trees, and rivers have as many rights as people? These are
important philosophical questions that are being debated presently, however this will not be
central to this section. Instead, I will focus primarily on human/non-human relationships,
asking how justice, equity and fairness for human urban residents can be furthered by forming
mutually symbiotic inter-species partnerships. Admitedly, it is not always clear how this can be
done, and examples may be few. It is difficult to convince someone living in urban poverty that
they stand to directly benefit by being better friends with the birds and the bees outside their
home. Why should they care about the diversity of plant species in their city when they are
simply trying to get by and keep their families fed? This problem is compounded by the fact
that many biodiversity conservation activists come from an “edenic” tradition of ecology that is
often apolitical, and sometimes even misanthropic. Many in this discipline would preference
the well-being of plant and avian communities over those of their own species. Are there ways
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to build a bridge between these groups so that social and ecological health are considered as
being interdependent? These are the central questions that will be explored in this section.
A concept that is central and key to answering these questions is “biocultural diversity”.
The United Nations Environment Programme coined the term ‘biocultural diversity’ in 1999 to
describe the ‘inextricable link’ between the interrelated and co-evolved manifestations of
biological, cultural, and linguistic diversity manifesting in complex socio-ecological systems
(Elands et al.,2015). Primarily focusing on indigenous and traditional peoples, the study of
biocultural diversity contrasts the retention of biocultural knowledge among indigenous groups
against its loss as a consequence of socioeconomic modernization. With a primary focus on
rural communities, urban biocultural diversity studies have been few. A few recent
publications, however, have started this conversation. Focusing on changing and evolving
agrobiodiversity practices in peri-urban spaces, they have put forth the key concept of
‘biocultural creativity’, or the creation rather than the preservation, of biocultural diversity
(Elands et al., 2012). This concept can be extremely useful for framing the rebuilding of
symbiotic mutualisms between humans and the non-human life in novel urban ecosystems, and
for making linkages between biodiversity and social justice. Biocultural diversity will then
provide the core organizing concept for discussions in the section, with a focus on human/nonhuman relationships that produce tangible benefits to all involved.
The distinction made between “human and non-human animals” is important as it
provides a constant reminder that humans are animals themselves. It is cumbersome,
however, so for reasons of efficiency I will from here onward use the term “animals” to refer
only to non-human animals.
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Omitted from this discussion will be domestic “companion” animals such as cats and
dogs. Not only has much already been written about these animals and their role in cities, but
their presence is largely already accepted in the urban environment. I will also not discuss at
length “wild” species that by pass through cities by accident, or exotic species kept in
confinement in zoos. My focus will be on a continuum of domestic “farm” animals, semidomestic or “feral” species, and “synanthropic” species – those non-domestic species that
survive and thrive amidst human settlements.

From there I will embark into more a

theoretical terrain where the social justice component of biodiversity is less direct, however still
deserving of discussion.
To begin, I will discuss the history of non-human animals in cities.
Historical Perspectives
Historically, animals have played a much larger role in the economies and metabolic
processes of cities than they currently do. European cities in the 19th century, and presumably
most cities throughout antiquity, were largely populated by cows, horses, goats, sheep, fowl,
and pigs along with humans. Slaughterhouses, as well as tallow boiling and other “blood and
guts” industries were commonly located inside of the urban environment. Working class
residents frequently kept such animals in the vicinity of their homes for food and labor
purposes. Free roaming pigs, especially in New York City where an estimated 10 to 20 thousand
lived, acted as an informal sanitation department, devouring any food wastes discarded by
humans. Of all species, horses likely played the most significant role in urban processes, with
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transportation networks becoming increasingly dependent on them throughout the 19th
century.
An important cyclical relationship existed between cities and farms in the peri-urban
region, as nightsoil (animal and human manures) were regularly transported back to rural areas
to be applied to fields. Produce and hay grown on these fields were then sold in city markets,
providing food to animals and humans alike. In this sense, 19th century cities largely engaged in
reciprocal metabolic processes between town and country, which was only broken later by the
sanitary cities movement.
By the late 19th century, discourses of sanitation, cleanliness and dirt had influenced
urban planning to the point where the practice of reusing nightsoils was seen as unhealthy, and
the practice of keeping livestock animal in cities as “un-urban”. Laws were passed that either
expressly prohibited keeping animals in cities, or imposed strict regulations that made it
prohibitively expensive to keep animals, effectively denying poor residents this essential means
of sustenance. One example was in San Francisco in 1908. During an outbreak of the bubonic
plague, chicken keeping was severely restricted due to the belief that their coops and feed
harbored rat populations. Brick walls and concrete floors were required for chicken enclosures,
which made chicken keeping inaccessible to the poor.
The sanitary movement’s advocacy for and construction of sewer systems, in tandem
with the banishing of most animals from cities, ended the process of manure recycling (this was
also driven in part by economic factors – due to the increased population of horses in cities by
the late 19th century, the value of horse manure dropped so low as to make it unprofitable to
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transport nightsoils back to farms). The “great separation” then created a profound metabolic
rift in urban-rural relationships, leading to the impoverishment of soils and the creation of cities
as resource vacuums. Furthermore, it greatly reinforced modernistic notions of social purity
and of cities as non-animal spaces. This process is well described by the following quote:
The great separation was the materialization of an ontological spirit that had
been building during the eighteenth century but which was conjured from its
chrysalis in the early nineteenth century by one of modernity’s most powerful
tunes: the song of sanitation. Such was its astonishing force that the nation was
persuaded to invest vast capital sums in a medico-environmental theory that
frankly did not have a strong epidemiological basis but which was responsible
both for the physical transformation of urban space and the generation of a
tsunami of intellectual enthusiasm with few parallels in history. Thus were born
new ways of seeing the environment, and the division of animals from urbanized
culture was almost incidental to the wider project of bringing nature under
control (Atkins, 2012, pg.37).
Most of the 20th century that followed was characterized by rapid urban growth and suburban
sprawl, the consequences of which were largely damaging to the health of surrounding soil,
water, and air ecosystems, as well as non-human animals. The apparent disregard of urban
planners for the preservation of animal habitat lead geographer Jennifer Wolch to proclaim
that, “Paralleling this callous disregard for non-human life, you will find no mention of animals
in contemporary urban theory. Its basic lexicon reveals a deep-seated anthropocentrism”
(Wolch, 1995).
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It was from this sentiment that Wolch developed the basis of ‘transspecies urban theory’,
later termed ‘zoopolis’, a platform that was “at once intellectual and spiritual, as well as
theoretical and practical” and had a four-part aim of studying:
1. the impacts of urbanization on wildlife,
2. how city residents react to wild animals,
3. how city building practices affect the capacity of cities to support non-human life
4. how political struggles have attempted to reduce damages caused by urbanization
In the article, Wolch describes numerous examples of human non-human interactions and
dynamics, and builds the case for cities as being a “subaltern ‘animal town’” home to a ‘shadow
population of nonhumans spanning the phylogenetic scale’ that are dramatically affected by
the process of urbanization. In this sense, the theory conceives of cities as spaces of politicaleconomic power and sociocultural difference where animals are key actors in the creation of
space and place, actively shaping the form and function of the city. Wolch call for a ‘reenchantment of the city where there would be
an emergence of an ethic, practice, and politics of caring for animals and
nature….The reintegration of people with animals and nature in zoopolis can
provide urban dwellers with the local , situated, everyday knowledge of animal
life required to grasp animal standpoints or ways of being in the world, to
interact with them accordingly in particular contexts, and to motivate political
action necessary to protect their autonomy as subjects and their life spaces
(Wolch, 1998, pg.124).
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While the issues brought up in Wolch’s paper were timely at the date of its publication and the
core questions it asks remain critical, transspecies urban theory is in need of updating. Wolch’s
transspecies theory was influenced by a school thought in urban ecology that was predominant
up until the end of the 20th century. Characterized as focusing on “the ecology in cities” versus
“the ecology of cities”, this more linear conceptualization focused primarily on the negative
impacts of human activity on non-human life, and on studying “remnant ecologies” of species
that were able to persist amidst urbanization. Despite its good intention, most of Wolch’s
paper serves to highlight the negative aspects of anthropogenic activity, ultimately bolstering
the nature-society dualisms responsible for this destructive behavior, pitting the un-naturalness
of humans against the naturalness of wild animals. Since its publication in 1995, the view of
seeing cities as complex socio-ecological hybrids has become more prevalent, and with it the
possibility of cities acting as refuges for, rather than destroyers of, biodiversity. Wolch reveals
some openness to this possibility in the discussion of the third aim of increasing a city’s capacity
to support wildlife, ideas that would later be further developed through the concepts of
biophilia, urban biodiversity, and reconciliation ecology (Beatley, 2011). Overall, however,
transspecies urban theory seemingly functioned to open the doors for debate and discussion
over the relationship between humans and non-humans in cities. The influence of transspecies theory has been carried on by some (Hovorka, 2008) and has seemingly made its way
into other disciplines, such as the idea of ‘the trans-species pidgin’, employed by Eduardo Kohn
in his description of Ecuadorian people’s relationships with dogs (Kohn, 2013). Many of the
concerns it raises are still ongoing and central questions remain unanswered. I would propose
revisiting some of its core questions through a non-homeostasis ecological lens, and developing
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a transspecies urban theory appropriate for the Anthropocene age. Such a process would
closely parallel the questions brought up in the introduction to this section.
Biocultural Diversity, Food Security, an Urban Ecological Memory

Stockholm Resilience Center researcher Stephan Barthel builds a strong connection
between the practices of urban gardening, biodiversity conservation, traditional knowledge
preservation, and adaptive capacity building – all essential components of a larger framing of
urban biocultural diversity. His writing on the topic of ‘bio-cultural refugia’, defined as areas
that harbor place specific social memories related to food security and stewardship of
biodiversity, create one of the strongest links between biodiversity and the fulfilment of human
needs (Barthel, 2013).
In the ecological sciences, refugia refers to spaces where ‘relict’ (formerly more
common species) have been able to survive during periods of stress and disturbance. Barthel
thinks of the Svalbard Global Seed Vault, a massive seed bank located on the Norwegian island
of Spitzbergen, as form of a cultural refuge with the capacity to contain ‘collective biological
memory’ (by storing duplicate copies of seeds from seed banks around the world, the Svalbard
Vault has the capability to restore plant diversity that might be lost to genetic erosion, disaster,
or local conflict). Other examples of biocultural refugia include farms, allotments, and cultural
landscapes. Within them, the social memory of agricultural biodiversity preservation is carried
on through biophysical components such as artifacts, species, landscape features and written
accounts along with artistic practices as songs, stories, ceremonies and institutions. Together
they create a portfolio of strategies for adapting to environmental transformations.
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A relatively unexplored question, then, is what form biocultural refugia could take on in
the urban environment, where relics of older cultural landscapes have been damage and
fragmented, or lost altogether. In the article “Urban Gardens: Pockets of social-ecological
memory” (Barthel, 2014), Barthel examines the role that urban gardens serve as such refugia
centers – depositories of knowledge and experience related to food production knowledge that
can foster urban resilience over all. Barthel expresses this by stating “Allotment gardeners
operate as ‘communities of practice’ with ecosystem stewardship reflecting long-term, dynamic
interactions between community members and gardening sites.” He goes on to comment on
how in addition to knowledge, past memories related to past crises are “retained and
transmitted through habits, traditions, informal institutions, artifacts and the physical structure
of the gardens themselves.”
The concept of social memory in the context of urban gardening is described by Barthel
as “the social memory of communities [constituting the] variety of forms through which
behaviors of people are shaped by collective remembrances of the past, and [functioning] as
collectively shared mental maps for dealing with a complex world.” The social groups involved
in urban gardening are referred to as ‘communities of practice’, holding characteristics such as
mutual engagement, mutual enterprise and shared repertoire, “including routintes, words,
tools, and stories by which members interact and socially construct shared understanding
about the world.” These social practices evolve in garden communities through both interplay
of participation (taking part of sharing) and reification (making an abstraction into an enduring
object). This dual process involves continuous social learning , creating objects and artifacts
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that embody and outlive the practices that created them. These in turn create shared
community memories.
Barthel claims that participation “transmits and modifies ecological practices and
knowledge” related to gardening, and that the most important repositories are oral tradition
and collective ritual and habits. Such activities as seed saving, spring and fall planting, and
gardening governing processes, are all manifestations of this.
As one specific example of how urban biocultural refugia could function, Barthel
explains how such practices as creating spaces for pollinating insects and birds contributes to
the resilience of the gardens themselves. Habitat for such species assists in reducing the
severity of pest outbreaks over multi-year cycles. While individual gardeners may not conscious
of the function that these habitats provide, they become nonetheless embodied in rituals of
practice.
Resilience planning for metropolitan landscapes is about engaging in insurance
strategies that maintain as many future options as possible. Food security is no exception.
Urban populations are vulnerable to food shortages due to limited green space and the ease
with which they can be cut off from trade networks of food. Urban gardens and the socialecological memory that they retain should become explicit elements of planning for postdisaster scenarios in urban areas. These gardens serve as ‘pockets’ that retain social-ecological
memories in urban landscapes, generate ecosystem services, and build ecological literacy.
Without these gardens there arises the risk of a social ‘forgetting’ in metropolitan landscapes,
and the disappearance of the knowledge, practices and experiences that these gardens store.
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Synanthropy
Synthanthropic, a term used almost synonymously with ‘commensal’, refers to the
handful of non-domesticated animals that gain some benefit from their associations with
humans in the built or modified environment by either eating human food supplies or by living
in human structures (O’Connor, 2013). Antanthropic, the opposite term for synanthropic,
refers to animals that avoid heavily human influenced environments. Standout examples of
synanthropes are pigeons, rats, crows, squirrels, raccoons, opossums, monkeys, seagulls,
sparrows, and starlings. While there are certainly many invertebrate animals that meet the
criteria of being synanthropic (cockroaches), they are typically not regarded as such in the
related literature. While our attitudes towards synanthropic animals vary considerably
according to both species and context, many synanthropes are regarded as pests, trash animals,
or vermin, with people often going to great lengths to eradicate them. Many times, particularly
in the case of pigeons, human objections to them are largely subjective. Even though pigeons
pose no significant risk to public health and their droppings create little more than a nuisance,
they are reviled by many purely on the grounds that there are “too many of them”. Pigeons,
like other synanthropes, are only responding to the ecological conditions created for them by
human activity, the creation of living space and the providence of food (in the form of our
wastes).
It is in this sense that I am interested in synanthropic animals as they span the
boundaries between categories of nature and society, and our attitudes toward them largely
reflect our own beliefs about humans and non-humans, urban and rural, and tame versus wild.
Why are they so widely maligned? What does this tell us about how we see ourselves as being
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part of or separate from larger ecological processes? Do we see our cities as being a humanonly space (with the exception of our companion animals)? Can we make room for, co-exist,
and possibly have mutually beneficial relationships with synanthropes in our cities? An analysis
of synanthropy is necessary for addressing the central questions of this dissertation.
Creating mutually symbiotic relationships with synanthropic animals will be easier with
some species than others. Precedents already exist, however, in the case of urban street
pigeons and crows. Pigeons are unique among synanthropes in the sense that they are
formerly domesticated birds that have since become feral. A long tradition of keeping pigeons
for their eggs, meat, and manure still is practiced in urban areas throughout the world. One
interesting difference between pigeons and other domestic birds, such as chickens, is that in
the process of being domesticated, pigeons never lost the ability to forage for food for
themselves. This trait makes them fall nearer to the center left of the domestic-synanthropicantanthropic continuum, making it not a terrible stretch of the imagination to conceive of more
mutualistic relationships with them. Other human-pigeon partnerships have included using
pigeons as messengers, carrying messages and small payloads such as jump drives and blood
vials. Potential uses also include using pigeons to monitor air quality in urban skies (Nam, 2006)
(DaCosta, 2012).
Crows are another species that have a high potential for partnership. Crows, along with
other corvids (ravens, magpies, jays) possess strong intelligence and cultural adaptation.
Commonly living in close proximity to human settlements to feed off our wastes, crows are
commonly maligned and driven off by municipalities. Some researchers are questioning
whether better relationships with these animals could be formed. In one study, a group of
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domestic crows was trained to exchange scrounged loose change for peanuts in a “vending
machine for crows” (Klein, 2007). After learning the technique, the crows were expected to
teach it to each other, with the imagined hope of a population of rows scouring a city for lost
change. While highly experimental, the study demonstrates the substantial intelligence
possessed by crows, tolerance of human presence, and their ability to learn new skills from one
another, all suggesting of other possibilities for forming symbiotic human-synathropic
relationships.
In a final response to the notion of forming human/synathropc symbioses, I would
propose ‘synzoic’ as an alternate (or parallel) term to synanthropic. Synzoic describes a
viewpoint and philosophy of humans improving their adaptive capacity and accommodation of
the presence of non-human animals. As much as non-human animals are expected to adapt to
our needs and presence, it is equally reasonable to expect humans to exhibit similar behavior,
adapting ourselves to the needs and spaces of non-human species. A synzoic ideology would
encompass many of the principles of transspecies urbanism, as well as reconciliation ecology
and biophilic design (Beatley, 2011).
Urban Wildlife in the Anthropocene
Another important question is what the meaning of synanthropy and trans-species
relationships will be in the Anthropocene era. With humanity being a major shaping influence
on planetary processes, and with our influence being felt in an increasingly larger percentage of
the world’s areas, what are the ramifications for antanthropic species? It would seem to be
that non-human species have either the option of adapting to us by becoming synanthropic
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(and then possibly ultimately becoming domestic, as is the case with dogs), or face extinction as
non-anthropogenic biomes become scarcer (unless they are permitted by us to survive in a
handful of designated conservation zones in which human activity is restricted).
These questions are brought up and discussed in depth by geographer Jamie Lorimer in
his book “Wildlife in the Anthropocene” (Lorimer, 2015). In it, he uses the term “wildlife” as an
alternative ontology to nature. Lorimer puts forth that ‘the end of nature’ is not the same as an
end to wildness (non-domesticated life), only so much as we understand wildness to only
occupy wilderness, places defined by the absence of humans. “Instead”, Lorimer claims,
Wildlife lives among us. It includes the intimate microbial constituents that
make up our gut flora and the feral plants and animals that inhabit urban
ecologies. Risky, endearing, charismatic, and unknown, wildlife persists in our
post-Natural world. Unlike Nature, wildlife also suggests processes. It describes
ecologies of becomings, not fixed beings with movements of differing in tensity,
duration, and rhythm. Wildlife is discordant, with multiple stable states. It is not
in any permanent balance. It is shaped by but divergent from the past,
multinatural in its potential to become otherwise (Lorimer, 2015, pg.7).
This is further explained in his statement that,
We can think of the wild as the commons, the everyday affective site of humannon-human entanglement. Politics in the wild involves democratizing science,
relinquishing the authority that comes with speaking for a singular Nature.
Multispecies, often urban, wilds are where political life takes place now that the
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laboratories of modern science have taken over the world and we have all
become caught up in the global experiment that is the Anthropocene. I hope to
show how political-ecological experiments in such wilds offer new ways of
conceiving and practicing environmental politics and of living with human and
nonhuman difference (Lorimer, 2015, pg.11).
Lorimer goes on to give examples of his thinking in descriptions of novel urban ecosystems,
environments that have emerged recently (relative to human history and the deep time of plate
tectonics) that contain rare and unprecedented ecological, climatological, and
geomorphological processes and forms. In this regard, cities provide urban ecologists the
opportunity to study extreme forms of ecological, social, and biogeographical transformations
that are characteristic of the Anthropocene (Kowarik, 2011).
One example Lorimer gives is of a post-industrial site on an island in the Thames River in
London. Originally slated for redevelopment, ecologists successfully protected the island by
documenting the divers and rare species of plants and insects living on the island. Sold as
“Britain’s brownfield rainforest”, it was contrasted against the relative “agricultural desert” of
the surrounding countryside. In 2005, the site became the nation’s first legally protected
brownfield on account of its invertebrates.
The creation of the preserve was not without problems. Many regard brownfield
properties as being unaesthetic with scattered rubble, paved patches, and unruly vegetation.
Lorimer describes them by saying “the dynamic ecologies of ruderal sites are often seen as both
risky and unproductive. Their ecologies of abandonment are associated with social groups and
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practices neglected by urban capitalism. They are cast as feral spaces for illicit or deviant
activity in need of social control” (Lorimer, 2015).
Imaginings of idyllic green urbanism often involve importing topsoil and planting trees
and shrubs in such a way that properties come to resemble bucolic park-like spaces. Certain
urban ecologists recognize this as a form of ‘greenwashing’ where “ruderal and (to a lesser
extent) saproxylic ecologies are sanitized, effacing their ecological value so they conform to a
ruralist ideal”. Even community gardens can have a similar effect, with their preferences for
monocultures of ornamental and edible over native plantings. In this regard, the greenwashing
approach can cause as much damage to urban biodiversity as turning brownfields gray. Lorimer
points out that while some synanthropic species such as pigeons and rats, which thrive ‘within
the mobilities of contemporary urban life’, others such as stag beetles, require slowness and
consistency in order to survive. “They are out of sync with the creative destruction of the city.”
It is my belief that the aims of creating urban greenspace (gardens, in particular) are by
no means incommensurable with the desire to protect urban biodiversity. There are numerous
precedents, both historical and modern, for demonstrating how it possible to be meeting
human needs while simultaneously increasing ecosystem functions, with biodiversity being key
among them. Historical ecology, permaculture, and reconciliation ecology all provide models
for how this can be achieved (Balee, 2002) (Hathaway, 2015) (Rosenzweig, 2003). In order for
hybrid human-nonhuman ecologies to be developed, it is essential not to recreate “wild spaces
off limits to humans” or the urban brownfield equivalent of “edens under glass”
(Haraway,1992). There needs to be interchange amongst these spaces, or a type of fluidity that
is described by Lorimer as “A fluid topology [that] seeks to grant more lassitude to change and
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the dynamics of the relations that come to define the identity and location of an object over
time and space. It thus gives scope to the difference of novel ecosystems and the nonlinear
nonhuman becomings that I associate with an ontology of wildlife. It allows for hybrid
ecologies inhabited and shaped by urban citizens and sense as vernacular natures”
(Lorimer,2015).
What Lorimer seems to be describing is a landscape that possesses fluidity to some
extent, rather than the artificial maintenance of an imagined homeostatic environment. This
could be expressed as allowing urban ecosystems to proceed through the adaptive cycle as
illustrated by resilience theory. A significant challenge, however, it how to allow for this fluidity
while still providing a degree (or rather an enormous degree) or protection to these
environments in the midst of a hypercapitalist urban investment engine. Certain more k select
species, such as the saproxylic stag beetle, can’t tolerate rapidly fluctuating environments but
as Lorimer states, “Managing the discordant multispecies harmonies of urban ecologies
involves channeling flows, while playing with fire.”

Urban Agricultural Biodiversity
The relationship between urbanization and biodiversity is complex and complicated,
with the potential for cities to either contribute significantly to habitat loss and biodiversity
decline, or to act as refugia for species diversity, creating spaces and niches for non-humans to
live among us in relative harmony. Despite the growing awareness that cities are the coevolutionary product of human and non-humans that cannot be studied independently of their
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ecological foundations, a historical disassociation between biodiversity, ecosystems, and urban
populations has led to a belief amongst urban planners that through technological progress it is
possible to govern a city separately from the need to provide food, water, and other ecosystem
services required for human survival (Seto, 2013). The result of this has been that cities remain
tightly coupled and dependent upon the natural resources in their surrounding regions, yet
have a difficult time managing their protection or conservation. With urban areas growing at a
faster rate than urban populations, this is especially problematic as future urban growth is
projected to occur heavily in highly biodiverse regions of the world (Angel et al., 2011). In fact,
by the year 2030, 1.8 % of biodiversity hotspots will be taken over by new urban growth (Seto
et al., 2012). It is harder still for planners to imagine making room for non-human biodiversity
within city limits.

In cities of the Global North where real estate is purchased flipped and sold like shares
of a corporation, it’s difficult to justify setting aside areas of land for the purpose of conserving
habitat for nonhumans, particularly non-charismatic nonhumans such as insects and other
invertebrates. Even in cities with less real estate pressure, choices need to be made for land
uses. Preference would typically be given to uses where the benefit to humans is direct and
tangible, such as gardens (with the idea of urban gardening still being considered contentious).
In lower income areas, it can be particularly difficult to build a case for the importance of
biodiversity conservation when people’s primary interest may be in escaping poverty and less in
increasing local populations of insects.
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In the instances of brownfield preservation described by Lorimer, it seems that a
framing is created where biodiversity preservation represents (literal islands) that are off limits
to any human activity or trespass, and in effect reinforcing the notion of nature as something
other than ourselves. Spaces for food production, on the other hand, are portrayed as a
monoculture of St. Augustine grass, tomatoes, kale, and zucchini, doused by round-up and
miracle grow and providing habitat only to aphids. Alternatively, I would propose that food
production and biodiversity be framed as an interwoven meshwork of connected components
that are reinforcing and interdependent of each other, not mutually exclusive concepts and
land uses. In doing so, it may be possible to create solid groundwork for the idea of social, or
cultural biodiversity. The notion of agricultural biodiversity, a concept around which a
substantial amount of writing already exists, can be a key component of this framing.

Biodiversity and Slums

While issues of biodiversity and ecosystem services may seem to be a low priority
among the urban poor facing issues of substandard housing, lack of basic services, and
unhealthy living circumstances, ecosystem services nonetheless play a critical role in their
survival. As the urban poor lack the means to procure clean water themselves, they are highly
dependent upon surrounding natural areas for the catchment and purification of affordable
water supplies. Nearly one third of the world’s 100 largest cities rely on nearby natural areas
for this purpose (Sukhdev, 2008). For example, the Nakivubo Swamps located next to the
Ugandan capital of Kampala provide an essential service in filtering sewage effluent from the
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city. A technological facility that performs the same function would cost several million dollars
to construct, and two million more each year to maintain. As municipality decided instead to
spend money each year to maintain the facility, it demonstrates the enormous value of
ecosystem services to megacities that directly benefit the urban poor (Kansiime, 1999).

Local flora and fauna also can play an important role in the lives of slum residents,
providing critical social, cultural, religious, medicinal, building, fuel, and food ecosystem
services. In Bangalore, India, 30-40% of the population lives in slums. One study examined how
traditional medicines derived from plants and trees are the most economical, trusted, and
accessible form of health care for these populations. Trees in the slums are also used for
cooking (Gopal, 2011). This importance is described and defended by the concept of urban
forest justice. Urban forest justice is a framework inspired by political ecology that advocates
for the rights of low income urban residents to have equitable access to urban forest resources
and benefits, participation of gatherers in the process of urban forest management, and
recognition of the fundamental ways that social relations, cultural identities, and livelihoods are
embedded in the practice of gathering wild products from urban forests (Poe et al., 2013).

The terms sociobiodiversity or biocultural diversity are used to describe the relationship
between sociocultural diversity and biological diversity (Developing ideas, 1997). Another study
examined how indigenous populations in Rosario, Argentina were able to enhance urban
biodiversity, create medicines, and earn income all at once through their biocultural diversity
practices (Spiaggi, 2005). In this program, surviving medicinal plants in an urban neighborhood
were indentified using the knowledge of local indigenous inhabitants. In collaboration with
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doctors, these plants were made into creams, lotions, and ointments for use as anti-parasite,
and anti-inflammatory medicines. From there, more species were cultivated in the
neighborhoods, and processed at local community centers. The success of this endeavor can be
summarized by saying:

This is a clear example of how technical, sociocultural, economic, and
environmental factors can interact. On the one hand, the traditional knowledge
of the community is respected and valued; on the other hand, the
sociobiodiversity is preserved and economic resources are generated and
returned to the community in the forms of income for the neighborhood
producers and cheaper medicines (Spiaggi, 2005, pg.195).

Urban Biodiversity Conclusion
Despite years’ worth of efforts on behalf of philosophers and social scientists in
challenging the perceived false dualism of nature and society, the dichotomy has remained
stubbornly persistent. There are some signs, however, that its resolve may be weakening. The
fact alone that urban biodiversity is a legitimate topic of study is evidence of this, even if it has
yet to have had a substantial impact in city planning and design. Much remains to be done in
challenging the notion of human exceptionalism, and an acceptance of ourselves and cities
being part of ‘more than human’ assemblages. Jonathan Metzger captures this sentiment in an
article on the idea of multi-species urban commons,
This is not just about learning how humans and animals cope with learning to
live on their own with ‘living in the city’ but rather a program with a
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transformative ambition which purports to reassemble both ecologies as urban
and cities as ecological through the conceptualization of urban inhabitants as
always already entangled and ‘more than human; more than animal; more than
plant[…]complex assemblages, mutually affecting and affective by their fields of
becoming.’ This is about the messy business of living together, across difference,
always asymmetrically, but also always irrevocably entwined and also even
partially co-dependent in various ways with things we consider other-thanourselves – and to attune to these conditions (Metzger, 2015, pg.22).
The idea of acceptance of difference is central to his argument. Despite its messiness and
asymmetricality, it is essential to be aware of co-dependencies that exist between humans and
non-humans.
Similar thoughts are conveyed by Sarah Whatmore and Steve Hinchliffe in their callings
for a “Politics of Conviviality” (Hinchliffe 2006) where they express the need for creating
‘vernacular ecologies’ in urban environments. These are described by them as,
Civic attachments and associations [that] are also likely to take many other
forms, forms that will produce different kinds of knowledge. From the routines
of walking the dog or working in an allotment to planting a tree or constructing a
pond, all these activities involve or en-fold people and a myriad of living and
nonliving things….More complex times and spaces are part of the ways in which
these actions are understood and the ways in which they evolve in practice
(Hinchliffe, 2006, pg.130).
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In conclusion, it is in this sense that novel urban biocultural diversity practices will develop. The
‘en-folding’ between living and non-living things described by Hincliffe and Whatmore already
exists through the daily and often mundane interactions between people and their
environments. By embracing a trans-species paradigm, one that recognizes the essential
interconnectedness between humans, non-human animals, plants, fungi, bacteria and so on,
new cultural values and practices will emerge in cities and will become encoded in the fabric of
urban space and routines.

Cross-Scale Analysis: Biodiversity
Overview of Urban Biodiversity
We are in the midst of what is sometimes called the 6th great extinction, or the
Anthropocene extinction, where an enormous number of species are becoming extinct on
account of human activity. Urbanization is one of the main drivers of this extinction, and some
of the world’s fastest growing cities also happen to be on the edge of biodiversity “hot spots”.
Depending on how urbanization is carried out, it could have a devastating impact on
biodiversity or potentially enhance it. It is my intention to bring attention to the discussion of
urban biodiversity so that the latter path is chosen, and that there is an embrace of
“reconciliation ecology” in urban design. It is important to remember that many cities may
actually support higher levels of biodiversity than rural spaces, particularly if they are
surrounded by intensive chemical agriculture – what would it mean to purposefully enhace
this?
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Non-Human Life in the City
The idea of urban biodiversity is a new and fairly radical idea overall. Historically, a belief
has presided that cities are made for humans, and any other species that live alongside of us
are either companion animals or vermin. A similar attitude exists towards plants, many (again
with the exception cultivated species) of which are seen as nuisance weeds. Generally, the
tolerance of non-human species in cities has decreased over time, particularly in regard to
animals. Species that have been permitted are work animals, food animals, and companion
animals. As automobiles have largely replaced horse power in global North cities, horses have
been relegated to use by police or for pulling carriages in parks. Livestock animals have been
exported to farms, leaving dogs and cats as the primary “desired” species. Synanthropic
species still live alongside us, such as pigeons, crows, rats, raccoons, squirrels, etc. Gradually,
acceptance of greater species diversity is growing, particularly of insect and bird species
(specifically those thought of as being beneficial).
There exists a similar relationship with plants, again with preferences for ornamental
and edible species. Trees may be regarded as aesthetically desirable, however it is more recent
that a better understanding of the ecosystem services provided by trees has been developed
(air filtration, carbon sequestration), and their potential impact on human health. Less
appreciated still are the ecosystem services provided by “weeds”.

Biocultural Diversity
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Much work needs to be done in furthering the idea of “biocultural diversity” to promote
urban biodiversity as a desirable concept. We have only recently emerged out of the “ecology
in cities” paradigm of urban ecology that has been dominant until recently. It is often
considered that biodiversity in and of itself is a desirable goal and measurable ecosystem
service, however what I find more interesting is the possibility of human/non-human
collaboration and mutual reciprocity. This involves looking for ways for humans to form
beneficial symbiosis with what are often regarded as “trash” species, such as pigeons. This
approach is unique in that it shifts focus away from protecting so called “charismatic
megafauna” (elephants, pandas, etc..) to lesser charismatic species (although it should be
mentioned that the logic behind protecting large charismatic species is that it in turn offers
habitat protection to many other less popular species, promoting greater biodiversity overall).
In the case of insect pollination, there is a clear link between biodiversity levels and the
productivity of garden vegetables. This case can be made for cities as well, especially as there is
a growing awareness of colony collapse disorder and the invaluable services provided by insect
pollinators. More difficult to gain support for is the idea of protecting certain synanthropic or
“trash” animals (pigeons, crows) who are seen as having negative value. Through this lens, it
may be possible to teach about “learning ecologies”, where people’s individual self-interest is
first described (bees making food) and then later the social and environmental benefits
(communities eating food and plants benefitting).
Although controversial and unproven in the wild, the “crow vending machine” – which
encourages wild crows to forage for loose change in exchange for peanuts – represents a
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potential method of connecting micro-economic activity with synanthropic animals in a way
that it is mutually reciprocal.

Urban Biodiversity Governance
The Cities and Biodiversity Outlook (CBO) assessment produced by the Stockholm
Resilience Center includes prefaces by the directors of the UN and UNEP, but does not pertain
to any particular policy. The focus of the study primarily is about how to reduce the impact of
urbanization on biodiversity in biodiversity “hot spots” primarily in the global South. Less is said
on increasing the capacity for biodiversity within cities themselves, although it is mentioned.
On a city government level in Albany, there is very little, if any, governance of the idea of urban
biodiversity. The exception possibly is the existence of urban foresters, who make decisions
regarding which trees to plant and where. Offices of animal control exist, but only to remove
“nuisance” animals that pose a direct threat to people’s well-being.
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Conclusion for Part II – Chapters 4-9

In the second part of this dissertation, I have explored various spheres of the urban ecosystem,
and how each may be viewed through an urban ecosystem justice lens. These spheres, in the
order in which they have been discussed, have included urban metabolism (more of an overarching meta construct than a biophysical sphere), water, soil, air, waste, and biodiversity. I
have taken each and asked how questions of justice, access, equity, and fairness can be applied
to them. In exploring the social histories of urban ecosystems, they are made more relevant to
the lives of urban residents. My intention has been to demonstrate ways that city dwellers may
be able to forge mutually reciprocal relationships with these media in ways that challenge the
idea of nature as being 1. Separate from society and external to the city, and 2. Abstract,
vulnerable, and requiring protection from humanity.
Going beyond simple environmental education methods that would merely teach about
these natural systems, my goal is for urban residents to see their own survival and well-being as
intertwined with that of the urban ecosystem itself in as much that they would then be more
motivated to act in its defense. Although ecosystems are likely contaminated, they are not
beyond repair. Encouraging recognition that these systems have value and that they require
healing is an important challenge to the idea of urban ecosystems as “wastelands” with no
social or ecological value, and as such requiring no protections. Appreciating and defending the
well-being of urban ecosystems also can serve as a starting point for understanding the linkages
between human and environmental health, and the interconnection between health and
sustainability. The study of urban ecosystem social histories re-centers the social pillar within
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sustainability discourse, moving the study of urban ecology away from a purely biophysical
analysis of the topic. In these regards, the discussion of the political ecology of urban
ecosystems offers reconciling framework for addressing the relegation of social sustainability
and the persistence of urban ecological alienation.
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Part III: The Way Forward
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Chapter 10: Synthesis and Development of an Urban Ecosystem
Justice Curriculum: From Ecophobia to Engaged Biophilia
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Urban Environmental Education, Ecological Literacy, and Ecological Rift

The final section of this dissertation will consist of thoughts and considerations on the
possibility of designing an educational curriculum around the concepts of Urban Ecosystem
Justice appropriate for a wide range of ages. These ideas are drawn from my own experiences
as an urban environmental educator over the past seventeen years, and are further informed
by the body of scholarly writing on the topic of environmental and ecological pedagogy. It
begins with a review of several key concepts in environmental education literature, and ends
with a description of how these ideas may be incorporated into an urban ecosystem justice
curriculum.
Urban Environmental Education and Urban Ecological Complexity
Urban environmental education is an essential component of building sustainable socioecological systems. Traditional environmental education models focus primarily on wilderness
preservation and the idea of nature as being something external to the city. Educators would
focus on bringing students outside of urban environments with the attitude that nothing
“natural” is within them that is worth studying. This deficit driven model reinforces negative
attitudes towards cities that can be internalized by youth (Thomashow, 2015).
In more recent years, coinciding with the emergence of the “ecology of the city”
paradigm, there has been a greater focus on teaching about environmental and ecological
processes underway in urban environments. Such pedagogical methods provide educational
experiences for urban youth that are concrete, environmentally positive, and action-oriented.
Furthermore, they take place in relevant contexts, have a long-term duration, provide support,
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follow-up, and reinforcement by role models. All these factors combined are more likely to
bring about longer- lasting changes in environmental attitudes in youth (Matthews, 1995).
Educational programs that fail to meet these criteria can have damaging consequences. As
expressed by Agyeman,
environmental content and pedagogies which don't reflect multiple cultural
perspectives, reinforce limited concepts of ‘the environment’ and environmental
protection, and circumscribe and legitimate a limited environmental discourse
will not produce empowered and informed students, graduates and
environmental leaders (Grass & Agyeman, 2002, pg.1).
Failure on the part of the environmental educator to be adequately teaching about the
complexity of urban ecosystems may result in a privliging of attitudes and level of awareness
drawn from the educator’s own limited understanding. For this reason, it is highly important to
be soliciting the experiences and knowledge of local residents and youth in the construction of
a place-based urban curriculum. Doing so will give the educator a more complete
understanding of the highly varied social, cultural, political, economic and environmental
aspects of their environment that they may otherwise be unaware of (Thomashow, 2015).
Citing these literatures gives support to the idea of basing an educational curriculum around
the idea of urban ecosystem justice - a concrete and practical lens through which to teach
urban ecological complexity.

Ecological Literacy
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Ecological literacy is the ability to understand the organizing principles of natural
ecological systems that make life on Earth possible, and to be able to apply those ideas to
creating sustainable human societies (Orr, 1992). By framing education through the lens of
ecological literacy, there can be attentiveness to complexity, non-linearity and unpredictability,
thus challenging educators to consider the role environmental education has in fostering socioecological well-being. Additionally, ecological literacy programs incorporate responses to
change, such as disaster and social transformations, thereby adding an important dimension to
sustainable development. Furthermore, ecological literacy frameworks allow for ways to
situate learning in natural resources management in cities and other anthropogenic
environments. By incorporating notions of feedback loops and nested systems, ecological
literacy frameworks enable questions of “how stewardship practices, environmental education,
and ecological and social system health might reinforce each other, and thus suggests an
‘ecology of environmental education’” (Krasny, 2009a) consisting of citizen, non-profit, and
government partners. Ecological literacy movements focus on restoration of damaged urban
ecosystems as a means of building social networks and community well-being. When urban
residents are engaged in such activities as community gardening, community forestry and
watershed restoration, they are allowed to experience the health and restorative benefits of
these activities. These practices allow people to see their impact on biological systems, the
physical environment, and other ecosystem components (Krasny, 2009a).
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Ecological Rift
In my experience as an urban environmental educator, I am often struck not only by the
frequent lack of understanding and familiarity that many urban residents possess regarding
ecological systems and functions. Consequently, urban residents commonly have little
understanding or connection with the soils, waters, non-human life, and atmospheres in their
cities. This separation is attributable to a constellation of factors in addition to fear that
includes actual physical barriers such as walls and highways that block people’s access to rivers
and greenspaces. On a broader level, low levels of ecological literacy are due in part to the
nature/society, urban/rural dualism that results for many urbanites in the perception of the
environment as something outside of cities with which they have no connection. This
phenomenon is well articulated by geographer Nathan McClintock through the concept of
“metabolic rift” (McClintock, 2010). McClintock details the historical origins of rift scholarship,
and proposes that urban agriculture be used as a means for mending this division.
McClintock claims that according to Marx, the development of capitalism and the
processes of urbanization have resulted in the alienation of people from the natural
environment. These processes have resulted in a depletion of soils and an accumulation of
pollution in places of industrial production, also contributing to promoting a false dichotomy
between “city and country, urban and rural, humans and nature, obscuring and effacing the
linkages between them”.

McClintock then proceeds by breaking apart the concept of metabolic rift, separating it
into three primary subdivisions. These are ecological rift, social rift, and individual rift. In each
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instance, he gives examples of how urban agriculture could be used to mend broken
nature/social connections.

Ecological rift, as stated, is the most commonly studied variation of the three.
McClintock makes the case that capital’s expansion creates a cycle of rifts where attempts to
heal a rift in one location may result in a geographical displacement of ecological crisis to
another locale. An example given by McClintock is the depletion of reserves of bird guano from
South America driven by the depletion of soils in North America and Europe. This results in
what amounts to a “shell game with the environmental problems [capitalism] generates,
moving them around rather than addressing the root causes”. The resource intensive food
production system described above becomes dependent on what are referred to as “subsidies”
- “Sustaining social metabolism under a food production system that depletes rather than
regenerates the resource base depends on both spatial and temporal ‘subsidies’ to the food
web.” The current system of industrial agriculture is dependent on these subsidies on a global
scale in the form of petroleum and natural gas inputs. Similar to the centuries old deposits of
bird guano, these limited fossil fuel resources are based off subsidies that are millions of years
old.

It is here that McClintock believes that urban agriculture has great potential to heal the
metabolic rift by rescaling nutrient cycles and reducing food production’s dependence on
petroleum based resources. One way to achieve this would be to recycle organic wastes back
into soil, thereby creating a closed loop of nutrient cycling.
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McClintock then goes on to explore the concept of social metabolic rift. The defining
element of social rift is the commodification of land and labor. The displacement of rural
famers and herders through seizure of the commons lead to a migration of people to urban
areas to become industrial workers. This process continues to this day, primarily in the Global
South, which McClintock states is the primary drive for urban agriculture. 70 to 75 of people in
Nairobi, he cites, engage in urban agriculture as a way to produce food. Small allotments in
marginal spaces can help to supplement a family’s income and diet. At the same time,
however, large companies can justify paying their employees lower wages on account of the
fact that urban agriculture acts as a social safety net.

In the Global North, urban agriculture has played a different role. While always present,
McClintock argues, its relative prominence or obscurity has grown and waned correspondingly
during times of austerity or prosperity. According to him, a “crisis discourse helped to obscure
the subsistence role that UA has always played in urban landscapes, as well as to devalue UA in
times of prosperity”. During times of economic prosperity, urban gardens often become the
victims of gentrification, bulldozed to accommodate new development.

McClintock goes on to explain how urban agriculture plays a role in mitigating social rift
by de-commodifying land, labor, and food. As gardens function as sites of interaction between
people of wide ranging age and ethnic backgrounds, they strengthen community ties and help
to partially return the means of food production to urban populations.

Lastly, McClintock addresses the question of he what he labels as individual rift, or
alienation. This stems from people seeing themselves as being essentially external to the
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environment, and being alienated from processes as basic as knowing where their food
originates from. Individual rift is difficult to overcome on account of how deeply rooted the
nature/culture division is, but nonetheless there exists good potential to overcome it through
urban agriculture precisely because it arises on the level of individual consciousness. Urban
Agriculture can help to alleviate “nature deficit disorder” in children, defined as being “the shift
from direct to ‘increasingly abstract and symbolic’ contact with the outside environment in the
contemporary political economy limits affective cognitive and evaluative development in
children, leading to a rise in childhood behavioural problems”.

McClintock continues by asserting that by “physically working in the soil, sowing seeds,
cultivating, harvesting and preparing foods” urban agriculture re-engages individuals with their
natural environment. “Not only do experiences in the garden bring the urban farmer, gardener,
or beekeeper into direct contact with the biophysical environment – soil, plants, water,
sunshine, rain, worms, insects, birds – as prescribed by behavioural scientists cited above, but
also allows him or her to experience and metabolize the surrounding landscape, transforming it
into a product that he or she can consume.” This reconnection of labor to the biophysical
environment can additionally help to overcome what McClintock calls the “balkanization of
knowledge”, or the division of the biophysical and social sciences.
In conclusion, McClintock asserts that “Complacency towards what we would otherwise
perceive as self-destructive actions is contingent on individual rift; to perceive and experience
environmental degradation as a solely external process rather than one simultaneously internal
and external depends on this alienation.”
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McClintock summarizes by stating that this process is an essential first step towards the
“abolition of the antithesis between ‘town and country’, intellectual and manual labor, humans
and nature” are underway in urban gardens worldwide. “The ability to scale it up remains to be
seen. Promoting the growth and vitality of these urban agricultural spaces through coordinated
policy, planning and action across scales- from individual decision making to municipal planning
to national and global policy – remains the grand task ahead.”
Ecophobia
The lack of familiarity that many urban residents have regarding ecological processes
often goes beyond merely ignorance, manifesting as “negative knowledge”, or fear,
surrounding the non-human world. This fear could also be partially explained by the way
environmental education is taught. By teaching “catastrophism” in schools, it’s possible to
produce “ecophobia” – fear of ecological problems and the natural world (Sobel, 1996).
Ecophobia, according to Sobel, is a result of the premature abstraction of the environment by
asking children to deal with environmental problems on a scale and scope beyond their control.
Studying issues such as rainforest destruction, climate change, acid rain, oil spills, toxic waste,
etc., can have a negative effect on young children, whose sense of time, self, and place is still
forming. Rather than being effective in motivating them to take action on these issues, it can
result in children feeling only a sense of hopelessness and disempowerment. By seeming
terribly widespread and beyond their control, young children may turn away from rather than
step up to problem solving. Alternatively, Sobel advocates for instead focusing on cultivating a
sense of love, respect, and connection between children and nature, particularly with local
environments where children have the opportunity to study and interact with non-human life
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first-hand. Conventional environmental educational approaches, however, tend not to favor
this practice. An example given is how teachers commonly prefer to teach curriculum about
tropical rainforests indoors and through electronic media rather than to explore the forest or
the meadow nearby. Once children near middle school and have developed proper cognitive
skills that allow them to think in the abstract, Sobel believes it is appropriate to discuss
environmental problems in greater detail. For younger children (below age eight), however,
Sobel believes in teaching “love before knowledge”.
While I fundamentally agree with Sobel’s ideas about primarily trying to cultivate a
sense of love and respect with the non-human for young children, there are other factors that
should be considered when teaching in an urban environment. Most of Sobel’s work has been
conducted in rural and semi-rural environments, where bucolic landscapes are closer at hand. I
believe it is appropriate to incorporate some discussion of environmental risk with young
children living in cities, particularly in regards to issues of environmental contamination. Just as
parents will teach their children to be careful when crossing the street and to be wary of
strangers, it is important to inform children about the potential hazards of soil and air pollution.
In my experience working with second grade children in Albany, most of them are already quite
familiar with the realities of air pollution with either themselves or family members suffering
from asthma or other respiratory illness. To pretend as if these conditions do not exist and to
focus only on an imagined pristine nature does children a disservice. More importantly, I
believe, is for discussions about environmental problems to conclude with some proposed
solutions-based action, even if the problem is in reality far more complex for any single simple
solution to resolve. By leaving children with an actionable solution, it can be possible to avoid
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hopelessness and disempowerment. Having conversations about urban atmospheres, in fact,
can be part of a greater “place-based” learning strategy that looks at the urban environment in
its totality (Sobel, 2004). With such an approach, it can be possible to talk about urban natures
in both their positive and negative aspects.

Ecojustice Education
One approach to environmental education that could be effective in reconciling
ecological awareness with social realities is “Ecojustice Education”, as presented by
Martusewicz et al. (Martusewicz, 2014). Drawing heavily from the work of C.A. Bowers, the
main tenants of ecojustice education can be summarized as such:


The recognition and analysis of cultural assumptions that undermine local and global
ecosystems essential to life.



The recognition of entrenched patterns of domination that define people of color,
women, the poor, and the natural world as inferior and less worthy of life.



An analysis of globalization/neoliberalism that has resulted in the exploitation of the
southern hemisphere for the benefit of the north.



The recognition of environmental commons and relationships among people not requiring
of money.
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Earth democracies – rights of ecosystems to regenerate, well-being of future generations.



Commitment to pedagogy that teaches student to identify causes of social and ecological
violence, and to remediate them.

The Ecojustice Education approach overall rejects what it sees as the false dichotomy between
environmental and social justice issues, arguing that they must be viewed as having common
cultural origins. It encourages the understanding that both ecological and social crises have
intertwined cultural roots in the deep assumptions of modernity. Ecojustice views itself as a
“pedagogy of responsibility”, drawing from teachers, teacher educators, and community
educators writing on the cultural roots of ecological crisis. It challenging students with such
questions as “what are my just and ethical obligations to my communities?” and “what do we
need to conserve, and what needs to be transformed?”, while asking teachers to look for
solutions to building just and ecologically sustainable communities among traditional
indigenous and existing communities within industrial society. This teaching method is seen as
running counter to mainstream education, with proponents claiming that “schools currently
help to reproduce a culture of and economic system whose short-term profit motive and
ideology of unlimited growth have created a society that dangerously overshoots the carrying
capacity of the bio-systems depended upon for life.”
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Not only critical of mainstream education, Ecojustice distinguishes itself apart from mainstream
environmental education approaches, primarily for how it approaches human non-human
relationships. In a typical environmental education curriculum, “ecology is defined, for the
most part, as the scientific study and management of natural systems assumed to be outside of
human communities. Intersections among human social problems and ecological problems are
generally ignored in the curriculum” (Matusewicz, 2014).
Furthermore,
much of the dominant discourse in environmental education…has been based
upon a technocentric approach to environmentalism which favors initiating
young people into the concepts and skills needed for finding scientific and
technological solutions to environmental problems without addressing their root
social, political, and economic causes (Fien,1995, pg.10).
This approach is further critiqued for be limited by only looking primarily at the behavior of
individuals and not at societal systems and the cultures that support them. It is also believed
that environmental education teaches catastrophic education, which results only in gloom,
despair, and inaction.
A key goal of mine is to translate the urban ecosystem justice concept into an actionable
curriculum useful for teaching place-based urban environmental education. In this section I will
explore several philosophies related to urban environmental education, and explain their
relevance to urban ecosystem justice.
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The Radix Center’s environmental education program teaches ecological literacy to
urban youth, a population that as a whole tends to be disconnected from the environmental
processes that sustain society. Placed with a framework of “urban ecosystem justice”, students
are challenged to look at the city in its totality as an ecosystem, examining the interrelationship
between social justice issues and the biophysical dimensions of the urban ecosystem: soil,
water, airsheds, climate, waste cycles, and biodiversity. Questions of access and equity are
applied to each of these areas within an environmental justice context, while at the same time
being situated within a STEM-focused curriculum that is hands-on, engaging, and directly
relevant to the lived experience of students. By centering the curriculum on urban ecosystems,
students are shown how concepts such as nature and the environment are of critical
importance in the city. By being able to recognize and value ecological processes in their own
communities, students gain a greater sense and appreciation for environmental protection as a
whole, and can draw connections and comparisons between ecological processes in both urban
and rural locations.
Soil studies center on the topic of food, discussing a range of topics related to food
access and food justice, exploring ways that nutrition impacts both the personal and
environmental health of communities. Emphasis is put on local and organic food production,
drawing connections between sustainable agriculture and reduced demands for chemical
pesticides, fertilizers, and food transportation distances. Sections on integrated pest
management, no-till farming, and composting further stress the role that sustainable soil
management has on combatting soil erosion and fertilizer/pesticide runoff and its subsequent
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impact on water bodies. Attention is also given to the issue of soil contamination and the
importance in educating youth about soil safety, testing, and remediation strategies.
Water studies examine the urban watershed as a whole, asking how mutually beneficial
relationships can be constructed between urban residents and the water bodies in their
communities. Centering on the phenomenon of the combined sewage overflow, students are
challenged to think of ways that actions on their part can reduce the percentage of impervious
urban covers and improve the health of water bodies. Activities include constructing rain water
collection barrels, building raised “rain garden” beds, kayaking trips in surrounding water
bodies and the construction of “floating islands” – constructed wetlands attached to buoyant
media for use in remediating urban storm water runoff. Lastly, aquaponics systems are used as
a means to model aquatic ecosystems, serving as an “interim” means of providing non-toxic fish
protein to urban communities while long-term work is done to restore the health of urban
water bodies and fisheries.
Studies of airsheds and climate draw the connections between local air pollution and
urban climate justice, examining the ways that airborne industrial pollutants and vehicular
emissions impact the health of urban communities both in the short term (asthma,
emphysema) and in the long term (urban heat waves, rising sea levels). Students learn about
the Air Quality Index (AQI) and fly flags of corresponding colors as a means of raising
community awareness of the issue. Furthermore, in Albany students will have the opportunity
to work alongside DEC employees as they conduct ongoing monitoring of air quality with
mobile sensing equipment. In the long term, students are encouraged to think of ways that
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cities can play a role in slowing climate change on a global level by reducing emissions of carbon
dioxide and methane, and by using urban plants and soils to sequester atmospheric CO2.
Studies on urban biodiversity stress the concept of “biocultural diversity”, or
interconnections between social justice and non-human life in the city. Using the garden and
food production as a starting point, students learn about the role that insect pollinators play in
food production, and of the importance in creating habitat for them in underutilized spaces
(reconciliation ecology). From there, students are introduced to the concept of novel
ecosystems and develop and appreciation for synanthropic species such as pigeons and crows.
By valuing these species and seeing them as something other than a nuisance, a sense of
respect and concern can be cultivated for familiar species which then may be extended to
others. Lastly, an appreciation for ruderal vegetation or “weeds” is developed, particularly as
to the role they play in soli stabilization, CO2 sequestration, water filtration, and habitat
creation.
Giffen RPI Collaboration
In the spring of 2017, I worked as a collaborating instructor in a course entitled
“Sustainability Education” at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, taught by Professor Kim Fortun.
The program began in February of 2017, and consisted of sustainability education
undergraduate students from RPI working with four different second-grade classes at Giffen.
Visits lasted from roughly 10AM to 12 noon each Wednesday, and consisted of lessons based
around different themes. Subjects and activities we covered included:


Growing microgreens and plant biology
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Soil structure and health



Building worm composting bins and waste issues



Air quality issues and studying the air quality index



Renewable energy: solar, wind, and bicycle power



Place-based education: the ecology of the South End



Urban Biodiversity: the birds and bugs of Albany

Typically, lessons would begin with RPI students giving a short presentation on the general
theme of each week, and then progress with the class dividing into smaller groups to work on
hands-on projects. RPI students would meet with me each Monday to discuss teaching goals
for the upcoming week. Projects were designed to build upon each other. For instance,
microgreens were grown and eaten, and the leftover roots and seeds were fed to worms for
further processing.
Once temperatures had warmed sufficiently in April, classes began making weekly visits
to the Radix Center, conveniently located around the corner from Giffen. By doing this,
students were able to observe the “micro-scale” systems they had been building in their
classrooms modeled on a “meso” or neighborhood scale. This comparison gave them a sense
of their place in the larger community, as well as the possibility for broader-scale sustainability
system implementation.
The Radix visits were well-timed with the beginning of the growing season. Students
were allowed the opportunity to weed garden beds, plant seeds, and observe germination and
growth. Furthermore, they were able to observe closed-loop systems by feeding weeds to
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animals on the Radix farm, and seeing how compost was used to fertilize garden beds. Other
topics explored were the ecology of compost piles and decomposers, and water cycles and
rainwater harvesting.
Overall the program was a fantastic success. Not only did Giffen students learn and
experience an incredible amount, but RPI students benefitted from the experience of teaching
in a real classroom setting.
Ecojustice Summer
For the past three years, I have organized and ran the Radix Center’s “Ecojustice
Summer” program. The program is run in conjunction with Albany’s sponsored Summer Youth
Employment Program, a job-readiness initiative that provides high school age youth with a
stipend for working at various sites throughout the city. Youth working at the Radix site receive
training in a variety of areas including urban gardening and agriculture, environmental justice
education, and take part in outdoor field trips. In this sense, the Ecojustice Summer program
offers a greatly more enhanced experience than most other job sites where youth may only be
engaged in menial labor.
The summer of 2017 began with a larger than expected group of students, twenty-three
to be precise. This resulted as both Radix and AVillage (who combine their programs) both
requested and received the maximum number of students, as it has been both our experiences
in the past that we typically receive fewer than requested. Immediately this created numerous
logistical challenges as we had a less than ideal adult-to-youth ratio. While we typically had
four to five adults on site, there were days when we had as few as two.
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Radix runs an afterschool youth program throughout the year with a consistent group of
high-school age youth. In the interest of creating long-term continuity with the relationships
we have developed with these youth, we worked to get the year-round youth enrolled in the
summer employment program. While we were successful in getting some of them signed up,
others were unable to on account of the considerable barriers to entry into the program.
Multiple forms of identification are required, as well as incredibly long lines with a multi-hour
wait. For this reason, the majority of youth in the program were entirely new to us.
In keeping with the idea of learning ecologies (Stevenson, 2017), my educational
approach to the summer youth program is organize learning objectives in a series of “nested
spheres” that prioritize learning on a personal and social level, with environmental concerns
occupying the outermost “ring”. Learning ecologies recognize that simply conveying
environmental information will typically be inadequate for changing environmental attitudes,
and that successful curricula will initially emphasize the importance of knowledge to the
individual.
Below is an excerpt from the promotional materials of 2017’s Ecojustice Summer:
EcoJustice Summer!
This Summer, the Radix Ecological Sustainability Center along with A Village Inc., will
conduct its five-week EcoJustice Summer Youth program for youth ages 14 - 18. Participants
will have the opportunity to earn an income while being engaged in hands-on work and
learning related to local ecological and social justice issues. Based out of the Radix Center,
youth will be employed in food justice activism through the maintenance and operation of
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Radix’s one-acre urban farm as well as numerous gardens throughout Albany’s South End.
Produce harvested from these gardens feeds local residents and supports Radix’s educational
programs. Days also consist of educational opportunities, with workshops, guest speakers, and
outdoor field trips to local sites. The dates for the program are from Monday July 3 rd through
Friday, August 4th.
Past activities and topics have included:


Organic gardening



Raising microlivestock (chickens and goats)



Urban Biocultural Diversity



Composting



Air Quality Activism



Renewable Energy (solar and wind)



Beekeeping



Aquaponics (fish farming)



Environmental justice struggles in Albany



Farmer’s markets and food security



Rain water harvesting and Hudson River Remediation



Soil testing and lead safety



Urban Climate Justice



Community art engagement



Bike trips on the Albany County Rail Trail
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Toxic tours of the “bomb trains”



Kayaking in the Hudson



Goat-scaping in Tivoli Park

2017’s Ecojustice Summer was an amazing experience for both us and the twenty-three
Albany youth who participated. We structured a program that combined gardening,
environmental justice education, and outdoor fun. Youth shared in the responsibility of
doing daily chores at Radix, including watering, egg collection, composting, and weeding.
Work was also done at gardens throughout the South End neighborhood, including the
Trinity and Our Children’s Gardens. We instructed youth in the use of power tools and used
them to construct everything from a portable rain-water collection system to a ten-foot tall
insect cage. Other youth conducted a historical research project, reporting on ecological
justice issues in Albany neighborhoods. A number of fantastic guest presenters graciously
donated their time to us. Public health expert Austin Roberts demonstrated how to use a
hand-held X-ray fluorescence device to test soils for lead content. Former Sierra Club
president Aaron Mair spoke to the students about the history of environmental justice
struggles in Albany. DEC scientist Brian Frank demonstrated the use of mobile air quality
sampling backpacks, bringing youth out into the field for data collection. Outdoor
adventures and field trips included hiking on the Albany County Rail Trail, kayaking at
Peebles Island, and a final trip to Grafton State Park.
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Chapter 10 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have attempted to demonstrate how the idea of urban ecosystem
justice may be made actionable as an educational curriculum. I have woven together a diverse
array of pedagogical concepts including ecological literacy, ecophobia, ecological rift, ecojustice
education, and learning ecologies, demonstrating how each can inform an urban ecosystem
justice curriculum. Following an exploration of the why and the how, I discuss how such
educational programs have been carried out at the Radix Center, both through our work with
elementary school age children and with high school age youth. Lastly, I move through each of
the biophysical urban ecosystem spheres discussed in the previous section and propose how a
social histories curriculum could be based around each, and the overall importance of doing so.
An urban ecosystem justice curriculum is still in need of substantial development; however, I
strongly believe that it can play a significant role in the training of a new generation of urban
environmental educators who value the importance of urban ecosystem functioning. Doing so
is a critical first step towards challenging social sustainability exclusion and urban ecological
alienation.
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Chapter 11: Writing for Urban Ecosystem Justice
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Following completion of my Ph.D. program, a goal of mine is to take the insights and
findings from my dissertation and make them accessible to a general audience. Doing so will
require a significant re-writing of much of the dissertation itself: the tone would be more
conversational, much of the academic jargon would be traded out for simpler language, and a
greater emphasis would be put on applied as opposed to theoretical approaches. Below is a
sample chapter from this general audience manuscript, which I’ve included to give a feeling for
how these ideas would be expressed in translation and in action.
Urban Soil Justice
Living soils are resilient soils. From growing nutritious food, to purifying water, and for
absorbing carbon from the atmosphere, healthy soils are critical for the survival of humanity.
Urban soils however, have been widely abused. Paved over, compacted, degraded, and
poisoned, the poor condition of urban soils is a significant limiting factor to achieving urban
ecosystem justice. In light of this, it comes as no surprise then when many urban residents
aren’t aware of the difference between living soil, and lifeless dirt. Worse still, because of soil
contamination many city dwellers rightfully have a fear of touching or growing food in the soils
in their communities. In my work as an environmental educator, I believe one of the most
important jobs I can perform is to teach people to appreciate the amazing biological richness,
complexity, and value of living soil. Going further, I teach a toolkit of skills useful for building
soil where none is, revitalizing it when it is damaged, and de-toxifying it when it is

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as: Kellogg, Scott. "Community based
bioremediation: grassroots responses to urban soil contamination." Teknokultura 13.2 (2016):
491-510.
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contaminated. This chapter discusses these tools and how they can be used to further social
justice in the urban ecosystem.

To begin, it’s necessary to have a better understanding of soil itself, and the science
behind it.

What is Soil?
Soil is a living system. An intricate web of sand, silt, clay, minerals, water, air, organic matter,
humus, and life. Healthy soils are teeming with billions of organisms, engaged in an astounding
variety of ecological exchanges and co-creative processes. This sphere of interaction between
the earth, the atmosphere, water and life is scientifically referred to as the “pedosphere”. The
levels of biological diversity and richness in soil is incredible. At the risk of seeming reductive by
breaking down this amazing complex whole into its individual parts, it’s helpful to express this
diversity in numbers. One cubic meter of soil can contain:


Over ten trillion bacteria and archaea, representing thousands of species mostly unknown
to science.



One hundred billion individual fungi and actinomycetes



One hundred million algae



One million nematodes (or roundworms, as they’re also referred to)



Tens of thousands of springtails, mites, centipedes, and millipedes



And large numbers of earthworms, ants, lice, beetle larvae, fly larvae, spiders, and a
variety of other invertebrates (SoilAtlas, 2015)(Liittschwager, 2012).
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Soil life can also be thought to include the plants growing in the ground as well as larger
subterranean mammals such as moles, groundhogs, and rabbits. Furthermore, remembering
that humus (meaning the top layer of organic matter in soils) and human share the same
etymological origins, I believe that surface- dwelling humans are additionally co-creators of soil
life and should be thought of being part of the soil ecosystem.
While the diversity of soil life is incredible, it’s important to remember that healthy soils
are produced and preserved through the complex and synergistic relationships of the different
organisms that make up the soil ecosystem. These symbioses take on a wide variety of forms:

Plants and bacteria have co-evolved a mutualistic relationship that consists of bacteria
making soil minerals biologically available to plants in exchange for feasting on carbon-based
glucose exudates from their roots. The sticky compounds produced by the bacteria in turn then
gives soil a spongy gumminess that improves its ability to absorb and retain moisture.
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Urban Soils Carbon Capture
The carbon used to make root exudates comes from the atmosphere, scrubbed out of the
air by plants. When carbon is removed from the air, stored and left undisturbed in the soil
in the form of organic matter, it is possible to use our soils as a carbon sink, and slow climate
change! Soil-carbon farming, as it is referred to, is one of the best examples of simple citizendriven and decentralized technologies for fighting climate chaos. While most studies have
looked at the potential to do soil carbon capture on a global scale with large tracts of
farmland, there is increasing interest in the idea of using urban soils to capture carbon. In
light of the fact that cities often contain numerous empty tracts and vacant lots, using urban
soils for carbon capture is a regenerative environmental justice strategy that promotes both
healthy soils, food justice, and a more stable climate.

Nitrogen, abundant in Earth’s atmosphere but scarce in soils, is made available to plants
largely through the abilities of certain free living and plant symbiotic nitrogen fixing bacteria in
the soil.

The miles of mycellial threads woven through soils by fungi literally bind them together
as they in turn decompose dead matter. Mycorrhizal fungi act as auxiliary root systems for plants,
accessing moisture and nutrients beyond the plant’s reach in exchange for carbon. In a
relationship that has been described as being “beyond mutualism” mycorhizae broker nutrient
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exchange between trees in a forest, allowing “mother trees” to direct resources to smaller trees
growing in the shade (Bledsoe, 2014).

Tunnels made by ecological engineering earthworms create conduits for moisture and air
to penetrate the soil’s depths, while the soil particles consumed and expelled by them are glued
together by digestive mucuses. Soil invertebrates are engaged in an ongoing dance of birth and
death, while subterranean and surface animals defecate and die in and on soil, providing
nutrients to the decomposers within and below.

While this is just a snapshot of the incredible complexity of ecological exchanges occurring
in soil, it serves to demonstrate that healthy soil can only exist through the processes of the
multispecies community that create it (Puig del la Bellacasa, 2015). Defying attempts to
catalogue and control it, there is a recognition among soil scientists that the complexity of soil
ecosystems cannot be accurately replicated in the laboratory, with microbes changing both
structurally and genetically in response to laboratory conditions. Such controlled experiments
only mimic or partly explain the processes at work in soil (Tate, 1995). Although there is much
that can be learned about oil through reductionist approaches, there is too little known about
how soil functions as a whole, how its parts interact with each other, and to how soils respond
to human and natural forces over decades and centuries (Kubiena, 1970).

Soils and Humanity – a Co-Evolution
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As stated, good soil health is the foundation of nutritious food production and arguably
therefore of civilization itself. The relative sustainability of societies throughout history can
often be attributed to how they cared for their soils. Cultures that preserved and regenerated
the health of their soils by cyclically returning nutrients to the Earth would persist, while those
cultures that depleted them either collapsed or were forced to move elsewhere, leaving deserts
in their wake (Diamond, 1995; Hillel, 1991). When soils are abused or neglected, subject to
drying, compaction, salinization, or poisoning, the living matrix inside them deteriorates.
Without the organic glues binding them together, soils become further vulnerable to erosion
via wind and water, leaving behind lifeless bare rock incapable of supporting plant life (Hillel,
1991). The “dust-bowl” of the 1930s serves as a recent historical reminder of what the
consequences of soil abuse resemble.

Following the advent of the Green Revolution of the 1950s and the wide scale adoption
of chemically-based industrial agriculture, there has been a systematic abandonment of
regenerative agricultural practices, and with it a forsaking of soil life and the very idea of soil as
being alive. On account of this, the critical web of relationships between humans, plants, and
microorganisms has been largely neglected and forgotten. Plants, when given synthetically
derived exogenous fertilizers, fail to develop symbiotic partnerships with soil bacteria. When
given synthetic nutrients, they are no longer reliant on soil microorganisms and will cease giving
off their root exudates to feed them. By engaging exclusively in NPK (Nitrogen, Phosphorus,
and Potassium) farming, plants become deficient in micronutrients that are otherwise provided
through microbial symbiosis, and in turn so do the humans that eat them. Soil is then regarded
as, and becomes, inert lifeless dirt whose only function is to physically prop up a plant (Lewis,
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2010). Through unsustainable agricultural practices over time, crop yields decline and in a
positive feedback loop of dependency and despair, farmers become increasingly reliant on
chemical and synthetic fertilizer inputs, making it ever more difficult to grow food without them
(Shiva, 2008). Luckily, organic farming practices once regarded as fringe, are now becoming
more mainstream, and with them an improvement in soil health and biodiversity, both below
and above ground (Birkhofer, 2008).

With an understanding of the impact that human activity has on soil, and how soil
health in turn affects human well-being, it becomes clear that humans are co-creators of soils,
soils are socially constructed, and that humans are part of soil ecosystems. In recognition of
this, a call has been made for the development of the discipline of anthropedology to study
human-soil relationships (Bacon, 2011) (McClintock, 2015). The importance of understanding
human-soil co-genic relationships is of the utmost importance in the Anthropocene. Not only
do humans possess the ability to dramatically transform soils, but the evolution of human
society and culture is in turn influenced by changes in soil (Richter, 2012). Soils must be
capable of sustaining a near doubling of demand for global food production in the upcoming
decades and must also continue to act as resiliency buffers, providing a host of ecosystem
services including flood mitigation, biodiversity support, nutrient and contaminant filtration,
disease production or suppression, and greenhouse gas absorption or emission. If soil indeed
reflects “the memory of the landscape” (Targulian, 1978), then the soils of the future will tell a
story to our descendants about how wisely or foolishly humanity navigated the Anthropocene.

Soils in the City
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Similarly to waterways, the soils in the near vicinities of cities have played an important
historical role in sustaining urban functioning. It is no coincidence that many cities are located in
areas with some of the most fertile soils. River valleys, common sites for urban development on
account of all the benefits of waterways, also frequently possess high quality soils. Many of the
organic nutrients that are washed away from high altitudes will accumulate in these regions, and
the periodic flooding of rivers will deposit nutrient-rich sediments upon the alluvial plains.
Societies such as those along the Nile in ancient Egypt were able to sustain themselves for
centuries through farming in river valleys. Similarly, before the widespread use of internal
combustion and the beginning of the sanitary cities movement, it was common practice for
nightsoils to be returned to farms in the urban periphery, sustaining a cycle of nutrients (Atkins,
2014). Despite the fact that cities have been historically built in regions with high soil fertility to
support their populations, the health of soils in today’s cities is rarely considered by residents or
planners. As urban metabolic processes have become increasingly linear, not only has the fertility
of peri-urban soils been neglected but suburban sprawl beyond city limits has transformed these
once fertile fields into monocultures of modular homes and St. Augustine grass lawns.
As part of this process, soils rich in organic matter have been cleared in order to expose
the firm mineral soils below. From the perspective of a building engineer, soils are suitable only
if they are compactable – capable of being compressed into a hardened base able to support
the weight of structures. Organic matter - the living, soft, glue-like material that gives healthy
soils their vitality – is considered undesirable as it will decompose over time and result in the
subsidence and shifting of structures. For this reason, fertile topsoils are commonly scraped
from a building site before any construction begins.
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In many instances, indigenous soils are replaced with “fill” soils which consist of a mix of
materials ranging from rock, mine tailings, dredging sediments, brick, concrete, coal ash, and
garbage. Anyone who has ever dug a series of holes in a city can attest to huge variability of
urban soil composition. Even digging a single hole will often reveal a series of layers of soil
types stacked on top of each other – both natural and human-made. A hole several feet to one
side or the other can have an entirely different makeup. These layers create a fascinating
historical record of a city’s past, and can make for a fun archaeological project. They do make
it challenging puzzle, however, to know what the natural pre-urban composition of soils
consisted of. To reflect the huge variability and anthropogenic impact on city soils, urban
ecologists use terms such as ‘technosols’ (Sere et al., 2010) and ‘anthrosols’ (Smith, 1980) to
describe them.

Challenges of Urban Soils
As discussed, urban soils are frequently non-existent, degraded, or contaminated –
creating significant barriers to food production and urban ecosystem justice. In this section, I
will discuss each of these issues in detail, along with possible remedies for each.

Non-Existent Soils
When I refer to soils as being non-existent, I’m describing soils that have been covered
and sealed with impervious materials such as asphalt and concrete to create roadways and
parking lots. To describe these soils as non-existent is a bit misleading – they exist, they are just
buried and starved of air, moisture, and nutrient exchange – effectively making them dead,
non-living mineral substrates. Coating soils with impervious toppings has enormously negative
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consequences for the health of the urban watershed – by destroying soil’s capacity to absorb,
retain, and filter storm water, pollutant laden volumes of run off overwhelm drainage systems,
causing sewage overflows and toxic flooding (see the water chapter for more details). Food
production is also seriously limited on paved surfaces (unless you can survive off mosses and
lichens). For these reasons, removing impervious covers from soils is an essential first step
towards regenerating the health of urban ecosystems.

Parking Lots and Lava Fields – Ecological Analogues
Hot, molten rock – steaming and slow moving, releasing hazardous vapors, killing
everything in its path and eventually hardening into an impervious blanket after it finally cools.
This describes both lava flowing out of a volcano, and asphalt being dumped out of the back of
a truck. Yes, clearly one is a “natural” process where the other is anthropogenic, yet they
possess some ecological similarities, and studying the successional processes that follow a
volcanic eruption can give us clues about how to regenerate urban ecosystems. This is an
important topic as I’m often asked the question, “Is it really necessary to remove asphalt? Can I
just garden on top of it?” While I believe that ultimately for the long-term health and
regeneration of urban ecosystems it’s important to remove impervious covers, there may be
reasons and circumstances why that can’t or shouldn’t be immediately done. One of these
could be cost and energy – taking up asphalt is expensive and time consuming. You may want
to just start gardening right away, or may not want to invest the time and energy into
revitalizing a parcel you don’t have secured access to. Also, sometimes soils have been sealed
as a means of encapsulating seriously contaminated soils below. If you know this to be the
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case, it could be a good argument for leaving impervious covers in place. Or perhaps it’s a
paved vacant parcel behind a secured fence that you want to start healing via guerilla tactics
(i.e. seed bombing). In any case, you could think of the asphalt as being your bedrock layer, and
just begin building soil on top of it.
Going back to the lava field analogy, soils will start to regenerate on heavily disturbed
environments over time. Just observe an abandoned parking lot - cracks form in its surface that
allow ruderal (disturbance loving) plants to access the pockets of soil underneath. Over time,
plant roots widen these cracks and themselves die, forming more soil in the process.
Organisms like mosses and lichens will colonize hard surfaces, helping as well to regenerate
soils. Eventually, a thin soil layer will form that will grow over time, allowing larger plant
species to survive. This process can be allowed to happen at its own pace, or sped up through
human intervention. Creating twelve inches of soils will give you enough soil depth to plant
annual vegetables. This could be done by dumping soil on top of a lot, or by building raised
beds on its surface. The drawback is that you lose the opportunity to get the impervious layer
up, which would allow plant roots to penetrate deeply (essential for trees) and for water to
infiltrate into the sub soil. It’s always possible to go back and do this later, but will result in
serious disruption to whatever soil you have created since then.
Degraded Soils
Removing impervious covers alone, however, is insufficient for restoring soil health. As
mentioned, the soils beneath parking lots and roadways are largely non-living. In addition to
being deprived of air and water, they’ve also been compacted. The weight of the asphalt or
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concrete on top of them combined with cars and trucks repeated driving across have squeezed
the soils flat and turned them into “hardpan”, an impervious layer of compressed soil. Even
more compressed are soils that formerly had buildings on top of them – the weight of the
structure above combined with the deliberate pre-compaction of the soils before construction
will result in some seriously squeezed earth. These compacted, dead soils have an absorptive
capacity that is only slightly better than that of asphalt, and will need lots of healing before they
are once again capable of supporting much life.

Because the particles in compacted soil have been squeezed together, any air or
moisture that might have otherwise been between them has been forced out. This makes it
very difficult for water, plant roots, worms, or just about anything else to penetrate through the
soil column. In order to convert dead dirt into living soil, it will be necessary to loosen it so that
air and moisture can once again flow through it.

One way to test to see if soils are compacted is to try and shove a pencil down in the
ground. If you can’t force it all the way in, then the soils are likely compacted. Relieving
compaction can be challenging task. Mechanically, this is often done with roto-tillers –
machines that turn over the top few inches of soil. This causes significant disturbance to the
soil profile, however, and may not be possible in soils that are heavily compressed. There are,
fortunately, simpler methods of relieving soil compaction that rely on plants. Through a
process called biological tillage, it is possible to break up soil layers with plant roots, increasing
their organic matter content and making it easier for worms and moisture to move more deeply
into soil layers. One plant that is especially effective at doing this is the forage radish, also
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known as the daikon radish. It forces a tap root down through compacted soils, breaking them
apart as it grows to an inch or greater in diameter. Allowed to remain in the soil, it will
eventually die and rot, enriching the ground with its nutrients and creating a conduit for
moisture and oxygen. For maximum effect, forage radishes should be seeded early in the
growing season so that they can reach their full size before dying in the winter freeze. Another
method is to loosen compacted soils with a tool called a broadfork. A broadfork consists of a
bunch of metal tines (kind of like a pitchfork) welded onto a pole with two long handles on
either side. It’s designed so that when you jump on it you force the tines into the ground, and
then loosen the soil with the leverage provided by the two handles. A broadfork provides a
relatively simple, non-mechanical means of relieving soil compaction without causing serious
disruption or damage to the soil itself.

Once soils have been relieved of compaction, it becomes possible to start bringing them
back to life. While soil microorganisms will eventually recolonize soils, the process can be
accelerated by introducing microbial inoculants, and by better improving soil conditions. Both
goals can be accomplished by applying compost to soils. While both compost and composting
are discussed in the waste chapter, their benefits cannot be overstated, and are worth
reiterating here. Finished compost is exploding with microbial life, and can hugely jumpstart
the process of soil revitalization. Even by spreading it across the surface of soils or by lightly
tilling it in, microbes will be reintroduced in droves, washed downwards into the soil by the
rains. Once they are established, and if they survive, the process of soil regeneration can begin.
These microbes act as the interface between living and non-living matter. By literally eating
rocks, they convert inorganic minerals into plant nutrients. Furthermore, the bodies of these
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microbes, both living and dead, and the compounds they produce are what gives healthy soil its
crumbly, moist, sponge-like texture - measurable in what’s called organic matter content, or
OM. High organic matter content in soils is essential for both moisture retention and for proper
drainage, both critical for ecosystem functioning on multiple levels. On the garden scale, high
OM helps retain water in sandy soils, and helps drain it away when clay content is high. Healthy
soil should have a forty to sixty percent moisture content – about that of a rung out sponge –
high OM helps maintain this balance. Logically then, plants growing in high OM soils require
less watering, as that stored water is made available to their roots. On a city-wide and regional
scale, moisture retaining soils help to mitigate flash flooding, and also help to buffer against
droughts. In this sense, building healthy soils is an important part of a community’s defense
against climate volatility.

Finished compost, which is pH neutral, is also ideal for moderating either alkaline or
acidic urban soils. Urban soils can frequently be calcareous – meaning they contain large
amounts of calcium carbonate or lime (typically from concrete residues) which makes them
alkaline. Adding compost can help to balance out this alkalinity. Having a balanced pH is
important not only for healthy plant growth, but also for immobilizing pollutants, as described
later in this chapter.

While the systematic neglect, abuse, degradation, compaction, covering, and all
together erasure of urban soils has contributed to people’s alienation from them, another
significant factor that has and continues to produce ignorance and fear of soil in urban
residents is the issue of soil contamination.
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Soil Contamination
We live in a toxic world. From heavy metals to combustion by-products to venomous
animals, organisms and ecosystems have evolved fascinating methods of avoiding, degrading,
removing, or otherwise coping with poisonous substances (check out “albino redwoods”). While
some species can adapt to toxic conditions and survive, others do not, and end up going extinct.
Sometimes toxins that are deadly to one species actually become essential for another (look up
“the great oxygen catastrophe”). While it could be argued that toxicity is to some degree
“natural” and part of the ecological adaptive cycle of growth and release – there are limits – and
through modern industrial processes, these limits have been exceeded. If we care about the
health and survival of humanity and of most other species on the planet, we must discontinue
the reckless release of toxins in our global environment, and begin the process of cleaning up the
mess that has been created. In this section we’ll discuss pollution in cities, ways to protect
yourself and your community from it, and methods for detoxifying urban ecosystems.
So, what are the toxins we are mostly concerned about? Very broadly speaking, there are
two general categories we can put contaminants in to. The first is heavy metals. Heavy metals
are elements. If you look at a periodic table, you will see them listed there: lead, arsenic,
cadmium, mercury, chromium, and so on. They exist in nature, albeit often in deposits deep in
the earth, bound up in rock and isolated from the biosphere in anything more than trace
quantities. Through extractive mining processes, these metals have been brought to the surface
of the planet, and diffused through the ecosystem. They now exist in concentrations greater
than what we have evolved to be able to deal with. High concentrations of toxic metals are
dangerous to most living things, resulting in a host of health maladies.
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Of all the heavy metals, the one we are primarily concerned with in urban ecosystems is
lead (Pb), due to both its ubiquity and toxicity. There are many sources of lead in urban
environments, but the two main ones are old lead-based house paint and auto exhaust. While
both have been prohibited in the United States since the 1970’s, there legacies remain with us
to this day. Often times the highest concentrations of lead are found along the drip lines of
homes, or along roadways where leaded exhaust was discharged. Lead is a neurotoxin. It readily
binds with brain tissues, and causes developmental impairments in children. In the sections to
follow we’ll discuss methods for dealing with lead contamination.
The second broad category of toxins are what are called organic pollutants. These consist
of compounds made up of molecular chains, and can include hydrocarbons, pesticides, Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOCs), Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs), chlorinated solvents,
dioxins, PCBs, and so on. There are over 80,000 of these chemicals in use in the United States,
most of which have not been adequately tested for their effects on human health (let alone their
synergistic toxicity – or how they can become even more toxic when blended together). While
some of these readily break down in the environment, others are recalcitrant – meaning they’re
resistant to degradation. The longest lived of these comprise a group of toxins called Persistent
Organic Pollutants, or POPs.

Toxic Cities
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Cities historically have served as centers of industry: manufacturing, smelting, and
refining businesses have been commonly located in urban areas. As a consequence of this, many
pollutants produced as by-products of these industries over the past two centuries have been
released into urban ecosystems (Hough, et al., 2004). Some of these pollutants are “diffuse”
meaning they are emitted into the air through smoke stacks and are spread broadly over and
area. Others are “point source”, which basically means they were dumped and can be found in
high concentrations in specific places. Although air and water are regularly polluted, the
contaminants they bear eventually fall out of suspension and concentrate in soils, making urban
soils a toxic substance sink. For this reason, it makes sense to include a general discussion of
toxicity in the chapter dedicated to soils.
As an issue, urban soil contamination has gained a particular amount of attention recently
as interest in urban agriculture and community gardening has increased. Because gardeners are
coming into direct contact with potentially contaminated soils, inhaling their dusts, and growing
food in them, they are potentially at a higher risk of harmful exposure (Cao, et al., 2010; Prasad,
et al., 2000, Harrison, 2009; Alloway, 2004). Low-income urban populations are at particular risk,
as polluting industries are more likely to be situated within low-income neighborhoods.
Additionally, negligent landowners are less likely to have carried out lead paint remediation in
poorer neighborhoods, which may continue to impact the soils and the health of communities to
this day (Pirkle, 1998).
One of the most frustrating aspects of soil contamination (and of toxic exposures in
general) is the huge amount of uncertainty surrounding it, particularly in regards to health
concerns and whether activities like gardening are “safe”. As there are many thousands of known
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toxic substances, comprehensively testing for all of these is incredibly expensive. Furthermore,
there are tremendously complicated interactions between contaminants, soils, plants, and
people, creating a huge number of open questions about what toxins may be present and where
they end up. (Vidali, 2001)

Some of these key questions are:

1. What contaminants are in the soil?
2. Are those contaminants getting into human bodies, either through contact with the soil or by
eating plants grown in it?
3. If they are entering our bodies, what effects then are they having on our health?
Because risk analysis frameworks that take all these complexities into account are still developing
(Brownfields, 2011), these questions often go unanswered. Consequently, many people act in a
precautionary way and will choose not to garden in urban soils.

While there are always potential risks, there are also many substantial personal benefits
to urban agriculture that should be taken into account (Wakefield, et al., 2007). These include
improved nutrition, exercise, time outdoors, mental stimulation social connections. Going
beyond just the personal health benefits, the broader social, economic, and ecological benefits
of urban agriculture are tremendous. From creating local food economies, combatting food
apartheid, gardening education, climate mitigation, biodiversity enhancement and overall
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resilience building, there is no question that urban agriculture is a critical component of
sustainable city systems and urban ecosystem justice overall.
There are a number of simple risk-reducing practices that can be used by urban gardeners
to reduce their chance of exposure to soil-borne toxins (USEPA,2009). These “best practice”
strategies are good common sense when faced with toxic uncertainty.
Some of these include:
+ Removing shoes before entering a home after being in the garden
-

Just by doing this, the amount of potentially lead contaminated soil being tracked into the
home can be significantly reduced. This is especially important if young children are in the
home who are crawling on floors and putting their hands in and out of their mouths –
remember lead poisoning is a much greater concern for children than adults.

+ Washing
-

Washing both hands and vegetables is important for reducing exposure to soil toxins. This
is especially the case for root crops (carrots, potatoes, beets, radishes, etc.) that have grown
in the soil. It is recommended that either soap or water mixed with one percent vinegar be
used for washing vegetables.
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-

+ Raised Beds If soil contamination is a concern in an area where you want to garden, a smart
and easy solution is to construct raised beds. Raised beds are basically elevated and
contained mounds of soil around six inches deep or more. They are most frequently
constructed from wooden boxes framed with lumber, but can also be created with stones,
logs, bricks, or concrete chunks. The basic idea is that you are creating a garden bed on top
of ground with imported “clean” soil. As most annual garden vegetables do not have a
rooting depth of greater than six inches, the raised bed prevents plants roots from accessing
potentially contaminated soil. As an added precaution, the bed may be lined on the bottom
with landscaping fabric, a material that permits water to pass through yet blocks plant roots.
Raised Bed Considerations and Concerns
Although purchasing soil and box materials are expensive, the cost can be justified in an
urban environment as the “solar real estate” is of greater value than the soil – particularly if
it’s only a few beds. What this means is that having access to a space that receives enough
sun light to support vegetable production is the most important thing for gardening.
Frequently, vacant parcels are shaded by trees and buildings to such an extent that
vegetable gardening is impossible – it’s much easier to import or amend soil than to knock
down neighboring structures. Once you pass from small scale gardening into larger scale
farming, the value of good indigenous soil becomes more important.
Much of the soil that is sold by landscaping companies is collected by scraping the topsoil
off of development sites prior to construction. It’s possible that this topsoil may actually be
more contaminated than the soils its meant to cover. Always ask landscaping companies if
they screen their soils for lead. Another concern is about the long-term sustainability of the
practice of harvesting topsoil. Any city has a theoretical “soil shed”, the area surrounding a
city from which soils are collected from. In keeping with the goal of having cities function in
a more cyclical and less linear way, it’s important to not to vacuum the soil from rural farms
into cities. Responsible landscaping companies will “grow” their soils, mixing in composted
organics with parent material, and not “flay” the neighboring fields of fertility.
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+ Ground Covers
Establishing grounds covers is an effective way of preventing contaminated soils from
drying out and becoming dust-borne, or from being splashed by rain or tracked by foot into noncontaminated areas. A vegetated cover (i.e. grass) maintained over soils can help create an
effective means of protecting soils from erosion and drying. However, in high traffic areas, such
as the rows in between garden beds, it can be difficult to keep a ground cover alive. Other
materials that can be used in these spaces include woodchips, gravel, paver stones, burlap bags,
or cardboard. Any of these will help to keep contaminated soils from drying out or being spread.
Do keep in mind however, that materials like wood chips will degrade and will need to be reapplied at least on an annual basis.
+ High Organic matter content and neutral ph.
Much is written about the benefits of compost and composting in the chapter on waste,
but it is worthwhile to restate them here as they directly pertain to reducing exposure to soil
contaminants, particularly lead. Lead is highly lipophilic (lipid=fat, philic=loving). This is why it
bonds readily to receptor sites in our brains, which are themselves about sixty percent fat. Luckily
however, lead’s lipophilic properties also lend to it binding to organic compounds in compost
amendments. When bound with compost, lead’s bioavailability is reduced, which means it is less
likely to be taken up by plants or to cause neurological damage if ingested. Furthermore, adding
compost to soils neutralizes their ph., causing toxic metals to be less soluble and unlikely to be
absorbed by plant tissues (Kumar, 2016).
+ Aerial Deposition Barrier
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Even if you do construct garden beds with clean soil, or have an uncontaminated site, you
are going to want to protect your soils from dust-borne contaminants blowing in from off-site.
This could be from uncovered soil in a neighboring yard with flaking lead-based house paint, or
could be from street dust – contaminated by degrading brake pads, diesel particulates, and
wearing tires. One way to protect a site is to create a depositional barrier, a row of non-edible
plants grown around the periphery of a property. The leaves of these plants will create a surface
for air-borne pollutants to settle on, blocking some of them from moving further into a property
where they could contaminate garden soils. Barriers make good sense if part of a property is
facing a heavily trafficked street. For a more detailed discussion of aerial deposition, see the air
chapter.
These best management practices are effective at protecting gardeners from direct
exposure to contaminated soils. They offer simple and practical methods of creating first line of
defense against urban ecological contaminants. What would it mean however, to go beyond just
a reactive, defensive response to pollution? Is it possible to “go on the offensive”, so to say with
environmental toxins, and intervene in such a way where they could be permanently destroyed,
resulting in healthy soils for generations to come?
In order to address soil contamination in a meaningfully long lasting way, techniques need to be
employed that are capable of degrading contaminants into their innocuous components, or
permanently sequestering them so that they will pose no risk to future gardeners. In keeping
with an ethic that values soils as both precious and vulnerable, such long-term strategies are
required. Bioremediation may be one possible method of achieving these goals.
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Part IV: Conclusion – Towards Urban Ecosystem Justice
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Conclusion
In conclusion, this dissertation attempts to address and reconcile two related yet
distinct issues relevant to urban sustainability through the synthesis of a new analytical
framework, urban ecosystem justice.
The two issues are:
1. The exclusion/relegation of the “social pillar” of sustainability
and
2. Ecological Alienation
Social Sustainability
As described in this dissertation, sustainability discourse over recent years has placed a
disproportionate emphasis on the “environmental” and “economic” aspects of sustainability,
largely ignoring or underemphasizing sustainability’s social dimension. This trend has produced
a form of “techno-managerial sustainability” that is attractive to business owners, policy
makers, and the ruling classes as it promotes a “green” agenda that is at once friendly to capital
and conducive to crafting the illusion of community consensus. By relegating the social
component, inconvenient questions regarding equity, access, fairness, race and class are
glossed over, and fundamental structural socio-economic inequalities are never addressed. As
such, the status-quo remains unchallenged and environmental initiatives privilege only affluent
communities. Little to no attempt is made to ensure that there is equitable distribution of
environmental harms and goods, and in cases when environmental amenities are provided to
low-income communities, it often results in the unintentional (or intentional?) consequence of
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their displacement/cultural alienation (i.e. gentrification). The most extreme form in which this
manifests is the phenomenon of “urban ecological securitization”, where premium
environmental services are provided to the wealthy and the poor are displaced to the urban
periphery where they are subject to the brunt of ecological risk, exposure, and vulnerability.
Similarly, the philosophy of ecological modernization, or ecomodernism, envisions a world
where humans are concentrated into urban bubbles, fed synthetic proteins and prevented from
interacting with the world outside which is reserved for non-human biodiversity preservation
(Schellenberger, 2015).
In this dissertation, I have attempted to illustrate the various ways that social
sustainability exclusion manifests. Through discussing phenomena such as resilience and the
Anthropocene, I have shown how socio-ecological concepts can be subject to the influences of
neoliberalization. In it, these frameworks are stripped of any explicit mention of justice and
equity, and are rendered into tools to advance an enviro-technical “post-political” management
style that promotes the interests of capital. Far from hopeless, however, these ideas have the
potential to be used for promoting a genuine community-centered sustainability if the social
pillar can be firmly reinstated and protected. This must be actively worked for, as increasingly
city governments are looking at sustainability issues through a lens of climate risk, vulnerability,
and securitization. While there are valuable conversations to be had about these topics, they
also limit the scope of discussion to exclude adaptive capacity and transformation.
Environmental justice provides a potentially useful platform from which to re-assert
social sustainability concerns. Founded upon the analysis and critique of unequal distributions
of environmental risks, environmental justice is built upon and around the primacy of social
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sustainability issues. I am optimistic about the potential of merging the critique of
environmental justice with the proactive stance of urban sustainability through the “just
sustainabilities” concept. I believe it offers promise to challenge the dominant mindset of
enviro-technical sustainability, while opening the space for advocating for ecological amenities
for marginalized communities, essential for challenging ecological alienation.
Furthermore, insights may be incorporated from the notion of the “just city” as well as
movements such as “Right to the City” and the idea of “the commons”, particularly as applied
to urban environments.

Ecological Alienation
Ecological Alienation, or ecological rift, is a present-day manifestation of the
nature/society dualism professed through modernist ideals and philosophy. Through it, urban
residents are profoundly separated from and ignorant of the natural processes and systems
that make life on earth possible (i.e. food production, water, composting/decomposition,
energy, atmospheric/climatic processes, non-human life). The separation of town and country
has relegated these processes and systems to the urban periphery or hinterlands, making them
invisible and inaccessible to urban residents. In instances where “remnant” ecologies remain in
cities, they are commonly made inaccessible through enclosure, poisoned, degraded, or
otherwise de-valued. Where environmental education does exist in cities, it teaches about the
environment and nature as external to the city, with urban environments being considered
unworthy of study. Likewise, definitions of “the environment” seldom are extended to include
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social and human processes. The combined influence of these conditions produces in both
children and adults what is referred to as “ecophobia”, or fear of ecological systems and
processes. When a citizenry has no sense of inter-relation, love, concern, or responsibility for
ecological systems, they cannot be expected to act in their defense.
In this dissertation, I have invoked a number of concepts that could be used to challenge
the ecological alienation that is pervasive in our society today. Foremost among them is the
idea and discipline of urban ecology. I have traced the origins of urban ecology from its
beginnings as a study of “remnant ecologies” to an ecology of cities that is inclusive of human
processes. Most recently, there is a new emerging urban ecology paradigm that looks at an
ecology for cities that would have a more explicit focus on activism. Coupled with the nascent
concept of novel ecosystems, urban ecology has already done much to make urban ecosystems
a respected, relevant, and serious topic of research – and in as much is a powerful tool for
combatting urban ecological alienation. By being more open to human and social processes,
and by being sensitive to concerns of equity and justice, I am optimistic about the potential of
urban ecology to be a central component of an urban ecosystem justice platform.
Furthermore, I explore the nascent literature around the subject of “shrinking cities”,
examining the potential of these environments to promote both greater social equity and
ecological sustainability. By being free from the immense downward economic pressures
placed on rapidly growing cities, it may be possible to work proactively across a number of
social and environmental scales.
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Urban Ecosystem Justice
Urban Ecosystem Justice is an attempt to reconcile these two problems. By framing
cities as complex adaptive socio-ecological systems, it looks at how questions of equity, access,
fairness, race and class apply to the biophysical dimensions of urban ecosystems (soil, water,
waste, air, biodiversity). In this regard, it makes explicit and moves social sustainability to the
forefront of sustainability discourse, while simultaneously challenging ecological alienation by
making the urban ecosystem a legitimate, and relevant, topic of study. Very importantly, urban
ecosystem justice situates itself within a citizen-center, grassroots context. In this regard, it
focuses on exploring and creating mutually reciprocal symbioses between ordinary citizens and
urban ecologies from the ground up, an angle typically not explored from top-down planning
and policy perspectives. While urban ecosystem justice shares many ideological commonalities
with the environmental justice movement, it emphasizes proactive as well as reactive
responses, demanding equal distribution of both ecological risks and benefits. Highly cognizant
of the risk of ecological gentrification, urban ecosystem justice also advocates affordable
housing and environmental amenities together through a “cities for people not for profit”
ethos.

Application
Ultimately, I see urban ecosystem justice being used as a framing concept for urban
environmental education. Building on the idea of “learning ecologies”, urban ecosystem justice
demonstrates how ecological processes affect students on an individual and societal level. In
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doing so, “the environment” is made more familiar: humans are integral to rather than external
from ecological processes, and the interdependency of human-ecosystem health and well-being
is illustrated. In this regard, an “urban ecological literacy” is developed. Not naïve about the
pervasiveness and genuine hazards of toxic processes in urban ecosystems, an urban ecosystem
justice perspective faces these issues head-on, trying to environmental contamination visible,
discussing risk frankly, and through concepts such as community-based bioremediation,
proactively addressing environmental toxicity. Lastly, by teaching that urban ecosystems have
value, a sense of love and pride can be cultured within urban residents that can counter the
powerfully negative messaging they otherwise receive. In as much, this may serve as a starting
point for a new generation of urban environmental educators and citizen activists.
By applying a cross-scale analysis of these various dimensions of urban ecosystems, I have
been able to examine through narrative the various socio-political, economic, and environmental
themes that persist through them. In doing this, my intention is that others seeking to apply an
urban ecosystem justice analysis to other cities may look for common themes and questions that
may be of assistance in replication and translation.
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Epilogue
Humanity will face numerous existential challenges in the 21 st century and beyond.
Among them are the continued danger of climate catastrophe, depletion of energy resources,
growing inequality, mass species extinction, pandemic disease, toxics accumulation, novel
technological hazards, and the ever-present risk of global war. No guarantee exists that this
“bottleneck” (Wilson, 2002) of pressures can be successfully traversed, or any consensus on how
to best go about it. Beliefs on how best to navigate this course tightly correspond with visions
for the future, and ideas about the ultimate destiny of humanity. These range from romanticized
primitivism on one end, to extreme techno-utopian transcendalism on the other, well
summarized by James Lovelock in the following quote: “We can return to a more primitive
lifestyle and live in equilibrium with the planet as hunter-gatherers, or we can sequester
ourselves into a very sophisticated, high-tech civilization” (Goodell, 2007). The former believes
humanity’s greatest error was coming down from the trees, and that time, number, language,
art, and agriculture have all been follies that have been responsible for the grave sin of civilization
itself (Zerzan, 2005). The latter would profess to escape not only our earthly bounds but
ultimately also the limits of our biological bodies and brains, seeking cosmic consciousness
through technological expansion (Kelly, 2011).
I personally imagine a different course, one that seeks to retain a close connection with
earth, ecological processes, and traditional lifeways, yet draws from the best of what civilization,
technology and science and collective modernity have to offer in promoting a more just,
equitable, and educated species. Within this “sustainable futures” path, there is a considerable
degree of nuance. From agrarian “earth stewardship” to “green tech” scenarios (Holmgren,
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2012), these strategies can be undertaken simultaneously and occur at various scales, and may
differ considerably from the global North to South. The precise blueprint of a sustainable future
is unknown to me, and neither is it appropriate for me to be overly prescriptive about it “sustainability” is not a destination but rather a process. As sustainability will be re-defined by
every proceeding generation, adaptive capacity will likely be the most important attribute to
emphasize. Regardless of the exact how and why, I believe it is very important to have hopeful
sustainable future visions as part of our cultural imaginary. Failure to do so will surely result in
us continuing our current “brown tech” trajectory of increasing economic disparity, further
concentration of political power in the hands of corporate interests, erosion of democracy,
exhaustion of the planet’s fossil fuel reserves, increased toxic contamination of bodies and the
ecosphere, and a wildly unpredictable global climate that makes traditional earth-based lifeways
next to impossible.
What then, will the future of the city be? Visions of urban futures are as varied as they are
for the planet as a whole, and closely parallel the global scenarios I previously described. In the
book “Resilient Cities: Responding to Peak Oil and Climate Change”, four urban future scenarios
are proposed (Newman, 2009). These are:
1. collapse - ruin and abandonment
2. the ruralized city - increased urban agriculture and permaculture influence in the periurban sphere
3. the divided city - premium environmental service for the wealthy, i.e. urban ecological
securitization (Hodson, 2009)
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4. the resilient city – high density, prominence of renewable energy with an emphasis on
equity and access
It’s interesting that I can see the beginnings of each of these scenarios already being played out
in different cities today. While the authors ultimately strongly advocate for scenario number four
(they are interestingly convinced that urban agriculture in inherently non-equitable and entirely
inappropriate for “modern” cities), I again see them playing out simultaneously and at different
scales. Cities, just like forests or lakes or coral reefs, are dynamic, non-equilibrium systems that
are continually going through stages of growth, release, decline and reorganization. There will,
in all likelihood, be no single outcome for all the world’s cities.
While personally I would envision, ideally, some balance between scenarios two and four, no
guarantee is made that they will come about, or that they’re necessarily the best choice.
Perhaps the primitivists are right, and that cities are ultimately hopeless.

Maybe the

concentration of people living in them is simply too great, the resources they consume and the
wastes they produce will always ensure a non-reciprocal relationship with the countryside.
Perhaps by stratified geographic layout alone they reinforce and ensure patterns of inequality
and injustice. Future generations may decide to abandon cities, seeing them as symbols of a
failed bygone industrial era. This would not be without precedent – humans have on numerous
occasions in the past abandoned civilization to return to tribalism. Historically urban centers
depopulate after collapse, defined as being some reduction in the political, economic,
environmental or social complexity of a place (Diamond, 2005). Would this post-industrial
society consist of a confederacy of egalitarian bands based on the values of mutual aid and
cooperation, or of one dominated by “big men” where inter-tribal warfare and subjugation of
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women ensures life indeed remains solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short. In either case, the
experiment of civilization and all that it offers for better or worse, would be over.
On the other hand, perhaps it is our ultimate destiny to evolve into homo urbanus, with
the vast majority of humans living in cities enclosed within fusion-powered glass bubbles, eating
synthetic proteins and processing our wastes with nano-bots in a techno-utopian fantasyland
where we attain technological immortality. Would these be progressive centers of egalitarian
ideals that value justice, fairness, and health, leaving the world outside the bubble off-limits to
humans and exclusively for biodiversity preservation? Or would they only provide ecological
amenities to the upper classes while the poor inhabit vast toxic and degraded slum lands on the
urban periphery surviving off discards of the elite – left with no other options on a planet with a
devastated biosphere? In either case, the influence of the technosphere will have overtaken that
of the ecosphere, and our alienation from nature will be complete. In losing out connection with
the earth, we will have also lost much of what I believe makes us human.
Again, I imagine a different outcome. Cities have the potential to embody the best of
what human culture has to offer: art, music, education, community, science, medicine, fair-trade,
democracy, justice, equity, yet still retain a close inter-relationship with the earth and ecosystem
processes. I believe it’s hugely important to have frequent and reciprocal interchanges between
urban and rural spaces, in both material and social dimensions. By recognizing and valuing the
ecological processes at work in the urban environment, and ensuring that access to them remains
equitable, a new generation of environmental advocates can be raised that will understand the
inherent interconnections of social and ecological processes. This informed populace will be
motivated to work for a fair society as well as a sustainable planet, fully aware that their own
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survival depends upon each. It is in this spirit that I have attempted to create the urban
ecosystem justice framework. It is my wish to have it be taken up by others and more fully
developed as a means to working towards a more equitable and sustainable world.
What then, in the short term, are the next steps? What is the way forward for the urban
sustainability movement? I concur with Julian Agyeman’s belief that urban sustainability
advocates should situate and center their activities from an environmental justice standpoint,
taking leadership from oppressed communities. Doing so will ensure that issues of equity and
justice remain central to the work, and lessens the likelihood that sustainability will be coopted
for neoliberal interests. In this regard, we would be working towards a “just sustainability”, or
even second-generation environmental justice that advocates for equitable distribution of
environmental harms and goods. Is it possible for the environmental justice movement to be
coopted? Certainly. A distinct possibility is that urban planners, or even well-intentioned white
activists, will claim the mantle of environmental justice and in doing so alienate its POC members.
For this reason, its particularly important that leadership be taken by the communities most
greatly affected by the disproportionate distribution.
Furthermore, a large effort needs to be made in training a new generation of urban
environmental educators. The idea of valuing the nature inside of cities is still relatively new, and
has had only a small influence so far in environmental education circles. Many of those taking
the lead in this area come from socio-economic backgrounds different from the urban youth they
are teaching. This can have the effect of adding to the cultural and ecological alienation already
felt by many urban youth towards the environment. No simple solutions for how to best navigate
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these challenges are available, other than to try and create a cascading learning system that
trains youth leaders to themselves be educators.
Finally, a key component of urban ecosystem justice that has not been explored in depth
is this dissertation is of developing a culture of reciprocity between urban and rural
environments. As an extension of urban metabolic justice, I believe it is important to challenge
the notion of cities as resource vacuums, and to figure out ways of creating healthier
interchanges between urban and non-urban space. Specifically, I believe it is important to create
enhanced understanding and respect between urban communities of color and low-income rural
white communities, working towards a realization that these two groups face many common
issues in the overall picture of economic inequality. Doing so may help to prevent opportunistic
political forces from causing these two groups to blame each other for their disenfranchisement.
It is with these concluding thoughts that I end this dissertation. In it, I have analyzed the
history and current state of urban sustainability, examining the ways that it has been
appropriated by neoliberal interests, and how it intersects with emerging socio-natural boundary
spanning concepts, such as resilience and the Anthropocene. Looping back to the beginning,
these two ideas serve as models of the very tensions that pull on urban sustainability discourse
in general. On one hand they represent the potential of citizen-centered movements working
for ecological, class, and racial justice and equity through means that are genuinely participatory
and democratic, seeking to create greater reciprocity and mutualistic symbiosis between humans
and the soil, water, air, and non-human life in the urban environment. On the other hand, they
can create a deceptively “eco-friendly” framing of a neoliberal agenda that promotes greater
securitization, commodification, and control of the global ecosystem, while driving further
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disparity between the world’s haves and have nots, rewarding the wealthy with environmental
privilege and the poor with toxic remnants.
It is my hope that the former vision can be manifested using the ideas presented in this
dissertation as a roughly illustrated, yet still hopefully useful field guide.
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